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THE CONNECTICUT GENERAL ASSEMBLY
THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Tuesday, April 24, 2018

(The House of Representatives was called to
order at 10:50 o'clock a.m., Speaker Joe Aresimowicz
of the 30th District in the Chair.)

CLERK:
The House of Representatives will convene
immediately.

Members to the Chamber.

The House of

Representatives will convene immediately.
to the Chamber.

Members

The House of Representatives will

convene immediately.

Members to the Chamber.

The

House of Representatives will convene immediately.
Members to the Chamber.
SPEAKER ARESIMOWICZ (30TH):
The House please come to order.

Will members,

staff, and guests please rise, direct your attention
to the Dais where Imam Refai Arefin will lead us in
prayer?
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DEPUTY CHAPLAIN IMAM REFAI AREFIN:
Thank you, Mr. Speaker.

Loving and gracious

God, we give you thanks for giving us another day in
a state where freedom and opportunity are rights for
all.

Despite the challenges in leveling the playing

field and reversing patterns and systems of
disadvantage, we seek a society where difference is
valued, and merit is appreciated, where justice is
for all and liberty is not the privilege of the
privileged, where reason prevails over fear and love
defeats hate.

To that end, we seek your blessing

and assistance.

May all that is done this day be

for your greater honor and glory.

Amen.

SPEAKER ARESIMOWICZ (30TH):
Thank you.

Would Representative Linehan of the

103rd, please come to the Dais to lead us in the
Pledge?
REP. LINEHAN (103RD):
(All) I pledge allegiance to the flag of the
United States of America and to the Republic for
which it stands, one nation, under God, indivisible,
with liberty and justice for all.
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SPEAKER ARESIMOWICZ (30TH):
Is there any business on the Clerk’s desk?
CLERK:
Yes, Mr. Speaker.

There is communication from

the governor judicial nomination, corrected letter
for Steven D. Ecker.
SPEAKER ARESIMOWICZ (30TH):
Refer to the committee on Judiciary.
CLERK:
And, last is the daily Calendar.
SPEAKER ARESIMOWICZ (30TH):
Thank you very much, sir.

Are there any

announcements or introductions?
Zupkus of the 89th.

Representative

Representative Ferraro of the

117th.
REP. FERRARO (117TH):
Thank you, Mr. Speaker.

I rise for a point of

privilege.
SPEAKER ARESIMOWICZ (30TH):
Please proceed, sir.
REP. FERRARO (117TH):
As many of my colleagues know, Veterans are
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unfortunately a class that has been afflicted
disproportionately higher than the civilian average
for suicides with an estimated 22 of them taking
their lives each day.

These service members,

especially those that deployed to serve in harms way
and having born witness to the full atrocities of
war, deserve to be remembered and as recently as
last week, two Veterans of the Connecticut Army
National Guard’s 118th Medical Battalion, both of
whom deployed in support of Operation Iraqi Freedom,
had their lives cut short tragically early -tragically early, leaving fellow Veterans, family,
and friends devastated by their loss.

Juan Reyes

and Magdalena Mockalis “Maggie” left this world
entirely too soon and the invisible scars of war and
the burdens they carried played a significant part
in that.

I ask my colleagues to join me in a moment

of silence to honor their memory.
SPEAKER ARESIMOWICZ (30TH):
Thank you very much, Representative.

We will

observe that moment of silence [Silence].

(Gavel)

Representative Hennessey of the 127th, you have the
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floor, sir.
REP. HENNESSEY (127TH):
Thank you, Mr. Speaker for point of an
introduction.

Today, we have with us Brigadier

General Daniel McHale beside me here and I would
like to introduce him to the Chamber.

General

McHale began his military career as an enlisted Army
diver and he served in Vietnam.

Retiring with over

35 years of military service, he rose to the rank of
Brigadier General Connecticut Army National Guard.
General McHale was Commander of the Connecticut
famous 102nd Infantry Regiment and the National
Guard’s 85th Troop Command.

He commanded and

deployed a 700 Quick Reaction Force following the
events of September 11, pulling security at critical
infrastructure sites in Connecticut.

He is co-

chairman of the Connecticut Support Coordinator
Committee and contributed to the FBI Joint Terrorism
Taskforce from 2001 to 2005.

He volunteers as a

guardian for the American Warrior Honor Flight
Program, which takes over 1000 World War II Veterans
to Washington D.C. to view the national World War II
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He is a retired operations manager of the

12 Hartford area post office and former postmaster
of Simsbury.

Mr. Speaker, I would ask that the

House all rise and give him our usual welcome and
thanks for service.

[Applause]

SPEAKER ARESIMOWICZ (30TH):
Thank you for your service, sir.
Representative.

Thank you,

Representative Wilms of the 142nd,

you have the floor, sir.
REP. WILMS (142ND):
Thank you, Mr. Speaker.

I rise for purpose of

an announcement.
SPEAKER ARESIMOWICZ (30TH):
Please proceed, sir.
REP. WILMS (142ND):
Thank you.

To all my colleagues here, today is

Norwalk day here in the Chamber, so it starts at 11
o’clock, so over the next couple of hours, please
come up to Old Judic and sample some of Norwalk’s
hospitality.

Thank you.

SPEAKER ARESIMOWICZ (30TH):
Thank you very much, sir, and we will.
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Representative McCarty of the 38th, you have the
floor, madam.
REP. MCCARTY (38TH):
Thank you, Mr. Speaker.

For purpose of an

announcement.
SPEAKER ARESIMOWICZ (30TH):
Please proceed.
REP. MCCARTY (38TH):
Thank you.

I would just like to remind

everyone that tomorrow is intern recognition day and
would kindly ask legislatures to make time to come
down to the north lobby around 2:15 to have photos
taken with the interns and hopefully, tomorrow’s
program will allow us to meet all of the interns and
their families here in the Chamber.

Thank you, Mr.

Speaker.
SPEAKER ARESIMOWICZ (30TH):
Thank you very much, Representative.
any other announcements or introductions?
Clerk please call House Calendar 413?
CLERK:
Connecticut General Assembly House of

Are there
Will the
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Representatives, April 24, 2018.

On page 5, House

Calendar 413, Senate Joint Resolution No. 40,
RESOLUTION CONFIRMING THE NOMINATION OF LAURA CORDES
OF WEST HARTFORD TO BE REAPPOINTED A MEMBER OF THE
CONNECTICUT COMMUTER RAIL COUNCIL.

Favorable report

of Joint Standing Committee on Executive and
Legislative Nominations.
SPEAKER ARESIMOWICZ (30TH):
Representative DiMassa of the 116th, you have
the floor, sir.
REP. DIMASSA (116TH):
Good morning, Mr. Speaker.

I move acceptance

of the Joint Committee’s favorable report and
adoption of the resolution, sir.
SPEAKER ARESIMOWICZ (30TH):
Question before the Chamber is on acceptance of
the Joint Committee’s favorable report and adoption
of the resolution.

Representative DiMassa, please

proceed.
REP. DIMASSA (116TH):
Thank you, Mr. Speaker.

Ms. Cordes is from

West Hartford, currently the executive director of
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the Connecticut Alliance to End Sexual Violence, and
I would urge all my colleagues to vote in favor, and
I move adoption, sir.
SPEAKER ARESIMOWICZ (30TH):
Question before the Chamber is on adoption of
the resolution.

Representative Perillo of the

113th.
REP. PERILLO (113TH):
Thank you, Mr. Speaker and good morning.
SPEAKER ARESIMOWICZ (30TH):
Good morning.
REP. PERILLO (113TH):
Just want to concur with the gentleman’s
comments.

This individual is very qualified and

performed very well in answering our questions
before the committee, and I would urge support.
SPEAKER ARESIMOWICZ (30TH):
Thank you very much, sir.

Will you remark

further on the resolution before us?
try your minds.

If not, let me

All those in favor please signify

by saying aye.
[Ayes heard].
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The aye’s have it.

resolution is adopted (Gavel).

The

Will the Clerk

please call House Calendar 414?
CLERK:
House Calendar 414, Senate Joint Resolution No.
41, RESOLUTION CONFIRMING THE NOMINATION OF DOUG
HAUSLADEN OF NEW HAVEN TO BE A MEMBER OF THE
CONNECTICUT COMMUTER RAIL COUNCIL.

Favorable report

of the Joint Standing Committee on Executive and
Legislative Nominations.
SPEAKER ARESIMOWICZ (30TH):
Representative DiMassa.
REP. DIMASSA (116TH):
Thank you, Mr. Speaker.

I move acceptance of

the Joint Committee’s favorable report and adoption
of the resolution, sir.
SPEAKER ARESIMOWICZ (30TH):
Question before the Chamber is on adoption of
the resolution.

Will you remark?

Representative

DiMassa.
REP. DIMASSA (116TH):
Thank you, Mr. Speaker.

Mr. Hausladen is from
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He’s currently the executive director of

the New Haven Parking Authority, an excellent allaround candidate, and I move adoption, sir.
SPEAKER ARESIMOWICZ (30TH):
Thank you very much, sir.

Will you remark

further on the resolution before us?

Representative

Perillo.
REP. PERILLO (113TH):
Mr. Speaker, the gentleman is absolutely
correct.

Very qualified for the position and I also

would urge adoption of the resolution.
SPEAKER ARESIMOWICZ (30TH):
Thank you very much, sir.

Will you remark

further on the resolution before us?
try your minds.

If not, let me

All in favor signify by saying aye.

[Ayes heard].
Those opposed.
(Gavel).

Nay.

The aye’s have it

The resolution is adopted.

Will the Clerk

please call House Calendar 244?
CLERK:
On page 27, House Calendar 244, House Bill No.
5438, AN ACT CONCERNING MINOR AND TECHNICAL CHANGES
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TO COMMERCE-RELATED STATUTES.

Favorable repot of

the Joint Standing Committee on Commerce.
SPEAKER ARESIMOWICZ (30TH):
Representative Simmons of the 144th.
REP. SIMMONS (144TH):
Thank you, Mr. Speaker.

I move for acceptance

of the Joint Committee’s favorable report and
passage of the bill.
SPEAKER ARESIMOWICZ (30TH):
Question before the Chamber is on acceptance of
the Joint Committee’s favorable report and passage
of the bill.

Representative Simmons, you have the

floor, madam.
REP. SIMMONS (144TH):
Thank you, Mr. Speaker.

This is purely a

technical bill that we do every year.

LCO noticed

some minor technical changes that needed to be made,
and I urge my colleagues to support this bill.
Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
SPEAKER ARESIMOWICZ (30TH):
Thank you very much, madam.
further on the bill before us?

Will you remark
My very good friend
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of the 87th District, Representative Yaccarino, you
have the floor, sir.
REP. YACCARINO (87TH):
Good morning, Mr. Speaker.
SPEAKER ARESIMOWICZ (30TH):
Good morning.
REP. YACCARINO (87TH):
It’s what the good chairwoman had described.
It’s very technical by nature but I do have one
question.
Through you, Mr. Speaker.
SPEAKER ARESIMOWICZ (30TH):
Representative Simmons, please prepare
yourself.

Representative Yaccarino, please proceed,

sir.
REP. YACCARINO (87TH):
Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
to this bill?

Is there a fiscal note

Through you, Mr. Speaker.
SPEAKER ARESIMOWICZ (30TH):
Representative Simmons.
REP. SIMMONS (144TH):
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There is no fiscal note.
Through you, Mr. Speaker.
SPEAKER ARESIMOWICZ (30TH):
Representative Yaccarino.
REP. YACCARINO (87TH):
Thank you, and that will -- this will be an
annual report is it January 1 of each year or does
it give a date?
Through you, Mr. Speaker.
SPEAKER ARESIMOWICZ (30TH):
Representative Simmons.
REP. SIMMONS (144TH):
Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
Through you, Mr. Speaker, it will be effective
October 1 of this year.
SPEAKER ARESIMOWICZ (30TH):
Representative Yaccarino.
REP. YACCARINO (87TH):
Thank you for that answer.
Speaker.

Thank you, Mr.

No more questions.

SPEAKER ARESIMOWICZ (30TH):
Thank you very much, sir.

Will you remark
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further on the bill before us?

Will you remark

further on the bill before us?

If not, staff and

guests please come to the well of the House, members
take your seats, the machine will be open.
CLERK:
[Bell] The House of Representatives is voting
by roll.

Members to the Chamber.

Representatives is voting by roll.

The House of
Members to the

Chamber.
ASSISTANT DEPUTY SPEAKER MUSHINSKY (85TH):
Have all the members voted?
members voted?

Have all the

Will the members please check the

board to determine if your vote is properly cast?
If all the members have voted, the machine will be
locked, and the Clerk will take a tally.

Clerk,

please announce the tally.
CLERK:
Bill No. 5438
Total number Voting
Necessary for Passage

144
73

Those voting Yea

144

Those voting Nay

0
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Absent not Voting

6

ASSISTANT DEPUTY SPEAKER MUSHINSKY (85TH):
Bill passes (Gavel).

Clerk, please call

Calendar 262.
CLERK:
On page 52, Calendar 262, House Bill No. 5148,
AN ACT CONCERNING PREGNANT PATIENTS EXERCISING
LIVING WILLS.

Favorable report of the Joint

Standing Committee on Judiciary.
ASSISTANT DEPUTY SPEAKER MUSHINSKY (85TH):
Representative Steinberg of the 136th.
REP. STEINBERG (136TH):
Good morning, Madam Speaker.

I move for

acceptance of the Joint Committee’s favorable report
and passage of the bill.
ASSISTANT DEPUTY SPEAKER MUSHINSKY (85TH):
Will you remark?

The question before the

Chamber is on acceptance of the Joint Committee’s
favorable report and passage of the bill.

Will you

remark, sir?
REP. STEINBERG (136TH):
Thank you, Madam Speaker.

This bill seeks to
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address an anomaly in state statutes that exempts
women who are pregnant from the ability to create
living wills or advanced directives.

The bill

repeals the old statute and instead, now allows
pregnant women to put together advanced directives
and living wills.

It also removes from liability

practitioners who are in a situation where they may
have to cease to provide care, and I’m glad to
elaborate further.

I move passage.

ASSISTANT DEPUTY SPEAKER MUSHINSKY (85TH):
Thank you, sir.

(Gavel) Members, please take

your conversations outside.

Some of the Chamber

cannot hear the dialogue on this very important
bill.

Representative Betts of the 78th.

REP. BETTS (78TH):
Thank you very much, Madam Speaker.
morning.

Good

A few questions, if I may?

Through you to the good chairman of Public
Health?
ASSISTANT DEPUTY SPEAKER MUSHINSKY (85TH):
Representative Steinberg, please prepare
yourself.
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REP. BETTS (78TH):
What is the reason or why is this bill before
us now?

We had a very extensive public hearing on

it and I think we were very surprised to hear the
basis for introducing this proposal, and I’m not
sure many members of the Chamber know why that is.
So, through you Madam Speaker, why are we
considering this bill now?
ASSISTANT DEPUTY SPEAKER MUSHINSKY (85TH):
Representative Steinberg.
REP. STEINBERG (136TH):
Thank you, Madam Speaker.
question.

Thank you for the

This is really an archaic bit of statute

in the Connecticut general statutes that probably
with good intentions many years ago did not include
women who are pregnant with the ability to put
together advanced directives and living wills.
We’ve progressed quite a bit in the intervening
years and virtually, everybody has that right to
create a living will, and there’s simply no reason
why pregnant woman should not be afforded that same
right, particularly in extreme circumstances where
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their situation is dire or terminal to be able to
express their own wishes over their remaining days.
Through you, Madam Speaker.
ASSISTANT DEPUTY SPEAKER MUSHINSKY (85TH):
Representative Betts.
REP. BETTS (78TH):
Thank you, Madam Speaker, and at the public
hearing, there was quite a bit of testimony given on
this proposal.

Could you sum up or give the Chamber

an idea of who supported it and the breath of the
support and was there any opposition to this
proposal?
Through you, Madam Speaker.
ASSISTANT DEPUTY SPEAKER MUSHINSKY (85TH):
Representative Steinberg.
REP. STEINBERG (136TH):
Thank you, Madam Speaker.
question.

Thank you for the

We were very impressed by the widespread

and virtually universal support by all sorts of
organizations from, as you might expect, Planned
Parenthood and NARAL, but also, the Association of
Gynecologists and Obstetricians, the ACLU, the Chief
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of Neonatal and Prenatal Medicine at Yale School of
Medicine.

Everyone who testified felt very strongly

this was a statute that needed to be updated in
terms of fairness to women who are pregnant, and the
bill also passed unanimously out of committee.
Through you, Madam Speaker.
ASSISTANT DEPUTY SPEAKER MUSHINSKY (85TH):
Representative Betts.
REP. BETTS (78TH):
Thank you very much and thank you for those
answers.

I just want to concur with the chairman

and the committee that voted unanimously to support
this.

This is a commonsense bill.

It’s certainly

something that women should have the right to do and
I was very surprised to hear that they did not, so
this is a good bill, ought to pass.

No opposition

given to the bill and I ask the Chamber to ask any
questions they have but this is a very, very good
bill, very important, and I ask everyone to support
it.

Thank you, Madam Chair.

ASSISTANT DEPUTY SPEAKER MUSHINSKY (85TH):
Thank you, sir.

Representative Srinivasan of
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the 31st.
REP. SRINIVASAN (31ST):
Thank you, Madam Speaker, and good morning,
Madam Speaker.
ASSISTANT DEPUTY SPEAKER MUSHINSKY (85TH):
Good morning.
REP. SRINIVASAN (31ST):
Thank you, Madam Speaker.
great bill.

This is definitely a

It had to pass and I’m in strong

support of that, and to

you, Madam Speaker, just

one question for clarification to the chairman of
the Public Health Committee.
ASSISTANT DEPUTY SPEAKER MUSHINSKY (85TH):
Representative Steinberg, be prepared.
Representative Srinivasan.
REP. SRINIVASAN (31ST):
Through you Madam Speaker, as I understand
this, there was an unfortunately a carveout -- if
that’s a choice of word one could use -- in our rare
pregnant women who were not allowed to have this and
that’s what we’re trying to rectify in this bill?
Through you, Madam Speaker.
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ASSISTANT DEPUTY SPEAKER MUSHINSKY (85TH):
Representative Steinberg.
REP. STEINBERG (136TH):
Thank you, Madam Speaker.

I would not use the

phrase carveout in this context, but yes, that’s the
general situation.
Through you, Madam Speaker.
ASSISTANT DEPUTY SPEAKER MUSHINSKY (85TH):
Representative Srinivasan.
REP. SRINIVASAN (31ST):
Thank you, Madam Speaker, and so moving
forward as other than what we have here with
pregnant women, are there any other conditions that
the good chairman is aware of where they’re not
capable of having their -- exercising their will?
Through you, Madam Speaker.
ASSISTANT DEPUTY SPEAKER MUSHINSKY (85TH):
Representative Steinberg.
REP. STEINBERG (136TH):
Thank you, Madam Speaker.

Really not, I guess

with the exception of being competent to make
decisions on their own, and ideally, a living will
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or advanced directive is executed well in advance of
the circumstances so there’s never any confusion on
that score, but other than that, Madam Speaker,
there would be no other circumstances.
Through you.
ASSISTANT DEPUTY SPEAKER MUSHINSKY (85TH):
Representative Srinivasan.
REP. SRINIVASAN (31ST):
Through you Madam Speaker, those situations
that the good chairman eluded to that they would be
applicable to everybody so there’s no specific group
of people that are being excluded because of that?
Through you, Madam Speaker.
ASSISTANT DEPUTY SPEAKER MUSHINSKY (85TH):
Representative Steinberg.
REP. STEINBERG (136TH):
Thank you, Madam Speaker.
representative is correct.

The good

We are basically

restoring women who are pregnant to the same status
as everybody else in their ability to execute
advanced directives and living wills.
Through you, Madam Speaker.
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ASSISTANT DEPUTY SPEAKER MUSHINSKY (85TH):
Representative Srinivasan.
REP. SRINIVASAN (31ST):
Thank you, Madam Speaker, and I stand in strong
support of this bill.

Thank you.

ASSISTANT DEPUTY SPEAKER MUSHINSKY (85TH):
Thank you, sir.

Representative Candelora of

the 86th.
REP. CANDELORA (86TH):
Thank you, Madam Speaker.

If I may, a couple

of questions to the proponent?
ASSISTANT DEPUTY SPEAKER MUSHINSKY (85TH):
Go ahead, Representative Candelora.
REP. CANDELORA (86TH):
Thank you, Madam Speaker.

Just to clarify for

some hypotheticals cause I think there -- we did
have a lot of discussion in our caucus and I do
believe this bill was supported unanimously, and a
couple of hypotheticals.

Under current law right

now, because pregnant woman cannot have a living
will, my understanding is that hospitals are put in
the position regardless of whether or not the baby
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is viable that they do not have the ability to make
a determination of whether to stop care in a
situation where the family or the patient no longer
wants that directive?
Through you.
ASSISTANT DEPUTY SPEAKER MUSHINSKY (85TH):
Representative Steinberg.
REP. STEINBERG (136TH):
Thank you, Madam Speaker.
representative is correct.

The good

Currently, they are

constrained in the choices they would have for any
other patient, and they are not in the position to
execute the wishes of the patient, in particular.
Through you, Madam Speaker.
ASSISTANT DEPUTY SPEAKER MUSHINSKY (85TH):
Representative Candelora.
REP. CANDELORA (86TH):
Thank you, Madam Speaker, and if the family is
in agreement that a pregnant woman is terminally ill
-- like may have -- you know be -- you know
braindead on a ventilator or having extraordinary
care to keep them alive -- how would a family under
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current law go about trying to fulfil the directive
of termination?
Through you.
ASSISTANT DEPUTY SPEAKER MUSHINSKY (85TH):
Representative Steinberg.
REP. STEINBERG (136TH):
Thank you, Madam Speaker.

I will say I’m not

precisely confident that I can give you the current
process.

It is difficult.

It’s complicated.

It is

not fair, which is why we are doing this change to
the statute.
Through you, Madam Speaker.
ASSISTANT DEPUTY SPEAKER MUSHINSKY (85TH):
Representative Candelora.
REP. CANDELORA (86TH):
Thank you, Madam Speaker, and then there were
some questions and I don’t know if the
representative could answer but in a situation where
a woman could be injured - maybe being 8 months
pregnant the baby is viable -- there is a directive
to not keep the woman on life support and if the
surviving spouse would want that child saved, do we
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know how the hospital would handle that type of
hypothetical?
Through you.
ASSISTANT DEPUTY SPEAKER MUSHINSKY (85TH):
Representative Steinberg.
REP. STEINBERG (136TH):
Thank you, Madam Speaker.
particularly thorny scenario.

That is a
This bill simply

addresses the rights of the pregnant woman.

It does

not get into the -- any of the other issues with
regard to the pregnancy, so we have not really
changed any of that and I don’t feel confident that
I could, again, tell you exactly how that would be
dealt with and it may vary depending in the
circumstance.
Through you, Madam Speaker.
ASSISTANT DEPUTY SPEAKER MUSHINSKY (85TH):
Representative Candelora.
REP. CANDELORA (86TH):
Thank you, Madam Speaker, and I would guess in
those type of situations the couple when they’re
sitting down to do their living wills likely would
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have the ability to have that conversation, and I
guess the -- getting back to the original point of
this -- under current law, a pregnant woman does not
have the ability to have a living will at all.
Through you.
ASSISTANT DEPUTY SPEAKER MUSHINSKY (85TH):
Representative Steinberg.
REP. STEINBERG (136TH):
Thank you, Madam Speaker.

Yes, I would agree

with that and that really underscores the importance
of having those conversations and executing a living
will or an advanced directive in advance to the
circumstances so that the woman’s express, intent,
and wishes are respected.

Waiting until the

circumstances are dire, makes it a challenge for
everyone involves, particularly the family, so
that’s why we want to make sure that this is on the
books and that people are aware of it and that they
will consider living wills and advanced directives
in case they ever find themselves in these
unfortunate circumstances.
Through you, Madam Speaker.
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ASSISTANT DEPUTY SPEAKER MUSHINSKY (85TH):
Representative Candelora.
REP. CANDELORA (86TH):
Thank you, Madam Speaker, and I appreciate the
answers to my questions.

Thank you.

ASSISTANT DEPUTY SPEAKER MUSHINSKY (85TH):
Thank you, sir.
111th.

Representative Frey of the

Is Representative Frey in the Chamber?

Representative Steinberg, will you remark further?
REP. STEINBERG (136TH):
I move passage.
ASSISTANT DEPUTY SPEAKER MUSHINSKY (85TH):
Thank you.

Will staff and guests please come

to the well of the House?
seats.

Members please take your

The machine will be open.

CLERK:
[Bell] The House of Representatives is voting
by roll.

Members to the Chamber.

Representatives of voting by roll.

The House of
Members to the

Chamber.
ASSISTANT DEPUTY SPEAKER MUSHINSKY (85TH):
Have all the members voted?

Have all the
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Members please check the board to

determine if your vote is properly cast.

If all the

members have voted, the machine will be locked, and
the Clerk will take a tally.

Clerk will please

announce the tally.

CLERK:
House Bill 5148
Total number Voting
Necessary for Passage

148
75

Those voting Yea

148

Those voting Nay

0

Absent not Voting

2

ASSISTANT DEPUTY SPEAKER MUSHINSKY (85TH):
(Gavel) bill passes.
or introductions?

Are there announcements

Representative Ohler of the 64th.

REP. OHLER (64TH):
Thank you, Madam Speaker.

I rise for a purpose

of introduction.
ASSISTANT DEPUTY SPEAKER MUSHINSKY (85TH):
Please proceed, sir.
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REP. OHLER (64TH):
Thank you, Madam Speaker.

If I could indulge

the Chamber’s attention for a few minutes.

I have

with me Major Dan Eddinger of Torrington,
Connecticut.

Major Eddinger is the department chair

for the Military Order of the Purple Heart, a life
member of which I’m proud to say I’m also a brother
and fellow comrade, and we are here today to talk
about Veterans’ issues regarding the funding -increased funding for the Veterans’ hospital and
more specifically to Torrington.

We are proud to

say next month we will be making Torrington an
official purple heart city, and Major Eddinger is a
silver star recipient, purple heart recipient from a
year served in Vietnam and 26 years total in the
United State Army in the 25th Infantry Division.
is a true hero and someone I look up to.
to call him a brother and a comrade.

He

I am proud

On behalf of

the Torrington delegation, could the Chamber please
welcome Major Eddinger?

[Applause]

ASSISTANT DEPUTY SPEAKER MUSHINSKY (85TH):
Thank you for your service, sir.

It’s an honor
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Representative Abercrombie

of the 83rd.
REP. ABERCROMBIE (83RD):
Thank you, Madam Speaker, for the purpose of an
announcement.
ASSISTANT DEPUTY SPEAKER MUSHINSKY (85TH):
Go ahead, madam.
REP. ABERCROMBIE (83RD):
Thank you.

I think it’s very appropriate to

announce this after the gentleman that was just
here.

This Chamber year in and year out is very

generous when it comes to dress down day, so next
Friday, May 4, will be dress down day and the money
that we raise will go to the Veteran’s Home in Rocky
Hill.

Representative Zupkus and myself will be

collecting the money and just so all you suits in
the room know, $5 dollars to dress down, $10 dollars
if you want to wear your suits.

Thank you, Madam

Speaker.
ASSISTANT DEPUTY SPEAKER MUSHINSKY (85TH):
Thank you, madam.
announcements?

Are there any other

If not, we’ll return to the call of
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Clerk, please call Calendar 208.

CLERK:
On page 23, House Calendar 208, Substitute
House Bill No. 5297, AN ACT CONCERNING CONTINUING
MEDICAL EDUCATION IN COLONOSCOPIES AND ENDOSCOPIES.
Favorable report of the Joint Standing Committee on
Public Health.
ASSISTANT DEPUTY SPEAKER MUSHINSKY (85TH):
Representative Steinberg of the 136th, you have
the floor, sir.
REP. STEINBERG (136TH):
Good to see you again, Madam Speaker.

I move

for acceptance of the Joint Committee’s favorable
report and passage of the bill.
ASSISTANT DEPUTY SPEAKER MUSHINSKY (85TH):
The question is on acceptance of the Joint
Committee’s favorable report and passage of the
bill.

Representative Steinberg.

REP. STEINBERG (136TH):
Thank you, Madam Speaker.

You know, physicians

are required by law to complete 50 hours annually of
continuing medical education or as we call it CMEs.
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Current law requires physicians as part of their
requirements to complete 1 hour of risk management
trading or education during their first license
renewal period and at least once every 6 years.
This bill adds to these requirements of training to
address screening for gastrointestinal cancers.
Madam Speaker, the Clerk has an amendment, LCO 3527.
I would ask the Clerk to please call the amendment
and that I be granted leave of the Chamber to
summarize.
ASSISTANT DEPUTY SPEAKER MUSHINSKY (85TH):
Will the Clerk please call LCO 3527, which will
be designated House Amendment Schedule “A”?
CLERK:
House Amendment Schedule “A”, LCO No. 3527,
offered by Representative Steinberg, Senator
Gerratana.
ASSISTANT DEPUTY SPEAKER MUSHINSKY (85TH):
The representative seeks leave of the Chamber
to summarize the amendment.
summarization?

Is there objection to

Is there objection?

Hearing none.

Representative Steinberg, you may proceed with
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summarization.
REP. STEINBERG (136TH):
Thank you, Madam Speaker.

This bill seeks to

expand the potential training for risk management in
the context of the CMEs for physicians.
amendment makes two changes.

He

One is very

importantly it changes the requirement in the
context of the specific disorders to a permissive as
opposed to a required, so this basically makes this
an opportunity for a physician to satisfy their 1hour requirement by studying any one of the
conditions indicated, and it makes one further
change.

It adds inflammatory breast cancer to the

list of cancers that are currently part of that
grouping of potential education topics.

I move

passage of the amendment.
ASSISTANT DEPUTY SPEAKER MUSHINSKY (85TH):
The question before the Chamber is adoption of
House Amendment Schedule “A”.
the amendment?

Will you remark on

Will you remark further?

remark further on the amendment before us?

Will you

I will try your minds.

If not,

All those in favor, please
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signify by saying aye.
[Ayes heard].
Opposed.

Nay.

The aye’s have it.

amendment is adopted (Gavel).

the

Will you remark

further on the bill as amended?

Representative

Betts of the 78th.

REP. BETTS (78TH):
Thank you, Madam Speaker.

A few questions to

the proponent, if I may?
Through you.
ASSISTANT DEPUTY SPEAKER MUSHINSKY (85TH):
Prepare yourself, Representative Steinberg.
REP. BETTS (78TH):
I’d like to start off by saying this is not
quite as simple and easy as it seems on the face of
it.

If the good chairman -- just to validate that

point -- if the good chairman could share with the
Chamber what the committee vote was on this bill?
Through you, Madam Speaker.
ASSISTANT DEPUTY SPEAKER MUSHINSKY (85TH):
Representative Steinberg.
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REP. STEINBERG (136TH):
Thank you, Madam Speaker.
narrow majority.

It was a rather

I believe 14 to 13.

Through you, Madam Speaker.
ASSISTANT DEPUTY SPEAKER MUSHINSKY (85TH):
Representative Betts.
REP. BETTS (78TH):
Yes, I believe it was 14:13, that is passed by
1 vote.

Would the good chairman -- I could ask you

a lot of questions.

Let me do it through this way.

You had mentioned that there is a lot of required
hours now for doctors.

Does this new requirement --

if it’s passed -- apply to anybody or everybody in
the medical field?
Through you, Madam Speaker.
ASSISTANT DEPUTY SPEAKER MUSHINSKY (85TH):
Representative Steinberg.
REP. STEINBERG (136TH):
Thank you, Madam Speaker and I thank the
representative for an excellent question.

It’s

important for people to understand that this only
apply within the specific discipline of practice of
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a physician, so if this is not their area of
practice, this is not going to be anything that’s
going to affect them.

It’s not going to be a

requirement for them.
Through you, Madam Speaker.
ASSISTANT DEPUTY SPEAKER MUSHINSKY (85TH):
Representative Betts.
REP. BETTS (78TH):
And, by taking -- thank you for that -- and by
taking this CME requirement for what is a rare, rare
disease, could the good gentleman tell me what that
1 hour of training is going to accomplish?

Will

they be able to better diagnose or to treat this
rare disease?
Through you, Madam Speaker.
ASSISTANT DEPUTY SPEAKER MUSHINSKY (85TH):
Thank you, Madam Speaker.

Yes, that’s

precisely what we intend with this bill is that it
may be a rare cancer but if we can save even one
life because a physician has been brought up to
speed with the latest understanding about these
types of cancers, that would be a tremendous
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We’re in the business of helping the

physicians save lives and that is the intent of this
bill.
Through you, Madam Speaker.
ASSISTANT DEPUTY SPEAKER MUSHINSKY (85TH):
Representative Betts.
REP. BETTS (78TH):
So, should I assume that by taking this course
that the person that’s completed it is going to be
qualified or expected to be able to diagnose this
disease having taken this 1-hour course and how
often does this course have to be taken?
Through you, Madam Speaker.
ASSISTANT DEPUTY SPEAKER MUSHINSKY (85TH):
Representative Steinberg.
REP. STEINBERG (136TH):
Thank you, Madam Speaker.
question.

It’s a good

Certainly, the assumption is that this

would make them more sensitized at the very least to
look for this cancer.
signs are.

They would know what the

They would be more likely to spot it

even if it is rare because they would have had the
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As far as how often they need to update

themselves in the training, they’d have to do it
once in that first relicensing period and
subsequently once every 6 years.
Through you, Madam Speaker.
ASSISTANT DEPUTY SPEAKER MUSHINSKY (85TH):
Representative Betts.
REP. BETTS (78TH):
Thank you very much.

I find that a little bit

inconsistent with the intent of the legislation.

If

this is designed to help prevent this terrible
tragedy happening and you take this 1-hour course
and then the next time you take it is 6 years from
this, what does that say in terms about the
importance and the need for taking this?

Is it

realistic to expect somebody to take a 1-hour course
and 3 years or 4 years from now retain the same
knowledge, skill, and ability to diagnose this for 6
complete years?

Through you Madam Speaker, and does

this leave the doctor’s open to any type of
liability for failure to make a diagnosis as a
result of taking this course?
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Through you.
ASSISTANT DEPUTY SPEAKER MUSHINSKY (85TH):
Representative Steinberg.
REP. STEINBERG (136TH):
Thank you, Madam Speaker.
question.

That’s a good

You know, we do ask a lot of medical

practitioners to stay abreast of the ever-changing
medical landscape, the latest advances in knowledge,
in therapies, in technology.
practice.

This is standard

This is consistent with what we ask of

physicians every year, is to stay abreast of a whole
variety of subjects, and to date, it has worked
effectively to require them to update themselves
periodically.

It’s conceivable that in a given

period there may not be a lot of change to the
thinking about a specific disease, but one never
knows.

There could be an amazing advance in a

period of time, which is why we require them to stay
abreast.

Certainly, it does not change any of the

liability aspects here.

It is simply an opportunity

for physicians to become better aware of the
symptoms and the issues related to some very
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specific rare cancers and is consistent with the CME
methodology we’ve used for many, many years and has
worked to our benefit.
Through you, Madam Speaker.
ASSISTANT DEPUTY SPEAKER MUSHINSKY (85TH):
Representative Betts.
REP. BETTS (78TH):
Thank you.

Thank you for that answer.

Neither

you nor I are a doctor, but I’m curious is there
more than one type of gastric cancer and when
somebody says it’s rare, that means to me that it’s
a very, very small number.

Was there any testimony

that indicated how many people have been afflicted
with this rare type of cancer, and again, is there
more than one type of gastric cancer?
Through you, Madam Speaker.
ASSISTANT DEPUTY SPEAKER MUSHINSKY (85TH):
Representative Steinberg.
REP. STEINBERG (136TH):
Thank you, Madam Speaker.

It’s a good topic.

Obviously, cancers as we describe them are anything
but monolithic.

There are so many different ways
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cancers form and in a variety of parts of the body.
I am not -- it’s above my paygrade to know about
these various types -- if there are -- of
gastrointestinal cancers, which is all the more
reason why doctors ought to know instead of me.

As

far as the rareness goes, the incidence is
relatively low, and again, we ask physicians to be
aware of all sorts of -- [Background Talking] Madam
Speaker, could I get a little bit -REP. BETTS (78TH):
Madam Speaker.
ASSISTANT DEPUTY SPEAKER MUSHINSKY (85TH):
Representative Betts, please hold for a second.
(Gavel) (Gavel) Members, it’s really hard to follow
this debate.

Too many conversations going on in the

Chamber, in the well, and near the doors.

Members

please take their conversations outside so the two
legislators engaged in debate can hear each other’s
questions.

Thank you.

REP. STEINBERG (136TH):
Thank you, Madam Speaker.

To conclude my

response, yes, this is indeed a relatively rare form
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of cancer but there’s so many form of cancers that
have varying incidences we do ask physicians to be
up-to-speed on a whole variety of them whether
they’re rare or otherwise so that they can ideally
save a life.

Again, this may be a relatively rare

cancer but if an hour’s worth of training every
period of years might be enough for them to catch
it, wouldn’t it be worth it?

and, that’s a

rhetorical question.
Through you, Madam Speaker.
ASSISTANT DEPUTY SPEAKER MUSHINSKY (85TH):
Representative Betts.
REP. BETTS (78TH):
Thank you, Madam Speaker, and obviously,
anything we can do to save people’s lives we would
all support, but I’m just talking about being fair
and realistic about this.

If this is such a

critical need and so important, I’d ask the good
chairman why was the language changed from required
to may and thus, making it voluntary and permissive
as opposed to if this is really urgent and you want
physicians and doctors to be knowledgeable and
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qualified by this rare disease, why the change?
Through you, Madam Speaker.
ASSISTANT DEPUTY SPEAKER MUSHINSKY (85TH):
Representative Steinberg.
REP. STEINBERG (136TH):
Thank you, Madam Speaker.

It was -- my

understanding it was intended to not make it overly
onerous in that context but getting back to some of
the debate we had earlier on this subject, I spoke
about how over a period of years there might not be
any major significant changes in the status of our
knowledge about a specific type of cancer but then
all of a sudden we have a tremendous advance.

This

would afford a physician the opportunity once that
happens to satisfy their CME requirements like
getting up to speed when there is a significant
change.

In the beginning, perhaps, everybody needs

-- all the practitioners who provide these kind of
services need to get up to speed but subsequently,
it may be a matter of maybe it’s time to get an
hour’s worth when we know something more than we did
before.
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Through you, Madam Speaker.
ASSISTANT DEPUTY SPEAKER MUSHINSKY (85TH):
Representative Betts.
REP. BETTS (78TH):
Thank you very much and thank you for that
answer.

Is there anything preventing the

Connecticut Medical Society or any physician that is
interested in learning more about either this
disease or other rare disease -- is there anything
that prohibits them from pursuing continuing
education to do that or do we have to pass a law for
each and every single disease that we come across?
Through you, Madam Speaker.
ASSISTANT DEPUTY SPEAKER MUSHINSKY (85TH):
Representative Steinberg.
REP. STEINBERG (136TH):
Thank you, Madam Speaker.
the representative brings up.

It’s a good question
One wonders whether

doctors would necessarily stay up to speed on
everything if government did not assist them by
strongly encouraging them through CME credits.
a system that has worked for us over the years.

It’s
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Doctors ideally would be keeping up to speed on a
whole variety of things but because of the CME
process, we assure ourselves that they are as wellschooled and up-to-speed as they can possibly be, so
I would suggest this systems works and all we’re
doing is expanding the opportunity for them to
satisfy the credits that we require them to have to
be up to speed.
Through you, Madam Speaker.
ASSISTANT DEPUTY SPEAKER MUSHINSKY (85TH):
Representative Betts.
REP. BETTS (78TH):
Thank you very much, so does the proponent of
this bill then as a public policy support the idea
of mandating CMEs onto physicians in general?
Through you, Madam Speaker.
ASSISTANT DEPUTY SPEAKER MUSHINSKY (85TH):
Representative Steinberg.
REP. STEINBERG (136TH):
Thank you, Madam Speaker.

I am proud of the

system that we have here in the state of
Connecticut.

From my understanding -- and my father
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was a physician -- CMEs are a very important part of
the picture when it comes to education.
one component obviously.

It’s only

There are many other means

by which physicians stay up to speed and are talking
to colleagues and a lot of other types of reading,
but I believe CME is an important component of that
overall education.
Through you, Madam Speaker.
ASSISTANT DEPUTY SPEAKER MUSHINSKY (85TH):
Representative Betts.
REP. BETTS (78TH):
Thank you and I thank the good chairman for his
answers.

My heart went out to the person who went

through this and it was very moving testimony;
however, I really have major concerns, not minor
concerns, of building up false expectations and
increasing the chance for liabilities of physicians.
Let me ask the good chairman before I carry on.
had one other question.

I

If physicians do not

participate in this CME program, is there any
penalty or consequence to failing to do this and in
doing so, how much time do they have to take before
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they take this exam?
Through you, Madam Speaker.
ASSISTANT DEPUTY SPEAKER MUSHINSKY (85TH):
Representative Steinberg.
REP. STEINBERG (136TH):
Thank you, Madam Speaker.

The CME requirement

is part in parcel of a practitioner maintaining
their license to practice, so this is of
significance.

There is an expectation they are

going to stay abreast of the latest advances so that
they are able to provide the best care possible, to
recognize symptoms, to recommend good therapies, so
it is a very important part of their practicing
well, so yes, we do expect them to fulfil that
obligation and they put their licensure at risk if
they fail to do.

I’m sorry, if the good

representative could repeat the second part of the
question?
Through you, Madam Speaker.
ASSISTANT DEPUTY SPEAKER MUSHINSKY (85TH):
Representative Betts.
REP. BETTS (78TH):
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I said, is there any punishment, consequence,
or penalty for failing to take this CME?
Through you, Madam Speaker.
ASSISTANT DEPUTY SPEAKER MUSHINSKY (85TH):
Representative Steinberg.
REP. STEINBERG (136TH):
Yes, thanks, Madam Speaker.

Yes, they would

put their license at risk if they fail to fulfil
their requirements, which is why physicians really
do fulfil their CME requirements.
Through you, Madam Speaker.
ASSISTANT DEPUTY SPEAKER MUSHINSKY (85TH):
Representative Betts.
REP. BETTS (78TH):
Thank you very much, and I thank the chairman
for answering those questions.

Again, I think the

expectation is very unrealistic to ask a doctor to
come in and take a CME on an extreme rare gastric
cancer, and let’s say in year 1 they took that -they took that CME.

In year 4 -- now they don’t

have to take it for 6 years -- in year 4, there
could be some major changes in the diagnosis of
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Well, the person who already took

it in year 1 is not required to do it until year 7,
but yet, there’s been some major changes in that
area.

I think that that is very misleading and

putting the doctor in a very difficult spot because
they fulfilled the requirement but there have been
changes that have been made to this field.

The

second thing is how realistic -- how many people
really are specialists in gastric cancer?

I would

submit to you a very, very small group of people.
To have other people that might have some kind of
ancillary relationship with that such as just an
internist -- for example -- I think is asking or
expecting more than is realistic.

I know that --

even though I’m not a doctor -- with something of
this magnitude, it’s incredible for me to believe
that a 1-hour CME course would qualify me to really
be able to diagnose or detect this rare gastric
cancer, and I think because of that and for the
potential liability to these doctors and raising
what I think are unrealistic expectations for
patients and given the closeness of the committee
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vote of 14:13, I will be opposing this regrettably
even though I know that what the person went through
that testified had a terrible, terrible situation.
It just doesn’t seem to me to make common sense or
good public policy to address this problem this way,
so for those reasons, I will be opposing it, and I
thank the good gentleman for the answers and thank
you, Madam Speaker.
REP. STEINBERG (136TH):
May I respond, Madam Chair -- Madam Speaker?
ASSISTANT DEPUTY SPEAKER MUSHINSKY (85TH):
Representative Steinberg.
REP. STEINBERG (136TH):
I just want to clarify one point regarding the
comments should there be advances in the
understanding of a specific cancer, I’m highly
confident that through medical journals and talk
with colleagues and whatever setting a physician is
in, they will be aware of it, and that may be just
the incentive they require to avail themselves of
that hour of CME training.

All this is doing is

allowing them to satisfy the requirement for that
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CME hour, and I would believe that if there was such
an advance, they would want to take such training,
and this is their opportunity to do so, and let me
just add that when we call it a rare cancer, I do
have some statistics now at my beck and call.

There

have been over 26,000 designate -- identified cases
in the United States.

The incidence in men is only

1 in 95, so it may sound rare compared to other
major cancers but if you’re one of those 26,000, you
certainly want somebody to be able to diagnose that
cancer as quickly as possible and ideally, save your
life, so rare is relative.

It matters if you’ve got

the cancer.
Through you, Madam Speaker.
ASSISTANT DEPUTY SPEAKER MUSHINSKY (85TH):
Thank you, sir.

Will you remark further?

Representative Petit of the 22nd.
REP. PETIT (22ND):
Thank you, Madam Speaker.

Question for the

proponent of the bill, please?
ASSISTANT DEPUTY SPEAKER MUSHINSKY (85TH):
Representative Steinberg, please prepare
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Representative Petit.

REP. PETIT (22ND):
Thank you, Madam Speaker.

Mr. Chairman, can

you let the rest of the House know what the current
CME requirements are for physicians?
ASSISTANT DEPUTY SPEAKER MUSHINSKY (85TH):
Representative Steinberg.
REP. STEINBERG (136TH):
Thank you, Madam Speaker.

If the good

representative wouldn’t mind clarifying?

Are you

talking about all CME requirements or those for the
risk management component -- that 1 hour?
Through you, Madam Speaker.
ASSISTANT DEPUTY SPEAKER MUSHINSKY (85TH):
Representative Petit.
REP. PETIT (22ND):
Thank you, Madam Speaker.

CME required by the

state over the 6-year period that have to be
repeated every 6 years.
Madam Speaker, through you.

ASSISTANT DEPUTY SPEAKER MUSHINSKY (85TH):
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Representative Steinberg.
REP. STEINBERG (136TH):
Thank you, Madam Speaker.

I can say that they

are required to fulfil 50 hours over that interval
period of which the risk study period that we’re
talking about is only 1 hour, and that’s what we’re
really focused on here today, which are those
particular diseases which qualify to be something
they could study under this to satisfy that 1-hour
requirement.

I’m certain I am not as well versed as

the good representative on all the other
requirements of those 50 hours of CMEs.
Through you, Madam Speaker.
ASSISTANT DEPUTY SPEAKER MUSHINSKY (85TH):
Representative Petit.
REP. PETIT (22ND):
Thank you, Madam Speaker.
the chairman though.

I would concur with

I often have to refer to the

statute to remind myself [Laughing] exactly what
they are, and I have it in front of me and it’s at
least 1 contact hour in infectious disease, not
limited to acquired immunodeficiency syndrome, some
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risk management concerning sexual assault, domestic
violence, cultural competency, and behavioral
health.
I have many of the same concerns as my ranking
member in that at some level we are attempting to
micromanage the system for which physicians have
cared for very well for many years and in fact, most
national and local medical societies have opposed
mandated requirements unless they “encompass a
compelling and unmet societal need” and I would
suggest that rare conditions be that cancer or
otherwise do require some sort of exposure to the
practitioner to recognize that the possibility
exists and that is often done through the typical
grand rounds that people attend at their local
institutions through continuing medication education
symposium that go on throughout the state and in
this day and age, a lot of times via our iPads and
laptop computers at home.
Through you Madam Speaker, for the proponent, I
-- I under -- I understand the -- why this bill was
put forward but I’m just -- I’m not sure how the
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language currently will have a significant impact
upon public health and unmet societal needs.

So, if

the proponent could again tell me how he fells that
-- that this bill will meet an unmet societal need
that’s not already met by the current education that
the people obtain?
Through you, Madam Speaker.
ASSISTANT DEPUTY SPEAKER MUSHINSKY (85TH):
Representative Steinberg.
REP. STEINBERG (136TH):
Thank you, Madam Speaker.
question.

It’s a good

I believe that the intent of the bill is

to enumerate some specific cancers that are
particularly of interest and may not be necessarily
one of the cancers that a practitioner may choose to
study to fulfil that risk management requirement;
yet, as I mention to a previous questioner, an
incidence as high as 26,000 in the American
population is still significant and given that it is
permissive and they can choose to avail themselves
of satisfying their requirement by studying this,
particularly, there should be some advance in our
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It seems like a good thing to raise

awareness, to increase sensitivity, and to provide
them with an opportunity to be up to speed on this
cancer, as well as the many other types of diseases
and conditions we ask physicians to be up to speed
on.
Through you, Madam Speaker.
ASSISTANT DEPUTY SPEAKER MUSHINSKY (85TH):
Representative Petit.
REP. PETIT (22ND):
Thank you, Madam Speaker.
proponent for that answer.

I thank the

I wonder if it places us

on the slippery slope of attempting to micromanage
professional continuing education in that perhaps
next year or the year after there will be another
uncommon condition or rare cancer that someone will
champion the cause of and whether we need to put
that statute -- that concept into statute as opposed
to leave it -- leave it in the hands of the expert.
I would suggest that in my practice and in my
training the requirements by the facilities -- the
hospitals with which I was associated with,
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insurance plans I was associated with, societies
that I belonged to had far greater requirements than
imposed by the state, so I was far beyond the
requirements that the state asked for by fulfilling
my day-to -- day-to-day duties at -- at local
hospitals and with national societies and I would -I would ask the good proponent of the bill whether
or not he -- he would concur that the societies and
the people that do this on a day-to-day basis would
not be more well-positioned to determine what
education is reasonably presented on a regular basis
to practitioners?

Through you, Madam Speaker.

ASSISTANT DEPUTY SPEAKER MUSHINSKY (85TH):
Representative Steinberg.
REP. STEINBERG (136TH):
Thank you, Madam Speaker.
brings up a good point.

The representative

As I said previously, I

believe that the CME process is a critical component
for physicians to be able to practice well and stay
up to speed.

This is not intended as a substitute.

It’s not intended as a replacement for all the other
good things that we have put in place so physicians
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can practice well, but it does seem to be
appropriate, particularly if the state is going to
be in any way responsible for the outcome of some of
its citizens, particularly those under their
insurance plans, to look out for the interests of
all those involved, and this simply is making it
possible to satisfy a CME requirement by studying a
disease that could save a life, so I -- the good
representative and I may agree or disagree precisely
on whether or not this is the best use of a
particular hour, but I submit if we know more about
one of these cancers at some given point, that would
be an excellent way to spend that hour on risk
management.
Through you, Madam Speaker.
ASSISTANT DEPUTY SPEAKER MUSHINSKY (85TH):
Representative Petit.
REP. PETIT (22ND):
Thank you, Madam Speaker.
Speaker, to the proponent.

Through you Madam

I -- I do not recall

specific testimony to this point in committee.
wonder if the proponent knows the status of this

I
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specific type of requirement in the other 49 states?
Through you, Madam Speaker.
ASSISTANT DEPUTY SPEAKER MUSHINSKY (85TH):
Representative Steinberg.
REP. STEINBERG (136TH):
Thank you, Madam Speaker.

As the good

representative, I do not call specific testimony to
this point.

I would not be surprised if we are not

the first, but I would venture to guess that
probably not all states have the same CME
requirements.

There’s a lot of state variations.

Through you, Madam Speaker.
ASSISTANT DEPUTY SPEAKER MUSHINSKY (85TH):
Representative Petit.
REP. PETIT (22ND):
Thank you, Madam Speaker.
with a comment.

I guess I would end

I -- I -- I heard -- I heard the

testimony -- the testimony was heart wrenching and I
understand the impetus for the bill.

I would

suggest to the proponent and the remainder of the
House that perhaps the needs in this situation might
be better met by having a rare -- rare cancer --
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rare condition day to highlight this specific
condition to get the word out, to have the medical
societies join in, to publicize this in a very -- in
a very public way at the LOB or the Capitol to get
the word out to the public at large and physicians
at large, and I think that might serve the purpose
better in -- in terms of furthering the intention of
this legislation, which is to make as many people
and physicians specifically aware of this condition
such that it’s less likely to be missed in the
future, and I would -- so I don’t have a formal
amendment on that.

I think it’s -- it’s difficult

for me to pass the bill -- to support the bill as
written, but I think actually a special -- a special
day to create an educational venue for this topic
would actually serve the purpose in a far superior
manner than a small change in statute and attempting
to mandate, if you will, continuing education for
people across the state.

So, I thank you, Madam

Speaker, for your time and would be happy to hear a
comment from the proponent on that suggestion if he
-- if he had one.

Thank you.
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ASSISTANT DEPUTY SPEAKER MUSHINSKY (85TH):
Representative Steinberg.
REP. STEINBERG (136TH):
Thank you, Madam Speaker.

Uh, I -- I think

that what makes the practice of medicine successful
is to offer a variety of modalities to become
educated.

This is simply providing an opportunity

for one more, so again, I think it’s important that
we make it possible in as many ways for a physician
to be able to treat a patient, to identify a rare
disease, to identify the symptoms, to know how to
treat it.
onerous.

this is not a requirement that is
It is an opportunity to fulfil a

requirement.

Why wouldn’t we want to promote the

prospect of it saving even one life if we could?
Through you, Madam Speaker.
ASSISTANT DEPUTY SPEAKER MUSHINSKY (85TH):
Thank you, sir.
bill as amended?

Will you remark further on the

Representative Urban of the 43rd.

REP. URBAN (43RD):
Thank you.

Thank you, Madam Speaker, and I

would like to be sure that the Chamber knows that
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this bill also adds inflammatory breast cancer to
the list of subjects that doctors can study to earn
their CEUs, and I would also like them to know that
that is hardly ever diagnosed until it’s too late
for treatment to take place, so that we should add
that to this bill and pass it, which gives the
doctors the opportunity to really study it and by
studying it, also earn their continuing education
units, and I think people remember Representative
Tony Tercyak.

He and I sat together in these

Chambers, and it was his daughter, Marian, who died
from inflammatory breast cancer in the year 2000,
and I’m simply reminding the Chamber of this because
it’s very important that we be able to reward -- in
a sense -- doctors for their efforts to study
something that is so difficult to diagnose and gets
going too fast for us to save the patient.

Thank

you, Madam Speaker.
ASSISTANT DEPUTY SPEAKER MUSHINSKY (85TH):
Thank you, madam.
the bill as amended?
bill as amended?

Will you remark further on

Will you remark further on the

If not, will staff and guests
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please come to the well of the House?

Members

please take your seats.

Machine will be open.

CLERK:
[Bell] The House of Representatives is voting
by roll.

Members to the Chamber.

Representatives is voting by roll.

The House of
Members to the

Chamber.
ASSISTANT DEPUTY SPEAKER MUSHINSKY (85TH):
(Gavel) Have all the members voted?

Members

please check the board to determine if your vote is
properly cast.

If all the members have voted, the

machine will be locked, the Clerk will take a tally.
Clerk, please announce the tally.
CLERK:
House Bill 5297 as amended by House “A”
Total number Voting

148

Necessary for Passage

75

Those voting Yea

78

Those voting Nay

70

Absent not Voting

2

ASSISTANT DEPUTY SPEAKER MUSHINSKY (85TH):
Bill is amended as passed (Gavel).

Clerk,
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please call Calendar 269.

CLERK:
On page 2, Calendar 269, Senate Joint
Resolution No. 12, RESOLUTION CONFIRMING THE
NOMINATION OF THE HONORABLE THOMAS J. CORRADINO OF
MADISON TO BE A STATE REFEREE.

Favorable report of

the Joint Standing Committee on Judiciary.
ASSISTANT DEPUTY SPEAKER MUSHINSKY (85TH):
Representative Tong, honorable chairman of
Judiciary.
REP. TONG (147TH):
Good afternoon, Madam Speaker.
ASSISTANT DEPUTY SPEAKER MUSHINSKY (85TH):
Good afternoon.
REP. TONG (147TH):
I move acceptance of the Joint Committee’s
favorable report and adoption of resolution.
ASSISTANT DEPUTY SPEAKER MUSHINSKY (85TH):
Question before the Chamber is acceptance of
the Joint Committee’s favorable report and adoption
of the resolution.

Representative Tong, you have
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the floor.

REP. TONG (147TH):
Thank you, Madam Speaker.

We’re considering

this afternoon the re-nomination of Judge Corradino
to be a state referee.

He’s a graduate of Yale and

Harvard Law School and served in the Army Reserve
from 1964 to 1970, has served for a good long time
since 1986 on our state’s bench here in Connecticut,
and his current assignment is in the civil division,
and I urge adoption.
ASSISTANT DEPUTY SPEAKER MUSHINSKY (85TH):
Thank you, representative.

Representative

Rebimbas of the 70th.
REP. REBIMBAS (70TH):
Thank you, Madam Speaker.

Madam Speaker, I

rise in support of the nominee before us.
Certainly, for all of the reasons that the good
chairman just enumerated.

Also, the nominee

indicated that he continues to enjoy his work, his
professional experience, and long dedication to the
judicial branch.

I think he will continue to be an
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asset for us, and just want to take an opportunity
again to thank him for his service to our country,
so I rise in his support.
ASSISTANT DEPUTY SPEAKER MUSHINSKY (85TH):
Thank you, madam.
further?

Would you care to remark

Would you care to remark further on the

resolution before us?

If not, will the staff and

guests please come to the well of the House.
Members please take their seats.

The machine will

be open.
CLERK:
[Bell] The House of Representatives is voting
by roll.

Members to the Chamber.

Representatives is voting by roll.

The House of
Members to the

Chamber.
ASSISTANT DEPUTY SPEAKER MUSHINSKY (85TH):
Have all the members voted?
members voted?

Have all the

Members please check the board to

determine if your vote is properly cast.

If all the

members have voted, the machine will be locked, and
the Clerk will take a tally.
the tally.

Clerk, please announce
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CLERK:
Senate Joint Resolution 12 in concurrence with
the Senate.
Total number Voting

146

Necessary for Adoption

74

Those voting Yea

140

Those voting Nay

6

Absent not Voting

4

ASSISTANT DEPUTY SPEAKER MUSHINSKY (85TH):
The resolution is adopted in concurrence with
the Senate (Gavel).

Clerk, please call Calendar 35.

CLERK:
On page 5, Calendar 35, Substitute House Bill
No 5130, AN ACT CONCERNING THE SEWAGE SPILL RIGHTTO-KNOW ACT AND EXPANDING CONTINUING EDUCATION
PROGRAMS FOR WASTEWATER OPERATORS.

Favorable report

of the Joint Standing Committee on Environment.
ASSISTANT DEPUTY SPEAKER MUSHINSKY (85TH):
Representative Reyes of the 75th.
REP. REYES (75TH):
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Thank you very

much.
ASSISTANT DEPUTY SPEAKER MUSHINSKY (85TH):
Good afternoon.
REP. REYES (75TH):
I rise, Madam Speaker, to advise the Clerk has
an amendment, LCO 3755.
ASSISTANT DEPUTY SPEAKER MUSHINSKY (85TH):
Will you move adoption?
REP. REYES (75TH):
Oh, I’m sorry.

I move for acceptance Joint

Committee favorable report and passage of the bill.
ASSISTANT DEPUTY SPEAKER MUSHINSKY (85TH):
The question is acceptance of the Joint
Committee’s favorable report and passage of the
bill.

Representative Reyes, you have the floor.

REP. REYES (75TH):
Madam Speaker, the Clerk has an amendment, LCO
3755.

I would ask the Clerk to please call that

amendment and that I be granted leave of the Chamber
to summarize.
ASSISTANT DEPUTY SPEAKER MUSHINSKY (85TH):
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Will the Clerk please call LCO 3755, which will
be designated House Amendment Schedule “A”?
CLERK:
House Amendment “A”, LCO No. 3755 offered by
Representative Demicco, Representative Harding, et
al.
ASSISTANT DEPUTY SPEAKER MUSHINSKY (85TH):
Representative seeks leave of the Chamber to
summarize the amendment.
summarization?

Is there objection to

Is there objection?

Hearing none.

Representative Reyes, you may proceed with
summarization.
REP. REYES (75TH):
Thank you, Madam Speaker.

An act concerning

the sewage bill Right-To-Know is a strike everything
after the enacting clause and substitute the
following language that has been submitted out by
the Clerk.

It’s a bipartisan unanimously voted out

of Environment.

It’s a -- it is a -- it is a matter

of record that we’re trying to make sure that it’s
about accountability, responsibility, and clear
communication up and down, along our rivers, lakes,
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and our recreational areas, madam.

The spills that

have occurred can be a threat to public health and
the environment.

DEEP has supported the enhanced

notification techniques and transparency and also,
the second part of this is a very important piece,
which speaks about educating our operators and we
have an educational piece to this that’s very
important to the -- to our environment, so it’s a
very, very important piece of legislation and I will
move that we pass adoption.
ASSISTANT DEPUTY SPEAKER MUSHINSKY (85TH):
You move adoption of the amendment.

The

question before the Chamber is adoption of House
Amendment Schedule “A”.
amendment?

Will you remark on the

Representative Harding of the 107th.

REP. HARDING (107TH):
Thank you, Madam Speaker.

Good morning, Madam

Speaker.
ASSISTANT DEPUTY SPEAKER MUSHINSKY (85TH):
Good morning.
REP. HARDING (107TH):
Through you Madam Speaker, just a few questions
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to the proponent of the bill -- or the amendment.
Excuse me.
ASSISTANT DEPUTY SPEAKER MUSHINSKY (85TH):
Representative Reyes, prepare yourself.
REP. HARDING (107TH):
Through you Madam Speaker, so my understanding,
Representative, is that there -- this amendment
provides for continued learning education.

Is that

true?
Through you, Madam Speaker.
ASSISTANT DEPUTY SPEAKER MUSHINSKY (85TH):
Representative Reyes.
REP. REYES (75TH):
Yes, Madam Speaker.
ASSISTANT DEPUTY SPEAKER MUSHINSKY (85TH):
Representative Harding.
REP. HARDING (107TH):
Thank you, Madam Speaker, and through you Madam
Speaker, that is primarily the only change to the
bill in regard to this particular amendment.
Through you, Madam Speaker.
ASSISTANT DEPUTY SPEAKER MUSHINSKY (85TH):
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Representative Reyes.
REP. REYES (75TH):
Yes, Madam Speaker.

On the educational piece,

yes.
ASSISTANT DEPUTY SPEAKER MUSHINSKY (85TH):
Representative Harding.
REP. HARDING (107TH):
Thank you, Madam Speaker, and so through you
Madam Speaker, the question that I have is in
regards to the education.

What type of education is

the -- is DEEP and is the industry looking to
collaborate here?
Through you, Madam Speaker.
ASSISTANT DEPUTY SPEAKER MUSHINSKY (85TH):
Representative Reyes.
REP. REYES (75TH):
Thank you, Madam Speaker, and that’s a great
question by the ranking member.

What -- what’s

happening right now is that there is no requirement
or mandate for training and what’s happening is any
legislation that we pass will only improve the
operators -- the waste treatment operators and the
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associations that these operators work for are also
in the -- are in -- supporting this training, so it
is -- it’s -- it’s a piece that’s going to make
everybody more responsible and give us more educated
operators.
Through you, Madam Speaker.
ASSISTANT DEPUTY SPEAKER MUSHINSKY (85TH):
Representative Harding.
REP. HARDING (107TH):
Thank you, Madam Speaker, and through you Madam
Speaker, it’s also my understanding that the
industry was having some trouble securing different
training programs here in the state of Connecticut
because there was a requirement.

Is that true and

does that have any component to this particular
amendment?
Through you, Madam Speaker.
ASSISTANT DEPUTY SPEAKER MUSHINSKY (85TH):
Representative Reyes.
REP. REYES (75TH):
Thank you, Madam Speaker.

That is absolutely

true and the beauty of this is that the training
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will be supplied not only by DEEP but also by the
associations and up to and including sponsoring some
of the training.
Through you.
ASSISTANT DEPUTY SPEAKER MUSHINSKY (85TH):
Representative Harding.
REP. HARDING (107TH):
Thank you, Madam Speaker, and through you Madam
Speaker, it’s further my understanding that this is
actually a component that the industry is asking
for, so they -- they are looking to have
requirements for continued learning.
Through you, Madam Speaker.
ASSISTANT DEPUTY SPEAKER MUSHINSKY (85TH):
Representative Reyes.
REP. REYES (75TH):
Through you Madam Speaker, that is correct.
ASSISTANT DEPUTY SPEAKER MUSHINSKY (85TH):
Representative Harding.
REP. HARDING (107TH):
Thank you, Madam Speaker, and through you Madam
Speaker, looking at the -- the continued learning
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education aspect of this amendment, through you, is
there any idea what type of cost impact this would
have on the industry or whoever would be paying for
this?
Through you, Madam Speaker.
ASSISTANT DEPUTY SPEAKER MUSHINSKY (85TH):
Representative Reyes.
REP. REYES (75TH):
Through you Madam Speaker, the cost is roughly
about $100 dollars per training and most of it has - will be covered through sponsorship and as I said
earlier, DEEP and other associations have wiling to
either discount or cover some of those expenses.
Through you.
ASSISTANT DEPUTY SPEAKER MUSHINSKY (85TH):
Representative Harding.
REP. HARDING (107TH):
Thank you, Madam Speaker, and it’s further my
understanding that there was some discussions on
regard to this bill prior about a possible fiscal
note and some concerns about that fiscal note, and
now, I understand that that fiscal note has been
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Could the good proponent please explain

why -- if that is true for one and number two, what
was eliminated in order to eliminate the fiscal
cost?

Thank you.
Through you.

ASSISTANT DEPUTY SPEAKER MUSHINSKY (85TH):
Representative Reyes.
REP. REYES (75TH):
Thank you, Madam Chair, so the -- our OFA
analysis with the amendment that strikes the
underlying bill has come back with an associated -zero associated fiscal impact to this bill and
basically the training that we’re talking about in
the educational pieces will be the cosponsor by DEEP
and/or the associations that the wastewater
treatment associates work for and/or possibly the
municipalities, but that’s to be determined.
Through you.
ASSISTANT DEPUTY SPEAKER MUSHINSKY (85TH):
Representative Harding.
REP. HARDING (107TH):
Thank you, Madam Speaker, and through you Madam
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Speaker, I’m very happy with the good proponent and
his hard work on this to make sure to eliminate the
fiscal cost in this very difficult budget that we’re
facing currently.

So, through you -- through you

Madam Speaker, in regards to -- in regards to the
continued learning education, it’s my understanding
that their records are not gonna be kept by DEEP.
Is that correct?
Through you, Madam Speaker.
ASSISTANT DEPUTY SPEAKER MUSHINSKY (85TH):
Representative Reyes.
REP. REYES (75TH):
Madam Speaker, the records will be kept by the
municipalities and towns.
Through you.
ASSISTANT DEPUTY SPEAKER MUSHINSKY (85TH):
Representative Harding.
REP. HARDING (107TH):
Thank you, Madam Speaker, and through you Madam
Speaker, so it’s my understanding that there’s not
gonna be a requirement by DEEP to maintain records
or requirement by DEEP to have the sewage plant
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operators send their records to them or anything
like that?

It’s gonna be an independent audit

essentially or the sewage plant operators will be
certifying themselves, that they’re taking this
continued learning.

Is that correct?

Through you, Madam Speaker.
ASSISTANT DEPUTY SPEAKER MUSHINSKY (85TH):
Representative Reyes.
REP. REYES (75TH):
Through you Madam Speaker, the -- the
responsibility still is maintained by the certified
operators of the facility and the towns and
municipalities that it effects.
Through you.
ASSISTANT DEPUTY SPEAKER MUSHINSKY (85TH):
Representative Harding.
REP. HARDING (107TH):
Thank you, Madam Speaker, and so that is a
component of this amendment that I’m in full support
of.

I understand that DEEP did have some concerns

in regards to record keeping, and I think it’s going
to be somewhat similar to attorneys with the
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continued learning education.

The records do not

have to be sent to the Bar Association, but you do
have to certify that you did take these classes and
that you keep records of that.

It’s probably going

to be somewhat of a similar setup and won’t be a
mandate or a fiscal cost that will be placed on
DEEP, which is a positive thing.

In regards a

little bit -- if I may Madam Speaker?
comment on the amendment.
amendment.

Or, just a

I do support the

This again is something that has been

requested by the industry.

They’re looking for

continued learning requirements and the biggest
reason that I heard from the proponents is that they
cannot get the different training programs to come
to the state because we don’t have a requirement, so
hopefully, this will help them to secure continued
learning education.
The other positive aspect as it seems to be the
cost is somewhat nominal and that the associations
will be looking to subsidize or even in some
instances pay the full amount of the continued
learning education fee, which will also be helpful
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to the operators and any other individuals that may
be footing the bill for this, so for those reasons,
along with the reasons that most importantly it’s
important for these sewage plant operators,
particularly what we’ve seen over the past year to
be properly educated and -- and -- and how to
properly operate these plants.

For those reasons, I

will be supporting the amendment and I ask my
colleagues to do the same.

Thank you, Madam

Speaker.
ASSISTANT DEPUTY SPEAKER MUSHINSKY (85TH):
Thank you, sir.
amendment before us?

Will you remark further on the
Representative Butler of the

72nd.
REP. BUTLER (72ND):
Thank you, Madam Speaker.

I’d like to -- I

have a couple questions for the proponent and a
comment.
ASSISTANT DEPUTY SPEAKER MUSHINSKY (85TH):
Prepare yourself, Representative Reyes.
Representative Butler.
REP. Butler (72ND):
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Madam Speaker, I think it is very important
that we pass the language in this amendment.

I

would like to thank the proponent for bringing this
forward.

I just have a couple questions.

The first

is we talked a little bit about what’s in this
amendment and we mentioned that there is a training
component and there’s a reporting component.

Could

the good proponent talk about the thresholds that
would be required to actually report on this by
DEEP?
Through you, Madam Speaker.
ASSISTANT DEPUTY SPEAKER MUSHINSKY (85TH):
Representative Reyes.
REP. REYES (75TH):
Thank you, Madam Speaker.

Thank you very much

for the question, so right now, it is not mandated
for electronic reporting and any spills that are 5thousand gallons or greater will be mandated to be
reported within 2 hours of said spill.

It’s a very

important piece that -- that will help the
accountability and the communication up and down the
-- the waterways.
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Through you.
ASSISTANT DEPUTY SPEAKER MUSHINSKY (85TH):
Representative Butler.
REP. BUTLER (72ND):
Thank you, Madam Speaker, and also, just to get
an idea of who is gonna be on the hook for doing
this reporting.

Are we -- what are the various

sewer treatment -- water treatment plants that are
going to be required to do this reporting?

Are

these plants that are just on rivers or on the coast
or could the good gentleman just explain the scope
of the -- of the plants that have to do the
reporting?
Through you, Madam Speaker.
ASSISTANT DEPUTY SPEAKER MUSHINSKY (85TH):
Representative Reyes.
REP. REYES (75TH):
Thank you, Madam Speaker.

The reporting will

be done by the actual operators at these wastewater
treatments, and they will also communicate to their
selectman or mayor of the actual town or
municipality.
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Through you.
ASSISTANT DEPUTY SPEAKER MUSHINSKY (85TH):
Representative Butler.
REP. BUTLER (72ND):
Thank you and thank the good gentleman for his
answers.

I just wanted to stand because it’s -- and

speak on this because it’s very important, and we
will take up a lot of bills in this session, but I
think this is one of the more important bills and I
thank the good representative from Waterbury for
bringing this forward.

It’s so important that I

could tell you in just reference to my memory of how
our rivers used to be polluted.

Living in

Waterbury, I remember traveling down route 8, going
through Naugatuck and watching the color of the
river just being turned whatever.

You could tell

the color of the sneakers that Uniroyal was making
because they could freely just dump the dye into the
river, and you know, it was just so sad as a kid to
see how much pollution could just be put in our
rivers.

We’ve made great strides since then.

We’ve

had Clean Water Act, and I could tell you that the
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strides that have been made actually now is taking a
river that’s been polluted in that manner and we
actually stock the river with fish now, so people
can actually fish in this river.
So, having said that, it’s very important that
we actually do whatever we can to make sure that we
keep these rivers fresh and vibrant.

We are -- we

are just stewards of this planet and for our time
here, especially in this general assembly, we need
to do all we can to make sure that our water supply
actually is as clean as we can do the best possible
to actually maintain our safe and clean water
systems, so that’s why I rise in strong support of
this legislation because it -- it is that important,
so again, I’d like to thank the proponent for
bringing this forward and hopefully, we can get a
unanimous vote on this bill that means so much to
our -- the health and safety of our water systems
here in Connecticut.

Thank you, Madam Speaker.

ASSISTANT DEPUTY SPEAKER MUSHINSKY (85TH):
Thank you, sir.
amendment before us?

Will you remark further on the
Representative Ackert of the
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8th.
REP. ACKERT (8TH):
Thank you, Madam Speaker, and just to start
with a comment.

About a decade ago plus, a mandate

came on to other occupational licenses out there
that they needed to take continuing education; and
unbeknown to them, these occupations had to scramble
to bring in training, develop training that was
approved by the state, and the occupations that had
to take the class did not get any support
financially, so it became a -- not only a mandate on
the tradespeople but also a mandate on
municipalities that had people that had to take the
training, so it’s laudable goal to think that some
money is going to appear from DEEP or other areas,
especially if it’s not in their budget already, that
they’re going to all of a sudden say, Yeah, we’re
going to make sure that these people are trained in
these areas.

I believe when you are in these

departments already that the municipalities, the
individuals that have these plants are expecting to
have very well-qualified individuals doing these
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jobs, so through you Madam Speaker, the training
component that we’re talking about here and the
mandate on these operators to take these continuing
education classes -- is it going to be a program
that’s approved by DEEP or exists in another state?
Through you, Madam Speaker.
ASSISTANT DEPUTY SPEAKER MUSHINSKY (85TH):
Representative Reyes.
REP. REYES (75TH):
Madam Speaker, could you please have the good
proponent repeat the question?

It is a little loud

here.
ASSISTANT DEPUTY SPEAKER MUSHINSKY (85TH):
Oh, hold on, sir.
Chamber.

I’ll try to quiet down the

(Gavel) Members, please take your

conversations outside.
debate.

You’re interfering with the

Representative Ackert, could you repeat the

question?
REP. ACKERT (8TH):
Thank you, Madam Speaker, and I’m not trying to
create a debate.
[Laughing].

Just some knowledge for me

No -- so -- but thank you, Madam
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Just to the good gentleman --

the courses that we are looking to mandate that
these individuals take. Are they already existing
approved courses that I could look up and see that
they’re there or that they’re -- that they’re
already, you know, being used but not mandated that
these individuals would be taking?
Through you, Madam Speaker.
ASSISTANT DEPUTY SPEAKER MUSHINSKY (85TH):
Representative Reyes.
REP. REYES (75TH):
Thank you, Madam Speaker.

The associations

associated with the wastewater treatments already
have the training courses and are willing to help
continue the education through them.
Through you, ma’am.
ASSISTANT DEPUTY SPEAKER MUSHINSKY (85TH):
Representative Ackert.
REP. ACKERT (8TH):
Thank you, Madam Speaker, and are they
available now for these individuals to take the
courses?
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I did hear that they’re -- they

don’t -- they’re not here training because it’s not
mandated, and I think that’s great if you think
about the private sector saying okay well we offer
the classes, the people aren’t taking them cause we
haven’t mandated people to spend money on these
courses.

So, right now, are they available for

people to take these courses if they so choose?
ASSISTANT DEPUTY SPEAKER MUSHINSKY (85TH):
Representative Reyes.
REP. REYES (75TH):
Through you, Madam Speaker.

Yes, they are

available right now.
Through you.
ASSISTANT DEPUTY SPEAKER MUSHINSKY (85TH):
Representative Ackert.
REP. ACKERT (8TH):
Thank you, Madam Speaker.

I struggle with this

because for decades -- over a decade now,
tradespeople have been mandated to take a course,
which means we have told those individuals that you
gotta come -- you gotta get this training even
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though you work in a trade or a job and I just -- we
just had a discussion on continuing education for
doctors, and I struggle with that and maybe it’s a
laudable goal, and there’s some other good parts to
this legislation, but when you make somebody take
out of their pocket $100 or $125 dollars to pay to
take a class that they have the opportunity to take
as they may or a town that then has to have their
individuals take the class, then it is a charge that
we’re making them take, and that’s where I struggle
with this legislation.

There’s a lot of good

components that I’m sure are required -- maybe the
reporting thing, but I do struggle with the piece
that mandates someone to take training, that’s it’s
already available to them and we’re now saying okay
for the good of, you know, the town, whatever it may
be, the waterways a good friend mentioned earlier
about being in clean waters.

I think Connecticut

does a great job with clean waters.
that.

I understand

I just struggle with the fact that we

continue to make people -- make people take money
out of their pocket to pay for a class, and that’s
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There is no money gonna come

There is no money gonna come to

support this cause the budgets are tight already and
that’s where I struggle, and so I’ll listen to the
dialogue on this one but because of the piece in
there, I may have to vote no on this legislation -on this amendment.

Thank you, Madam Speaker.

ASSISTANT DEPUTY SPEAKER MUSHINSKY (85TH):
Thank you, sir.

Will you remark further on the

amendment before us?

Representative Delnicki of the

14th.
REP. DELNICKI (14TH):
Good afternoon, Madam Speaker.

ASSISTANT DEPUTY SPEAKER MUSHINSKY (85TH):
Good afternoon.
REP. DELNICKI (14TH):
I have a couple of questions for the proponent
of the bill.
Through you.
ASSISTANT DEPUTY SPEAKER MUSHINSKY (85TH):
Representative Reyes, prepare yourself.
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Representative Delnicki.
REP. DELNICKI (14TH):
Thank you, Madam Speaker.

I have a few

questions pertaining to lines 87 through 94 that
address the issue of notification, and specifically,
the operator of a sewage treatment plan or a
collection system shall notify the chief elected
official of the municipality where the sewage spill
occurred.

As soon as practicable after receiving

such notification, such municipality shall inform
the public and downstream public officials as
appropriate.

My question is this.

The chief

elected official receives the notification from I’m
assuming the plant superintendent or plant manager
or whoever’s in charge at the plan.

At that plan,

is it the responsibility of the chief elected
official to make the notification to the public and
downstream public officials?
Through you, Madam Speaker.
ASSISTANT DEPUTY SPEAKER MUSHINSKY (85TH):
Representative Reyes.
REP. REYES (75TH):
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Madam Speaker, yes. Once it’s communicated to
the first selectman or the mayor of the particular
municipality, it is his or hers responsibility.
Through you.
ASSISTANT DEPUTY SPEAKER MUSHINSKY (85TH):
Representative Delnicki.
REP. DELNICKI (14TH):
And, again, through you Madam Speaker, can the
chief elected official designate a designee to make
that notification or is it a mandate on the chief
elected official to do the actual notification?
Through you, Madam Speaker.
ASSISTANT DEPUTY SPEAKER MUSHINSKY (85TH):
Representative Reyes.
REP. REYES (75TH):
Madam Speaker, he or she may substitute with
whomever they please, but it has to be communicated.
Through you.
ASSISTANT DEPUTY SPEAKER MUSHINSKY (85TH):
Representative Delnicki.
REP. DELNICKI (14TH):
So, through you Madam Speaker, if I understand
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it correct, the chief elected official could
designate an individual other than themselves to
receive the notification and the pass the
information on?

Is that a correct assumption or

correct understanding of that answer?
Through you, Madam Speaker.
ASSISTANT DEPUTY SPEAKER MUSHINSKY (85TH):
Representative Reyes.
REP. REYES (75TH):
Madam Speaker, the gentleman is correct,
through you.
REP. DELNICKI (14TH):
And, getting to the -ASSISTANT DEPUTY SPEAKER MUSHINSKY (85TH):
[Cross Talking] Representative Delnicki.
REP. DELNICKI (14TH):
Through you Madam Speaker, getting to some of
the other aspects of what’s talked about in here,
the as soon as practicable -- what is that timeframe
to be considered as soon as practicable?
Through you, Madam Speaker.
ASSISTANT DEPUTY SPEAKER MUSHINSKY (85TH):
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Representative Reyes.
REP. REYES (75TH):
Madam Speaker, that language is indicating in a
worst-case scenario where maybe a power maybe loss
and the communication may have to come through via
telephone or some other means, so it’s basically
trying to get ahead of an act of God or something so
that -- but we want to make sure that we communicate
it properly.
Through you.
ASSISTANT DEPUTY SPEAKER MUSHINSKY (85TH):
Representative Delnicki.
REP. DELNICKI (14TH):
Thank you, Madam Speaker, and again through
you, I did not get a good feel for what the term
meant from a timeframe because typically a timeframe
is assigned and reporting anything to someone else
as is in the lines above 83 through 86, and again,
through you Madam Speaker, what timeframe are we
talking when we’re looking at line 83 and you have
not later than 2 hours after becoming aware of any
sewage spill referred to in there to the DEEP; yet,
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we don’t have that pertaining to the public official
who then could easily get into a situation where
they become a target of whatever -- conceivably a
lawsuit, what have you?
Through you, Madam Speaker.
ASSISTANT DEPUTY SPEAKER MUSHINSKY (85TH):
Representative Reyes.
REP. REYES (75TH):
Thank you, Madam Speaker, through you.

So, the

term soon as practical, again, we’re only talking
about those rare cases where maybe a plant will have
lost power and the telephone communication may come
and again, it’s -- it’s again what I would determine
using best judgement and getting the best practice
to get the information -- it’s all about clear,
concise, transparent communication, so I would say
this term would only be used in the case of where a
complete power loss situation occurred.
Through you.
ASSISTANT DEPUTY SPEAKER MUSHINSKY (85TH):
Representative Delnicki.
REP. DELNICKI (14TH):
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Thank you, Madam Speaker, and again, through
you just moving on to some of the language here.
Such municipality shall inform the public and
downstream public officials as appropriate.

What

would be an appropriate methodology for informing
the public and the public officials downstream?
And, when you look at the term the public, does that
refer to the public in the municipality that has the
spill or the public downstream or both?
Through you, Madam Speaker.
ASSISTANT DEPUTY SPEAKER MUSHINSKY (85TH):
Representative Reyes.
REP. REYES (75TH):
Madam Speaker, if I could just have one moment
please?
ASSISTANT DEPUTY SPEAKER MUSHINSKY (85TH):
The Chamber will stand at ease.
REP. REYES (75TH):
Madam Speaker.
ASSISTANT DEPUTY SPEAKER MUSHINSKY (85TH):
Representative Reyes.
REP. REYES (75TH):
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The best answer for that is using

your best judgement and commonsense practice to
notify the public.
Through you.
ASSISTANT DEPUTY SPEAKER MUSHINSKY (85TH):
Representative Delnicki.
REP. DELNICKI (14TH):
Thank you, Madam Speaker, and thanks to the
proponent for that answer but again, going back to
the heart of the question.

The public in that

phrase does that mean the public in the
municipality, the public downstream, or both?
Through you, Madam Speaker.
ASSISTANT DEPUTY SPEAKER MUSHINSKY (85TH):
Representative Reyes.

REP. REYES (75TH):
Madam Speaker, the public in the municipality,
through you.
ASSISTANT DEPUTY SPEAKER MUSHINSKY (85TH):
Representative Delnicki.
REP. DELNICKI (14TH):
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Again,

through you, downstream public officials as
appropriate and just to -- just to clarify that.

If

you had a spill in Hartford, would that include all
the communities on the east and west side of the
Connecticut River, going all the way down?
Through you, Madam Speaker.
ASSISTANT DEPUTY SPEAKER MUSHINSKY (85TH):
Representative Reyes.
REP. REYES (75TH):
Through you Madam Speaker, yes.
Through you.
ASSISTANT DEPUTY SPEAKER MUSHINSKY (85TH):
Representative Delnicki.
REP. DELNICKI (14TH):
Thank you, Madam Speaker, and thank you for the
answer on that, and I just want to touch on the as
appropriate part.

Again, would that be accomplished

through a press release notifying the media, a phone
call?

What sort of methodology there?

Just to get

a full appreciation of how you would go about doing
the notification.
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Through you, Madam Speaker.
ASSISTANT DEPUTY SPEAKER MUSHINSKY (85TH):
Representative Reyes.
REP. REYES (75TH):
Madam Speaker, the best -- whatever those
individuals believe is the best means to get the
clear, concise, transparent communication is what’s
acceptable.
Through you.
ASSISTANT DEPUTY SPEAKER MUSHINSKY (85TH):
Representative Delnicki.
REP. DELNICKI (14TH):
And, hopefully the last question I have.
Again, through you Madam Speaker, would there be any
penalties assessed or would there be any liability
incurred by the chief elected official if someone
were to challenge whether it was done appropriately
or not?

Could they find themselves in court?

Could

they find some kind of a penalty assessed to them?
Because, obviously, we want to make sure the
information gets reported in a timely fashion.

We

want to make sure we’ve got our bases covered and we
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want to make sure the public gets the information
that they need.

Again, I’m just concerned about how

the informing is done.
Through you, Madam Speaker.
ASSISTANT DEPUTY SPEAKER MUSHINSKY (85TH):
Representative Reyes.
REP. REYES (75TH):
Madam Speaker, through you, there is no fees
that will be levied with this particular
legislation.
Through you.
ASSISTANT DEPUTY SPEAKER MUSHINSKY (85TH):
Representative Delnicki.
REP. DELNICKI (14TH):
Again, thank you to the proponent of the bill.
So, then if I understand it correctly, for the
record, if a mayor or first selectman for whatever
reason could not get the information out for say 2
hours, 6 hours, 8 hours, there would be no penalty
assessed on the chief elected official there?
Through you, Madam Speaker.
ASSISTANT DEPUTY SPEAKER MUSHINSKY (85TH):
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Representative Reyes.
REP. REYES (75TH):
Madam Speaker, can you please have the good
representative repeat the question, please?
ASSISTANT DEPUTY SPEAKER MUSHINSKY (85TH):
Representative Delnicki.
REP. DELNICKI (14TH):
Thank you again, Madam Speaker.
question is this.

Okay, my

Since we’re really not assessing

penalties, then would there be any -- just -- just
have this verified that there would be no penalty if
a chief elected official was not able to within say
2, 4, 6, 8 hours make the notifications there would
be no recourse upon that chief elected official.
I correct in that assumption?
ASSISTANT DEPUTY SPEAKER MUSHINSKY (85TH):
Representative Reyes.
REP. REYES (75TH):
Through you Madam Speaker, that is correct,
through you.

ASSISTANT DEPUTY SPEAKER MUSHINSKY (85TH):

Am
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Representative Delnicki.
REP. DELNICKI (14TH):
Just a couple comments.

That area I have to

admit I have some concern having been a chief
elected official and the levels of negotiation -notification I should say.

If there is the ability

to have a designee and say the designee was the
plant superintendent and the chief elected official
could make that the designee, then that would
probably be the best way to handle it.

although,

the chief elected official who is typically the tip
of the spear has to know everything that’s going on
in the community and I would expect them to be
informed in a timely manner.

The problem occurs in

having the chief elected official then passing the
information on when you already have the DEEP
receiving a report within a fairly short period of
time as defined that they have to produce that
report.

That’s the concern that I have about the

legislation proposed here -- the amendment proposed
here.

Thank you, Madam Speaker.

ASSISTANT DEPUTY SPEAKER MUSHINSKY (85TH):
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Thank you, sir.

Will you remark further on the

amendment before us?

Representative Polletta of the

68th.
REP. POLLETTA (68TH):
Good afternoon, Madam Speaker.
ASSISTANT DEPUTY SPEAKER MUSHINSKY (85TH):
Good afternoon.
REP. POLLETTA (68TH):
I rise in support of this amendment and the
overall language as proposed.

I have a few quick

questions for the proponent here, and then I’d like
to make a brief remark.

Through you Madam Speaker,

recently in the greater Waterbury area, as I’m sure
many of you have heard, we did have an instance in
which there was a sewage spill.

For those of us

residents, legislators, people that live in this
area, we were affected by it.
affected by it.

The businesses were

The people were affected by it.

The community itself spent years cleaning up this
river and only to find and wake up one morning to
find an awful sewage spill.

My question, through

you Madam Speaker, is how long did it take before
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this sewage spill was reported to the chief elected
official or whomever it was reported to?
Through you.
ASSISTANT DEPUTY SPEAKER MUSHINSKY (85TH):
Representative Reyes.
REP. REYES (75TH):
Thank you, Madam Speaker, and I want to thank
the good representative for that question.

So, the

situation that we had in the city of Waterbury,
which happened on -- in October, took over 9 days to
report to the mayor of the city.
Through you.
ASSISTANT DEPUTY SPEAKER MUSHINSKY (85TH):
Representative Polletta.
REP. POLLETTA (68TH):
Madam Speaker, thank you to the good proponent
for his answer.

So, 9 days to report a sewage

spill, 9 days to affect businesses downstream,
residents downstream, and who knows what was in -in that spill.

So, today and all days we spend a

lot of time debating a lot of bills, but I think, in
my humble opinion, this is a good bill.

This is a
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good bill for the greater Waterbury area.

This is a

good bill across the state of Connecticut, but for
our area in particular that was directed affected by
the sewage spill, we would benefit from this bill
and if I am -- I know it’s been said and forgive me
for repeating myself -- but the industry supports
the bill so why wouldn’t we as legislators buy into
this and support it?

I stand in support of this.

Thank you.
ASSISTANT DEPUTY SPEAKER MUSHINSKY (85TH):
Thank you, sir.

Representative Fishbein of the

90th.
REP. FISHBEIN (90TH):
Thank you, Madam Speaker.

Good afternoon.

ASSISTANT DEPUTY SPEAKER MUSHINSKY (85TH):
Good afternoon.
REP. FISHBEIN (90TH):
As you know in our exchanges, I’m very
protective of our environment to a level.

I just

wanted to ask the proponent some questions as well.
If I may?

Through you Madam Speaker, I see this

bill as being two things.

It’s education and
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reporting, and I just want to center around the
education for a moment.

If I could -- if I could

ask, what is a certified operator?
individual?
plant has?

Is it one

Is there a requirement as to how many a
If you know?

Through you, Madam Speaker.
ASSISTANT DEPUTY SPEAKER MUSHINSKY (85TH):
Representative Reyes.
REP. REYES (75TH):
Thank you, Madam Speaker.
a certified operator.

We’re talking about

We’re talking about an

individual – individual.
Through you.
ASSISTANT DEPUTY SPEAKER MUSHINSKY (85TH):
Representative Fishbein.
REP. FISHBEIN (68TH):
Thank you, Madam Speaker.

So, am I to

understand that a plant -- does the proponent have
knowledge as to any plant in the state of
Connecticut and how many certified operators that
that particular plant has?
into perspective.

Just so I can put this
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Through you, Madam Speaker.
ASSISTANT DEPUTY SPEAKER MUSHINSKY (85TH):
Representative Reyes.
REP. REYES (75TH):
Thank you, Madam Speaker.

There are somewhere

in the neighborhood of up to 800 operators in the
state of Connecticut and some of the plants may have
up to 6 associates.
Through you.
ASSISTANT DEPUTY SPEAKER MUSHINSKY (85TH):
Representative Fishbein.
REP. FISHBEIN (68TH):
Thank you, Madam Speaker.

That’s helpful.

Does the representative know as to any particular
plant how many -- you know, what plant and how many
operators that particular plant has?

Just so that I

can put this into perspective.
Through you, Madam Speaker.
ASSISTANT DEPUTY SPEAKER MUSHINSKY (85TH):
Representative Reyes.
REP. REYES (75TH):
Thank you, Madam Speaker.

I can speak about
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the Waterbury plant, sir, and there are 6 operators
there.
Through you.
ASSISTANT DEPUTY SPEAKER MUSHINSKY (85TH):
Representative Fishbein.
REP. FISHBEIN (68TH):
Thank you, Madam Speaker.

That is helpful, so

next question, through you Madam Speaker.

Are these

certified operators required to have some sort of
license I would think issued by DEEP?
Through you, Madam Speaker.
ASSISTANT DEPUTY SPEAKER MUSHINSKY (85TH):
Representative Reyes.
REP. REYES (75TH):
Madam Speaker, absolutely.

They do have

licenses.
Through you.
ASSISTANT DEPUTY SPEAKER MUSHINSKY (85TH):
Representative Fishbein.
REP. FISHBEIN (68TH):
Thank you, Madam Speaker.

So, I noticed that

the languages before us does not require when that
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license is renewed for this continuing education to
happen or at the next renewal of the license.

Am I

reading that correctly?
Through you, Madam Speaker.
ASSISTANT DEPUTY SPEAKER MUSHINSKY (85TH):
Representative Reyes.
REP. REYES (75TH):
Madam Speaker, that’s correct.
Through you.
ASSISTANT DEPUTY SPEAKER MUSHINSKY (85TH):
Representative Fishbein.
REP. FISHBEIN (68TH):
Thank you, Madam Speaker.

So, one is currently

employed by -- like in Wallingford we have a plant,
so employed by the municipality as a certified
operator we would require that current employee to
get the certification.
license.

It’s not tied to their

We would require them to get that after

the July 1, 2018 date.
Through you, Madam Speaker.
ASSISTANT DEPUTY SPEAKER MUSHINSKY (85TH):
Representative Reyes.
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REP. REYES (75TH):
Madam Speaker, that is correct.
Through you.
ASSISTANT DEPUTY SPEAKER MUSHINSKY (85TH):
Representative Fishbein.
REP. FISHBEIN (68TH):
Thank you, Madam Speaker.

So, when a current

employee of a municipality is required to get
training and although the language says or it’s
implied that the employee of the municipality is
going to pay for such training, am I to understand
that cost is ultimately going to be born by our
municipalities?
Through you, Mr. Speaker -- Madam Speaker.
ASSISTANT DEPUTY SPEAKER MUSHINSKY (85TH):
Representative Reyes.
REP. REYES (75TH):
Madam Speaker, I’m sorry.

Could you please

repeat the question?
Through you.
ASSISTANT DEPUTY SPEAKER MUSHINSKY (85TH):
Representative Fishbein.
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REP. FISHBEIN (68TH):
Thank you, Madam Speaker.

So, when we have a

current employee of a municipality and we are
mandating that that employee have some sort of
education and -- at least it’s been represented to
us here today that the employee is supposed to pay
for that education -- am I to understand that
ultimately it will be the municipality that will
have to reimburse the employee for that education?
Through you, Madam Speaker.
ASSISTANT DEPUTY SPEAKER MUSHINSKY (85TH):
Representative Reyes.
REP. REYES (75TH):
Madam Speaker, the way that the legislation
reads right now, there is no requirement for the
associate to pay for it.

The association could pay

for it or it could be another individual but there
is no requirement.
Through you.
ASSISTANT DEPUTY SPEAKER MUSHINSKY (85TH):
Representative Fishbein.
REP. FISHBEIN (68TH):
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You know, I

particularly note that when we had the amendment
there’s a document that OFA put together and it
clearly says it is anticipated that the training
would be paid for by the employees directly.

Am I

to believe that official document or -- or not?

Is

that refuted by the proponent?
Through you, Madam Speaker.
ASSISTANT DEPUTY SPEAKER MUSHINSKY (85TH):
Representative Reyes.
REP. REYES (75TH):
Madam Speaker, the -- the amendment, which was
a strike all -- the underlying bill did show zero
associated fiscal impact to this amendment.

What I

will say though is it’s anticipated that the
training would be paid for by employees directly and
it isn’t indicating that it’s mandated to be paid
for.

It cold be paid through another association,

through you.
ASSISTANT DEPUTY SPEAKER MUSHINSKY (85TH):
Representative Fishbein.
REP. FISHBEIN (68TH):
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Through you Madam Speaker, just to clear that
up.

My understanding is to clear up the fiscal note

that is not a fiscal impact to the state.

The

document is silent as to a fiscal impact to the
municipality.
Through you, Madam Speaker.
ASSISTANT DEPUTY SPEAKER MUSHINSKY (85TH):
Representative Reyes.
REP. REYES (75TH):
Madam Speaker, through you, yes.

There is no

impact to the state.
Through you.
ASSISTANT DEPUTY SPEAKER MUSHINSKY (85TH):
Representative Fishbein.
REP. FISHBEIN (68TH):
Thank you, Madam Speaker.

Then am I to

understand that if we have a current employee of the
municipality who is required to now take this
training and under the document before us to pay for
that training, that the municipality is going to be
saddled with this unfunded mandate for 800 or so
operators around the state?
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Through you, Madam Speaker.
ASSISTANT DEPUTY SPEAKER MUSHINSKY (85TH):
Representative Reyes.
REP. REYES (75TH):
Through you Madam Speaker, that is a
possibility.
Through you.
ASSISTANT DEPUTY SPEAKER MUSHINSKY (85TH):
Representative Fishbein.
REP. FISHBEIN (68TH):
Thank you, Madam Speaker.

You know, I too laud

the intent of the bill, but I am not here to pass
unfunded mandates, so certainly, if it said if the
operator had it through available appropriations,
which is the language that we use up here to couch
fiscal impact, I would be more supportive, but as it
stands here today, I cannot support this.

Thank

you, Madam Speaker.
ASSISTANT DEPUTY SPEAKER MUSHINSKY (85TH):
Thank you, sir.

Will you remark further on the

amendment before us?

Representative Cummings of the

74th.
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REP. CUMMINGS (74TH):
Thank you, Madam Speaker.

Good afternoon.

ASSISTANT DEPUTY SPEAKER MUSHINSKY (85TH):
Good afternoon.
REP. CUMMINGS (74TH):
A question for the proponent of the bill,
through you, Madam Speaker.
ASSISTANT DEPUTY SPEAKER MUSHINSKY (85TH):
Go ahead, Representative Cummings.
REP. CUMMINGS (74TH):
Through you Madam Speaker, would you be able to
describe how the public first came to know about the
spill that happened last year?
Through you, Madam Speaker.
ASSISTANT DEPUTY SPEAKER MUSHINSKY (85TH):
Representative Reyes.
REP. REYES (75TH):
Thank you, Madam Speaker, and it’s a great
question.

The -- the public in general was notified

by the findings by a reporter that actually was
reviewing the DEEP site and he was the first one to
actually communicate this to the public in general,
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through you.
ASSISTANT DEPUTY SPEAKER MUSHINSKY (85TH):
Representative Cummings.
REP. CUMMINGS (74TH):
Through you Mr. -- Madam Speaker, so is it my
understanding that the municipality did not notify
its constituency as would be required under this
bill?
Through you, Madam Speaker.
ASSISTANT DEPUTY SPEAKER MUSHINSKY (85TH):
Representative Reyes.
REP. REYES (75TH):
Madam Speaker, part of the -- the biggest part
of this bill is transparency and I’m advocating for
timely communications to all the public, not only
for general health but it’s good practice to be a
good neighbor and communicate up and down the -- the
rivers or waterways but to the good representative’s
question, the time lapse was way too much.
Through you.
ASSISTANT DEPUTY SPEAKER MUSHINSKY (85TH):
Representative Cummings.
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REP. CUMMINGS (74TH):
Through you Madam Speaker, and isn’t true that
there was another spill that was then discovered
only through the due diligence of an alderman, Roger
Sherman, who discovered that there had been another
spill months earlier that went completely unnotified
to the citizens of Waterbury?
Through you, Madam Speaker.
ASSISTANT DEPUTY SPEAKER MUSHINSKY (85TH):
Representative Reyes.
REP. REYES (75TH):
Through you Madam Speaker, that is absolutely
true and again, it was by the due diligence of an
alderman actually reviewing the DEEP history and
actually communicating that to the constituency in
the city of Waterbury, and that’s why, again, this
bill is so important for communication,
transparency, and accountability.
Through you.
ASSISTANT DEPUTY SPEAKER MUSHINSKY (85TH):
Representative Cummings.
REP. CUMMINGS (74TH):
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Thank you, Madam Speaker.

Madam Speaker, I

urge my colleagues to support this bill.

It does,

as my good colleague said, increase transparencies
for our communities, especially those of us who are
located on waterways and it helps protect our
constituencies from any unknown danger, so I do
encourage my colleagues to support this amendment.
Thank you, Madam Speaker.

ASSISTANT DEPUTY SPEAKER MUSHINSKY (85TH):
Thank you, madam.

Will you remark further on

the amendment before us?

Representative Altobello

of the 82nd.
REP. ALTOBELLO (82ND):
Thank you, Madam Speaker.

Madam Speaker,

through you, a question to the proponent of the
amendment.
ASSISTANT DEPUTY SPEAKER MUSHINSKY (85TH):
Go ahead Representative Altobello.
REP. ALTOBELLO (82ND):
Thank you very much.

Current law defines a

sewage spill as a diversion of waste, portion of
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sewage treatment, so on and so forth.

It doesn’t

say what size the spill is.

Evidently, the

amendment covers any spill greater than 5,000
gallons, I believe, but I guess for legislative
intent there are things as mechanical spills where a
pump breaks and untreated waste goes into our
streams and rivers, unfortunately, and there are
rather frequent occurrences where we have a deluge
of rain and the treatment plans are not able to
fully treat the sewage that’s in there.

I think

they call it blow by and its millions of gallons on
the storm and even if your system is tight and not - not leaky at all.

So, I guess for the purposes of

the intent is would a rainstorm trigger a sewage
spill, which would then trigger a downstream
notification?
Through you.
ASSISTANT DEPUTY SPEAKER MUSHINSKY (85TH):
Reyes.
REP. REYES (75TH):
Madam Speaker, to the good representative’s
question, that is a yes.

We was -- we’re not
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covering how or why it happens.

We’re just covering

if it’s 5,000 -- a threshold of 5,000 gallons is
exceeded, it’s (inaudible - 2:28:43) that we start
the communication right away.
Through you.
ASSISTANT DEPUTY SPEAKER MUSHINSKY (85TH):
Representative Altobello.
REP. ALTOBELLO (82ND):
Thank you very much.

So, I may -- well, I’m

not gonna recommend anything at this point but it
seems to me that sewage -- the definition of sewage
bill going forward should include in the language
that includes other than mechanical failures.

Thank

you very much and I thank the proponent.
ASSISTANT DEPUTY SPEAKER MUSHINSKY (85TH):
Thank you, sir.
amendment before us?

Will you remark further on the
Will you remark further?

Representative Reyes.
REP. REYES (75TH):
Madam Speaker, I ask that when a vote is taken
that the amendment is taken by roll.
Through you.
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ASSISTANT DEPUTY SPEAKER MUSHINSKY (85TH):
The question for the Chamber on the roll call.
All in favor of a roll call please say aye.
[Ayes heard]
Twenty percent has been met.
taken, it will be taken by roll.

When the vote is
Will you remark

further on the amendment before us?

If not, will

staff and guests please come to the well of the
House.

Members please take your seats.

Machine

will be open.
CLERK:
[Bell] The House of Representatives is voting
by roll.

Members to the Chamber.

Representatives is voting by roll.

The House of
Members to the

Chamber.
ASSISTANT DEPUTY SPEAKER MUSHINSKY (85TH):
Have all the members voted?
members voted?

Have all the

Members, please check the board to

determine if your vote is properly cast.

If all the

members have voted, the machine will be locked, and
the clerk will take a tally.
the tally.

Clerk, please announce
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CLERK:
LCO No. 3755, designated House “A”
Total number Voting

150

Necessary for Adoption

76

Those voting Yea

143

Those voting Nay

7

Absent not Voting

0

ASSISTANT DEPUTY SPEAKER MUSHINSKY (85TH):
Amendment is adopted (Gavel).
further on the bill as amended?
further?
the well.

Will you remark

Will you remark

If not, staff and guests please come to
Oh, Representative Demicco of the 21st.

REP. DEMICCO (21ST):
Thank you very much, Madam Speaker.

I just

wanted to acknowledge the hard work and diligence of
Representative Reyes on this particular piece of
legislation and also acknowledge the cooperation of
the ranking member of the Environment Committee,
Representative Harding.

Thank you, Madam Speaker.

ASSISTANT DEPUTY SPEAKER MUSHINSKY (85TH):
Thank you, sir.

Will you remark further?

If

not, staff and guests please come to the well of the
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Members, please take your seats.

The

machine will be open.
CLERK:
[Bell] The House of Representatives is voting
by roll.

Members to the Chamber.

Representatives is voting by roll.

The House of
Members to the

Chamber.
ASSISTANT DEPUTY SPEAKER MUSHINSKY (85TH):
Have all the members voted?
members voted?

Have all the

Members, please check the board to

determine if your vote is properly cast.

If all the

members have voted, the machine will be locked, and
the clerk will take a tally.

Clerk, please announce

the tally.
CLERK:
House Bill 5130 as amended by House “A”
Total number Voting
Necessary for Passage

150
76

Those voting Yea

142

Those voting Nay

8

Absent not Voting

0

ASSISTANT DEPUTY SPEAKER MUSHINSKY (85TH):
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5he bill as amended is passed (Gavel).

Are

there announcements or introductions?
Representative Yaccarino of the 87th.
REP. YACCARINO (87TH):
Thank you, Madam Speaker.

Point of personal

privilege.
Through you Madam Speaker.
ASSISTANT DEPUTY SPEAKER MUSHINSKY (85TH):
Yes, Representative Yaccarino.

Go ahead.

REP. YACCARINO (87TH):
Here in the well of the House is a constituent
of mine and a friend from North Haven, Connecticut,
Hunter Pageau and his mom, Sharon Pageau.
here.

Hunter is

He’s a representative for NORD, National

Organization for Rare Disorders.

He’s also the

president of the YES, Youth Empowerment Society, in
North Haven, Connecticut, and we’ve passed a couple
years ago SMARD, Spinal Muscle Atrophy Rare
Distress, and I would like to give him a warm
welcome.

He’s an amazing young man, great

inspiration, and give him a warm welcome from the
House.

[Applause]
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ASSISTANT DEPUTY SPEAKER MUSHINSKY (85TH):
Thank you, Hunter and Sherry.
you’re here to advocate.
announcements?

We’re glad

Are there any other

If not, we’ll return to the call of

the Calendar.
DEPUTY SPEAKER PRO TEMPORE GODFREY (110TH):
Hello.

Will the clerk please call Calendar

143?
CLERK:
On page 50, Calendar 143, House Bill No. 5283,
AN ACT CONCERNING NEIGHBORHOOD REVITALIZATION ZONES.
Favorable report of the Joint Standing Committee on
Appropriations.
DEPUTY SPEAKER PRO TEMPORE GODFREY (110TH):
Chair of the Planning and Development
Committee, Representative Lemar.
REP. LEMAR (96TH):
Thank you, Mr. Speaker.

Mr. Speaker, I move

the Joint Committee’s favorable report and passage
of the bill.
DEPUTY SPEAKER PRO TEMPORE GODFREY (110TH):
Question is on acceptance and passage.

Will
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you explain the bill please, sir?
REP. LEMAR (96TH):
Yes.

Thank you, Mr. Speaker.

Mr. Speaker, the

legislation before us provides indemnification
protections to community members who serve on
neighborhood revitalization zone committees and
currently, neighborhood revitalization zone
committee members and residents are potentially
exposed to lawsuits and legal battles when assisting
their communities by serving on these committees.
Occasionally, there is opposition from local
developments within their neighborhoods and good
community members who want to be a part of their
planning process feel as if they may be exposed
personally by serving on these committees, and all
we’re simply doing in this bill is proposing
extension to section 7-601 of our general statutes
and requiring that municipalities extend the legal
counsel to NRZ members regarding any defense they
need in civil actions and provide restitution to the
committee or affected members in the result of an
imposed settlement.

Mr. Speaker, the members who
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will be protected must be acting in coherence with
the obligations of the NRZ, and this is a good bill
backed by local community members who are trying to
advance projects within their communities and are
just feeling a little bit exposed doing to the
current framework in which they are not protected.
That -- in the same way that similar community
members are protected if they serve on any other
municipal board, commission, or legislative body.

I

move adoption.
DEPUTY SPEAKER PRO TEMPORE GODFREY (110TH):
Thank you, sir.

The distinguished ranking

member of the Planning and Development Committee,
Representative Zawistowski.
REP. ZAWISTOWSKI (61ST):
Thank you, Mr. Speaker.

This bill passed the

House last year or something very similar to it.

It

only impacts towns that have neighborhood
redeveloping zones.

Nothing forces a town to have a

neighborhood redevelopment zone and it -- and it
makes it a lot easier for our municipalities to be
able to get volunteers to serve on these boards.
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It’s a good bill and I recommend that my colleagues
approve of it.

Thank you.

DEPUTY SPEAKER PRO TEMPORE GODFREY (110TH):
Thank you, ma’am.

Representative Ziobron.

REP. ZIOBRON (34TH):
Thank -- thank you very much, Mr. Speaker.

I

have a few questions to the proponent of the bill,
please.
Through you.
DEPUTY SPEAKER PRO TEMPORE GODFREY (110TH):
Proceed.
REP. ZIOBRON (34TH):
Thank you very much, Mr. Speaker.

To the good

colleague, I’m looking at the fiscal note.

It talks

about how there would not be necessarily a state
mandate if you didn’t already have a neighborhood
revitalization zone, so my question, through you Mr.
Speaker, is how many of these zones exist in the
state?

Which municipalities in fact have these

enacted neighborhood revitalization zones?
Through you.
DEPUTY SPEAKER PRO TEMPORE GODFREY (110TH):
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Representative Lemar, do you care to respond?
REP. LEMAR (96TH):
Yes.

Thank you, Mr. Speaker.

Mr. Speaker,

through you, it has been indicated to us that there
are fewer than a dozen communities across the state
of Connecticut that have neighborhood revitalization
zones.

This issue was highlighted by members of the

Bridgeport delegation who recognized a need in their
community to ensure that folks in their community
could serve on these boards and planning commissions
without being subjected to personal liability.
Through you, Madam Speaker -- Mr. Speaker.
Speaker, thank you very much.

Mr.

[Laughter]

DEPUTY SPEAKER PRO TEMPORE GODFREY (110TH):
Thank you, Chairman Lemar [Laughing].
Representative Ziobron, you still have the floor.
REP. ZIOBRON (34TH):
Thank you very much, Mr. Speaker.

So, this was

referred to the Appropriations Committee and we took
this bill up last week and one of the reasons it was
a little bit of a conversation was understanding
that in fact it would not be a mandate because most
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of our communities do not already participate in
this zone, and in fact, this bill would only affect
the municipalities who are already a revitalization
zone, and I just want to make sure that that’s
confirmed for the record for my colleagues.

Once it

is confirmed, I can speak a little bit further.
Through you, Mr. Speaker.
DEPUTY SPEAKER PRO TEMPORE GODFREY (110TH):
Mr. Lemar.
REP. LEMAR (96TH):
Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
you, yes.

Mr. Speaker, through

It is true that the establishment of a

neighborhood revitalization zone is entirely
optional on a municipality’s behalf and it would
only impact those communities that currently have a
neighborhood revitalization zone.
Through you.
DEPUTY SPEAKER PRO TEMPORE GODFREY (110TH):
Representative Ziobron.
REP. ZIOBRON (34TH):
Thank you very much, Mr. Speaker, and I
appreciate that clarification for my colleagues
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because I think it’s important, especially as we’re
looking at legislation that may have an unfunded
municipal mandate that we understand that this bill
is only for those who already exist and have this
zone before them.

There is nothing in this

legislation that forces a municipality to in fact
adopt this zone for themselves, and for that reason,
I’ll be in support.

Thank you.

DEPUTY SPEAKER PRO TEMPORE GODFREY (110TH):
Thank you.

Gentleman from Easton,

Representative Dunsby.
REP. DUNSBY (135TH):
Thank you, Mr. Speaker.

Just a couple of

questions for the proponent of the bill, through
you.
DEPUTY SPEAKER PRO TEMPORE GODFREY (110TH):
Proceed, sir.
REP. DUNSBY (135TH):
So, I’m looking at section 1e(C) and it lists
the things the board would have to do to get the
indemnification and (C) says in a manner consistent
with the advice provided by the municipality’s legal
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So, my question is -- my first question is

what would happen if the -- this board committed
some act without the seeking of the advice of a
town’s legal counsel and the town’s legal counsel
had -- had offered no advice.

Would that -- what

would be the indemnification at that point?
Through you, Mr. Speaker.
DEPUTY SPEAKER PRO TEMPORE GODFREY (110TH):
Representative Lemar.
REP. LEMAR (96TH):
Thank you, Mr. Speaker.

Mr. Speaker,

municipalities need not indemnify any planning
committee members or their members if their acts,
errors, or omissions constitute reckless, willful,
misconduct, or the community members are acting in
direct contrast to the guidance they’re provided by
their counsel.

If they’re acting consistent with

the advice of their counsel and if there is no
advice, I think in that circumstance there would be
no indemnification protections required.
DEPUTY SPEAKER PRO TEMPORE GODFREY (110TH):
Representative Dunsby.
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REP. DUNSBY (135TH):
Thank you, Mr. Speaker.

Is there any power for

the municipality or the chief elected official of -either the municipality or the chief elected of the
municipality to remove members from the neighborhood
board?
DEPUTY SPEAKER PRO TEMPORE GODFREY (110TH):
Representative Lemar.
REP. LEMAR (96TH):
Thank you, Mr. Speaker.

Mr. Speaker, through

you, I must admit I am not sure what constitutes an
action of a removal process in any individual town
removing a member from an NRZ board.

I would

highlight that in section b and c you will see some
of the requirements of an NRZ to officially act in
their capacity.

In that -- in those subsections,

there isn’t direct reference to how a chief
executive would remove a member, but I can provide
that information subsequent to passage.

Thank you.

DEPUTY SPEAKER PRO TEMPORE GODFREY (110TH):
Representative Dunsby.
REP. DUNSBY (135TH):
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Okay, I’ll just end

I mean I’m certainly very

supportive generally speaking of indemnifying
volunteers.

I obviously want to encourage people to

-- to come out and volunteer.

What I’m typically

used to seeing in boards or commissions or
organizations that are not elected, that are formed
or appointed in some way, there is some process for
removal and that’s very important because what can a
town -- the town in this case would now be
responsible for the actions of the members of this
board; yet, even if the town observes something that
it thinks should not be occurring, it does not
appear -- to me anyway -- that the town would have
any -- any recourse to remove members and typically,
you do see that in something like this, so I’ll
continue to -- to listen to the discussion today,
but that’s something I find very concerning.

Thank

you, Mr. Speaker.
DEPUTY SPEAKER PRO TEMPORE GODFREY (110TH):
Thank you, sir.
bill?

Will you remark further on the

Will you remark further on the bill?
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REP. LEMAR (96TH):
Mr. Speaker.
DEPUTY SPEAKER PRO TEMPORE GODFREY (110TH):
Representative Lemar.
REP. LEMAR (96TH):
If I could provide some clarification -- in
these types of neighborhood revitalization zones,
there will often be articles of incorporation or
specific bylaws that would constitute the provisions
of which someone would be elected to, appointed to,
and removed from.

It wouldn’t be a state law or

state statute that would define that process.

It

would operate similarly to a municipally-developed
commission of board of directors, volunteer
organizations that you’ll find across our state.
It’s just these specific NRZs do not have the
indemnification protections that you’d find in other
places.

I hope that clarifies in greater context

where you might find the mechanism for removal and
appointment to the clarification of the good
representative’s concerns.
Through you.
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DEPUTY SPEAKER PRO TEMPORE GODFREY (110TH):
Thank you, sir.
bill?

Will you remark further on the

Will you remark further on the bill?

If not,

staff and guests please come to the well of the
House.

Members take your seats.

The machine will

be open.
CLERK:
[Bell] The House of Representatives is voting
by roll.

Members to the Chamber.

The House of

Representatives is voting by roll.

Members to the

Chamber.
DEPUTY SPEAKER PRO TEMPORE GODFREY (110TH):
Have all the members voted?

If all the members

have voted, the machine will be locked, clerk will
take a tally, and the clerk will announce the tally.
CLERK:
House Bill 5283
Total number Voting
Necessary for Passage

150
76

Those voting Yea

149

Those voting Nay

1

Absent not Voting

0
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DEPUTY SPEAKER PRO TEMPORE GODFREY (110TH):
The bill is passed (Gavel).

Will the clerk

please call Calendar 359, please?
CLERK:
On page 38, House Calendar 359, Substitute
House Bill No. 5414, AN ACT CONCERNING THE
ESTABLISHEMENT OF A TASK FORCE TO STUDY THE JUROR
SELECTION PROCESS.

Favorable report of the Joint

Standing Committee on Judiciary.
DEPUTY SPEAKER PRO TEMPORE GODFREY (110TH):
The distinguished chair of the Judiciary
Committee, Representative Tong.
REP. TONG (147TH):
Good afternoon, Mr. Speaker.

I move acceptance

of the Joint Committee’s favorable report and
passage of the bill.
DEPUTY SPEAKER PRO TEMPORE GODFREY (110TH):
Question is on acceptance and passage.

Will

you explain the bill please, sir?
REP. TONG (147TH):
Mr. Speaker, the U.S. constitution, the 6th
amendment guarantees the right to a trial by jury --
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an impartial jury, and that right is safeguarded at
the federal level by ensuring that we have a fair
cross section of jurors from the community to serve
on juries at the federal level.

At the federal

level, they have -DEPUTY SPEAKER PRO TEMPORE GODFREY (110TH):
Excuse me, Representative Tong.
Getting a little noisy in here.

(Gavel)

If you’d settle

down please or take your conversations outside, we’d
all appreciate it.

Thank you so much.

Representative Tong.
REP. TONG (147TH):
At the federal level, they are required to
collect information about the demographic makeup of
their jury pools.

We at the state level attempt to

collect that information but it is not required and
so this is an effort to understand the best way to
get information about whether our state’s comport -whether our state’s juries comport with the 6th
amendment guarantee of an impartial jury, and I urge
support of this measure.

Thank you, Mr. Speaker.

DEPUTY SPEAKER PRO TEMPORE GODFREY (110TH):
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The distinguished ranking

member of the Judiciary Committee, Representative
Rebimbas.
REP. REBIMBAS (70TH):
Thank you, Mr. Speaker.

Mr. Speaker, I rise

with some concern regarding the task force that’s
before us, so if I can, a few questions to the good
chairman?
DEPUTY SPEAKER PRO TEMPORE GODFREY (110TH):
Certainly, proceed.
REP. REBIMBAS (70TH):
Thank you, Mr. Speaker.

Mr. Speaker, through

you to the good chairman, I’m noticing that there’s
a variety of different designees to this task force.
Can you tell me how those designees were
established?
Through you.
DEPUTY SPEAKER PRO TEMPORE GODFREY (110TH):
Representative Tong, would you care to respond?
REP. TONG (147TH):
Through you Mr. Speaker, I think there was a
fair bit of discussion at the committee level.

This
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effort was led by the office of the chief public
defender.

I think that the office reached out to

various stakeholders and legislators and solicited
feedback as to who might serve on such a committee
or task force.

The language of the task force looks

a lot like other organizations that we’ve put
together for this purpose, reflecting all of the
necessary stakeholders, so I think it was a
collaborative effort to get the language before us.
Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
Through you.
DEPUTY SPEAKER PRO TEMPORE GODFREY (110TH):
Representative Rebimbas.
REP. REBIMBAS (70TH):
Thank you, Mr. Speaker.

Mr. Speaker, I notice

that on page 2 of the proposal I have, specifically
line 21, it designates the South Asian Bar
Association, George W. Crawford Black Bar
Association, Connecticut Hispanic Bar Association,
Connecticut Asian Pacific American Bar Association.
Through you Mr. Speaker, does the good chairman know
whether or not there’s other types of bar
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associations out there?
Through you.
DEPUTY SPEAKER PRO TEMPORE GODFREY (110TH):
Representative Tong.
REP. TONG (147th):
Through you Mr. Speaker, I am sure that there
are a number of other bar associations and what are
commonly referred to as affinity bar associations or
associations of lawyers of color or from the LGBTQ
community.

I think there was an effort here to

include as many of those organizations as possible,
but I don’t have any guarantee that we got them all.
Through you.
DEPUTY SPEAKER PRO TEMPORE GODFREY (110TH):
Representative Rebimbas.
REP. REBIMBAS (70TH):
Thank you, Mr. Speaker.

Through you Mr.

Speaker, is the good chairman aware that there is a
group that is organized and meets that is the
presidents of the various bar associations including
the affinity bar associations?
Through you.
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DEPUTY SPEAKER PRO TEMPORE GODFREY (110TH):
Representative Tong.
REP. TONG (147TH):
Through you Mr. Speaker, I am aware that there
is the Lawyers Collaborative for Diversity, which
includes the leaders, I think, of the affinity bar
associations and also most of the state’s major law
firms.

I have heard that the presidents of these

associations meet.

I don’t know if it’s in any

organized capacity.
Through you.
DEPUTY SPEAKER PRO TEMPORE GODFREY (110TH):
Representative Rebimbas.
REP. REBIMBAS (70TH):
Thank you, Mr. Speaker.

Well, Mr. Speaker, I’d

like to inform the good chairman and everybody else
in the Chamber that there is a collaborative effort
of regular meetings established by all the
presidents or representatives of the variety of
different Connecticut bar associations including the
affinity bar associations.

If we’re gonna have a

task force that’s supposed to represent the makeup
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of the state of Connecticut, in order to properly
examine jury selection and selection pools, we
should have each and every person at that table. At
the very least, if not each and every person
represented at that table, then it should be amongst
those leaders of those various bar associations then
to decide collaboratively who should be at that
table.
So, Mr. Speaker, unless the good chairman would
like to entertain an amendment as to the designees
that would be serving on this task force, at this
time, I would not support this.

This is not a

collaborative effort to correct the -- what’s
already been evident that there was some objection
to this legislation in the Judiciary Committee.
There were 6 no votes.

Once again, a task force

with the very laudable purpose but if we’re gonna
get it right, let’s do it equally and fairly for all
types of associations throughout the state of
Connecticut.

So, unless there’s an amendment -- and

I’ll inquire through you Mr. Speaker -- if there’s a
willingness to do an amendment that would fairly
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allow every individual at least the opportunity to
have a voice, to be either represented or have a
selection, a proper representation on this task
force, then I would be a no vote.

Is there -- is

there a willingness to amend that?
DEPUTY SPEAKER PRO TEMPORE GODFREY (110TH):
Representative Tong.
REP. TONG (147TH):
Through you Mr. Speaker, if the good ranking
member with whom I spent many, many hours yesterday
is offering language, we’re always open to have a
conversation about improvements to any piece of
legislation.
pending.

I don’t think there’s an amendment

If the ranking member is suggesting that

we have a conversation about changes to the bill,
I’m always happy to have that conversation.
note the ranking member is correct.

I will

There were 6 no

votes but the bill did pass overwhelmingly in its
current form out of the Judiciary Committee, so
before I arose to do the bill today, I was not aware
of a desire on the part of the ranking member to
amend the bill, but always happy to have a
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conversation.
Through you.
DEPUTY SPEAKER PRO TEMPORE GODFREY (110TH):
Representative Rebimbas.
REP. REBIMBAS (70TH):
Thank you, Mr. Speaker, and I want to thank the
chairman for that willingness, and certainly, if the
good ranking member had more than less than a minute
notice that this bill was going to be called on the
floor of the House, I would have been more than
happy to have reached out and explained to the good
chairman why there was objections to the legislation
that obviously had at least 6 no votes in the
committee and worked collaboratively as we always
have on legislation.

So, certainly, only merely as

the ranking member I will defer to the good
chairman, the leadership of the Chamber, and Mr.
Speaker as to how to proceed.
DEPUTY SPEAKER PRO TEMPORE GODFREY (110TH):
The House will stand at ease.
Albis.
REP. ALBIS (99TH):

Representative
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Thank you, Mr. Speaker.

Good afternoon.

DEPUTY SPEAKER PRO TEMPORE GODFREY (110TH):
Good afternoon.
REP. ALBIS (99TH):
Mr. Speaker, I move we pass this bill
temporarily.
DEPUTY SPEAKER PRO TEMPORE GODFREY (110TH):
Is there objection?

I’m hearing none.

bill is passed temporarily (Gavel).

This

Mr. Clerk,

Calendar 247, please.
CLERK:
On page 52, Calendar 247, House Bill No. 5442,
AN ACT CONCERNING THE PARTICIPATION OF NONPROFIT
ENTITIES IN WORKER COOPERATIVES.

Favorable report

of the Joint Standing Committee on Judiciary.
DEPUTY SPEAKER PRO TEMPORE GODFREY (110TH):
Chairperson of the Planning and Development
Committee, Representative Lemar.
REP. LEMAR (96TH):
Thank you, Speaker Person.

Mr. Speaker Person

[Laughing] I move the Joint Committee’s favorable
report and passage of the bill.
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DEPUTY SPEAKER PRO TEMPORE GODFREY (110TH):
Mr. Speaker Person to you [Laughing].
is on acceptance of passage.

Question

Will you explain the

bill please, sir?
REP. LEMAR (96TH):
Thank you, Mr. Speaker.

Mr. Speaker, the bill

before us allows nonprofit organizations to qualify
as members of worker cooperatives and own membership
shares in such arrangements.

Nonprofits desire the

ability to qualify for worker cooperatives and
participate in unique business model that is taking
place across the country.

Connecticut’s outdated

cooperative laws prohibit nonprofits from joining in
and developing neighborhood revitalizations
projects, programs, and other activities within a
local community.

We’ve seen great experience across

the country, namely in places like Ohio and New
York, New Jersey, where these types of modernized
cooperative laws are allowing for innovative and
strategic partnerships between local persons and
nonprofit entities who wish to see expanded economic
development opportunities in their towns.
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Through you Mr. Speaker, I move passage.
DEPUTY SPEAKER PRO TEMPORE GODFREY (110TH):
Thank you, sir.
this bill?

Will you remark further on

Will you remark further on this bill?

If not, will staff and guests please come to the
well of the House.

Members take your seats.

machine will be open.

The

Oh, wait -- wait, Mr. Clerk.

Representative Candelora, were you seeking the
floor?
Yes?

You weren’t on the board when I inquired.
No?

Maybe?

REP. CANDELORA (86TH):
Thank you, Mr. Speaker.

Mr. Speaker, if I may

ask a question to the -DEPUTY SPEAKER PRO TEMPORE GODFREY (110TH):
Of course.
REP. CANDELORA (86TH):
My first question is I guess this bill -- is it
my understanding it originated out of the Commerce
Committee?
Through you.
DEPUTY SPEAKER PRO TEMPORE GODFREY (110TH):
Representative Lemar.
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REP. LEMAR (96th):
Through you, Mr. Speaker.

Yes, this bill

originated in the Commerce Committee.
DEPUTY SPEAKER PRO TEMPORE GODFREY (110TH):
Representative Candelora.
REP. CANDELORA (86TH):
Thank you, Mr. Speaker, and could the gentleman
just give us a little bit of a summary of the intent
behind the bill?
Through you.
DEPUTY SPEAKER PRO TEMPORE GODFREY (110TH):
Representative Lemar.
REP. LEMAR (96TH):
Yes, Mr. Speaker.

I shall provide an in-depth

summary of the background of this bill so as to
provide enough time to understand in great detail
the merits of this.

Mr. Speaker, what this was --

was a submission on behalf of the city of New Haven
in collaboration with the Economic Development
Corporation of the city of New Haven working with
numerous nonprofit partners and potential worker
cooperatives in the city who wished to establish
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under a model that they’ve seen work in other
communities across the country.

Under such a model,

Mr. Speaker, nonprofit entities would enter into a
cooperative with local persons who wished to
establish drycleaner -- like a nonprofit cooperative
drycleaner or other activities, economic development
building and businesses within a community.

Right

now, our outdated co-op rules only allow specific
individuals to do so.

Under the Evergreen

Cooperative Corporation in Ohio, which we seek to
model, nonprofit partners can provide the investment
stake to get these up and running, can work with
neighbors and community members to establish
governing rules and share in the profits and
proceeds amongst a broader set of individuals.
Mr. Speaker, this type of cooperative
arrangement has been made available in numerous
states around us and across the country.

It would

bring Connecticut’s cooperative establishment laws
up-to-date with surrounding neighbors.

At the

Commerce Committee’s initial public hearing, there
was testimony provided from numerous nonprofits and
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impacted individuals who wish to see this type of
development because they believe it will help with
neighborhood economic development and expansion
opportunities in their community.
Through you, Mr. Speaker, I hope that was in
depth enough.
DEPUTY SPEAKER PRO TEMPORE GODFREY (110TH):
Representative Candelora.
REP. CANDELORA (86TH):
Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
further questions.

I don’t have any

Thank you.

DEPUTY SPEAKER PRO TEMPORE GODFREY (110TH):
Gentleman from North Haven, Representative
Yaccarino.
REP. YACCARINO (87TH):
Thank you, Mr. Speaker.

A couple of questions

to the good chair of P&D, I believe?
Through you Mr. Speaker.
DEPUTY SPEAKER PRO TEMPORE GODFREY (110TH):
Proceed.
REP. YACCARINO (87TH):
I sat through the testimony with this and I --
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I mean it sounds like a good concept but my concern
was the nonprofits getting involved with for-profit
and how would that affect our tax policy?
Through you, Mr. Speaker.
DEPUTY SPEAKER PRO TEMPORE GODFREY (110TH):
Representative Lemar.
REP. LEMAR (96TH):
Thank you, Mr. Speaker.

Mr. Speaker, through

you, since -- in a series of rulings since the
1970s, the IRS has blessed economic development as a
charitable purpose and what you’ll find is that the
types of entities that we’re concerned about or
thinking about are for example large universities
with substantial economic development opportunities
and desires in a host community.

They wish to

engage with a local co-op that’s establishing
itself, and this will allow those nonprofit entities
to establish themselves as part of that -- that coop board.

Similarly, there are organizations that

are models around childcare facilities who are
helping individuals start, establish their own
childcare facilities and if they enter in as the
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nonprofit entity, they can provide the technical
experience, the sort of legal supports, and the
necessary structural supports to all of those
communities and all of those nonprofit members who
are establishing that co-op.
Through you, Mr. Speaker, there are numerous
examples of these co-op laws being used across the
country and numerous economic development 4As that
will provide immense direct benefit to our
surrounding communities.

It does not jeopardize our

tax base in any way.
DEPUTY SPEAKER PRO TEMPORE GODFREY (110TH):
Representative Yaccarino.
REP. YACCARINO (87TH):
Thank you for that answer, but when I did ask
the question, it hasn’t -- it’s been prohibited
because of our tax policy, so -- and that’s my
concern, and I did vote for it hoping we can make
some clarification, but there are -- really the
intent of the bill, if I’m not mistaken, is to take
nonprofits and merge them with for-profit.
-- through you, Mr. Speaker.

Is that
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DEPUTY SPEAKER PRO TEMPORE GODFREY (110TH):
Representative Lemar.
REP. LEMAR (96TH):
Thank you, Mr. Speaker and through you, no that
is not -- the intent is to allow nonprofits to
develop a for-share model with these co-op
businesses.

Now, this is the only way that you’ll

see a number of these businesses start.

Cooperative

businesses are full tax-paying members of our
communities and are often times organized in such a
way in which the proceeds of their net profits are
shared amongst cooperative members.

Now, right now,

our rules specify that any person can establish a
co-op, but we’re prohibiting nonprofit entities who
in no way will sacrifice their charitable missions
through this establishment that will in no way
compromise our tax policy moving forward.

All this

does is conform our outdated co-op rules with IRS
blessed economic development purposes defined as
charitable purposes in numerous rulings since the
1970s.

Again, there are numerous examples of this

happening across the country.

I would highlight the
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Evergreen Cooperative Corporation out of Cleveland,
Ohio.

Similarly, the Mandela Food Cooperative,

which is a worker co-op operating grocery stores in
Oakland, California.

They have nonprofit members.

In that specific case, the Mandela Marketplace,
which provides all the technical experience and help
in establishing it, and if it weren’t for these
unique development tools and this unique structure,
we would not have those fully functional operating
businesses in many communities.

You’ve seen

testimony from the cities of Bridgeport and New
Haven where there’s an incredible opportunity with
the number of nonprofits that we have in our
communities to take their technical, legal, and
tremendous experience and blend those with
individuals who are seeking to start a cooperative.
This enjoys tremendous support in almost all
communities across the country because of its unique
model and its widespread economic benefits.
Through you, Mr. Speaker.
DEPUTY SPEAKER PRO TEMPORE GODFREY (110TH):
Representative Yaccarino.
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REP. YACCARINO (87TH):
Thank you.

Thank you, Mr. Speaker, and thank

you for the chair for that answer.

When I did ask

the other examples, there was only one example in
the country and it was Cleveland, Ohio, so I don’t
think it’s really widespread.

I’m not against this

but I don’t think it’s that widespread and so you
had mentioned a cleaners -- well, they’re out of
business -- but Jet Cleaners is in New Haven.

If

there was a model like Jet Cleaners, a private owned
business, how would that work with this?
Through you, Mr. Speaker.
DEPUTY SPEAKER PRO TEMPORE GODFREY (110TH):
Representative Lemar.
REP. LEMAR (87TH):
Thank you, Mr. Speaker.

Mr. Speaker, this -- I

mean it wouldn’t impact Jet Cleaners at all.

This

model would just allow someone to form a cooperative
and it updates who those members of the cooperative
can be.

Right now, you could establish a

cooperative that does dry cleaning in New Haven or
any other place in the state of Connecticut
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You could -- any group of individuals

could establish that cooperative and provide
whatever service or business they want.

This just

opens the door for nonprofits who are focused on
economic development to be partners in that
establishment and forgive me if you only heard of
one example in Ohio.

There are also numerous

examples, again, I would mention the Mandela Food
Cooperative operating out of -- operating grocery
stores in Oakland, California.
others as well.

There are a few

New York, New Jersey also have this

ability to organize under the language that we’re
offering here today.
Through you, Mr. Speaker.
DEPUTY SPEAKER PRO TEMPORE GODFREY (110TH):
Representative Yaccarino.
REP. YACCARINO (87TH):
So, basically, if there’s a group of folks at
Yale or anybody -- anywhere in New Haven Southern
and they want to open a dry cleaner, a comic book
shop, any kind of business, they would come
together.

Would they have to get a 501(3)(c) to
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open this business as a nonprofit?
Through you, Mr. Speaker.
DEPUTY SPEAKER PRO TEMPORE GODFREY (110TH):
Representative Lemar.
REP. LEMAR (96TH):
Thank you, Mr. Speaker.

No, you would -- the

worker cooperative would be a cooperative business
like any other cooperative business model.

The only

time the 501(c)(3) interacts with it is that a
501(c)(3) could also be a partner in that.

It does

not change the underlying status of the business
that they are establishing.
were the confusion is.

I think that might be

The business that they’re

establishing is treated like any other for-profit
cooperative in state statute.

The only thing we’re

doing is we’re opening up the doors for a nonprofit
to be a partner in the establishment of said co-op.
It should not provide for any limitations on the
taxability or change in tax status of that business
as established.
Through you, Mr. Speaker.
DEPUTY SPEAKER PRO TEMPORE GODFREY (110TH):
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Representative Yaccarino.
REP. YACCARINO (87TH):
Thank you, so basically, they’re for-profit.
The business -- the co-op is for-profit like any
other business.

They’re just joining together,

different -- just on-the-spot I guess to form a
small corporation.
REP. LEMAR (96TH):
Through you Mr. Speaker, that’s right.

I mean

this -- the nonprofit will be making small
investments in the for-profit business, which will
remain a for-profit business entity in this purpose
a for-profit cooperative.

This -- the nonprofit

investment does not challenge the tax status of the
underlying business itself.

It just, again, allows

for that nonprofit to be a partner in it.
REP. YACCARINO (87TH):
Thank you for that answer.

[Cross Talking]

DEPUTY SPEAKER PRO TEMPORE GODFREY (110TH):
Representative Yaccarino.
REP. YACCARINO (87TH):
Thank you for the answer and the
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I’m sorry, Mr. Speaker.

DEPUTY SPEAKER PRO TEMPORE GODFREY (110TH):
Representative Yaccarino.
REP. YACCARINO (87TH):
As long as -- you know, my concern was it’s not
mandated.

It’s voluntarily.

I don’t want to have X

business having somebody saying we want to join you.
Obviously, that’s a private company.
case, I’m fine with it.

If that’s the

I just -- obviously, it’s

going to be up to the individuals who join and
create business, so with that, thank you for the
answers and thank you, Mr. Speaker.
DEPUTY SPEAKER PRO TEMPORE GODFREY (110TH):
Thank you, sir.

Gentleman from Wallingford,

Representative Fishbein.
REP. FISHBEIN (90TH):
Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
questions for the proponent.

I too had some
If I may?

DEPUTY SPEAKER PRO TEMPORE GODFREY (110TH):
Proceed.
REP. FISHBEIN (90TH):
Thank you, Mr. Speaker.

Sir, to be a portion
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of this cooperative, how many individuals is
required?
Through you, Mr. Speaker.
DEPUTY SPEAKER PRO TEMPORE GODFREY (110TH):
Representative Lemar.
REP. LEMAR (96TH):
Thank you, Mr. Speaker.

Mr. Speaker, could I

have leave for a moment to research the answer to
the individual’s question?
DEPUTY SPEAKER PRO TEMPORE GODFREY (110TH):
Of course.

Representative Lemar.

REP. LEMAR (96TH):
Thank you, Mr. Speaker.

Mr. Speaker, the

certificate of incorporation defines how a worker
cooperative shall be established and the
qualifications and methods for acceptance and
termination of members.

It does not specify the

exact number of members to establish a worker’s
cooperative, but it does outline how they are to be
governed and how members are to be added and
removed.
Through you, Mr. Speaker.
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DEPUTY SPEAKER PRO TEMPORE GODFREY (110TH):
Representative Fishbein.
REP. FISHBEIN (90TH):
Thank you, Mr. Speaker.

So, am I to understand

that a cooperative can be a legitimate under this
scenario maintaining 2 members?
Through you, Mr. Speaker.
DEPUTY SPEAKER PRO TEMPORE GODFREY (110TH):
Representative Lemar.
REP. LEMAR (96TH):
Thank you, Mr. Speaker.

Mr. Speaker, through

you, I believe that is an accurate statement.
DEPUTY SPEAKER PRO TEMPORE GODFREY (110TH):
Representative Fishbein.
REP. FISHBEIN (90TH):
Thank you, Mr. Speaker.

So, my understanding

is these cooperatives is a for-profit entity and a
nonprofit entity coming together to do business.
Through you, Mr. Speaker.
DEPUTY SPEAKER PRO TEMPORE GODFREY (110TH):
Representative Lemar.
REP. LEMAR (96TH):
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Thank you, Mr. Speaker, and Mr. Speaker, all
this bill allows is for nonprofits to also join into
a worker’s cooperative.

It doesn’t require that a

nonprofit be a part of it.

It doesn’t require they

even consider nonprofit membership as a part of it.
All they are doing is saying that if a nonprofit
wishes to engage in the development of a worker’s
co-op that they have the right to do so like any
other private citizen.
Through you.
DEPUTY SPEAKER PRO TEMPORE GODFREY (110TH):
Representative Fishbein.
REP. FISHBEIN (90TH):
Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
misunderstood.

Perhaps, I

I thought what we were doing here

today is we were allowing a nonprofit to now become
part of a cooperative, which given the good
representative’s prior response could be one
nonprofit and one for-profit.
Through you, Mr. Speaker.
DEPUTY SPEAKER PRO TEMPORE GODFREY (110TH):
Representative Lemar.
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REP. LEMAR (90TH):
Mr. Speaker, yes.

We’re opening up the door

for nonprofits to become members of cooperatives.
It does not require them to do so.

Cooperatives can

still establish in any mechanism and manner which
they wish with whatever individuals they wish.

It

just allows for nonprofit entities to also be one of
those individuals who are considered.
DEPUTY SPEAKER PRO TEMPORE GODFREY (110TH):
Representative Fishbein.
REP. FISHBEIN (90TH):
Thank you, Mr. Speaker.

So, my understanding

of these cooperatives, you know, it could be a house
cleaner or somebody who is a single member LLC that
has a house cleaning business would perhaps be one
member and this fictional nonprofit whatever it
might be could be the other member.

Is that a fair

scenario under this language?
Through you, Mr. Speaker.
DEPUTY SPEAKER PRO TEMPORE GODFREY (110TH):
Representative Lemar.
REP. LEMAR (96TH):
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Mr. Speaker, yes, that

is a fair scenario and the one that you see play out
in numerous other states, again, including Colorado,
Wisconsin, California, Ohio, and other states.
DEPUTY SPEAKER PRO TEMPORE GODFREY (110TH):
Representative Fishbein.
REP. FISHBEIN (90TH):
Thank you, Mr. Speaker.

So, I’m just trying to

figure out as my colleague, prior to my asking
questions, was inquiring about the tax code and how
this could not violate some portion of the tax code
when we have a for-profit merging so-to-speak with a
nonprofit and they’re sharing the benefits of the
investment of the nonprofit in the cooperative.
Through you, Mr. Speaker.
DEPUTY SPEAKER PRO TEMPORE GODFREY (110TH):
Representative Lemar.
REP. LEMAR (90TH):
Again, thank you, Mr. Speaker.

Mr. Speaker, in

a series of rulings starting in the 1970s, the IRS
has blessed economic development as a charitable
purpose.

That charitable purpose must be defined.
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There are numerous examples of this type of
structure working positively in communities across
the country.

For example, there is something called

Vision Spring, which is organized to distribute
eyeglasses to low-income countries.

It is an

organized cooperative in which there is a one forprofit and one nonprofit member.

The use

sustainable profits in which, you know, they give
traditional matches to things like Goodwill and Girl
Scout Cookies.

I brought up Mandela Food

Cooperative, which is operating a grocery store with
Mandela Food Cooperative, which is a co-op in
Oakland, California that has the nonprofit member
Mandela Marketplace, which serves as its chief
organizer and which has helped sustained and build
that cooperative model and helps share all of those
proceeds with all cooperative members.
These have been blessed, again, by the IRS over
numerous times.

There are numerous nonprofits that

are engaging in economic and community development
work across our country and they’re structured in
this manner.

Right now, you could incorporate in
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the state of New York and run this model internal to
Connecticut.

You could establish this business in

New York and run its operations -- day-to-day basis
in Connecticut just with a -- with a -- like that’s
why businesses will sometimes incorporate in places
like Delaware or New York or New Jersey and still do
business in the state of Connecticut.

Our laws and

our rules make it difficult to establish this
Connecticut-based, Connecticut benefitting co-op
model in our state, so instead, they’d be forced to
incorporate in another community entirely.
Through you, Mr. Speaker.
DEPUTY SPEAKER PRO TEMPORE GODFREY (110TH):
Representative Fishbein.
REP. FISHBEIN (90TH):
Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
questions I have at this time.

That’s all the
Thank you.

DEPUTY SPEAKER PRO TEMPORE GODFREY (110TH):
Thank you, sir.

Gentleman from Plainville,

Representative Petit.
REP. PETIT (22ND):
Thank you, Mr. Speaker.

A couple questions for
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the proponent, sir.
Through you.
DEPUTY SPEAKER PRO TEMPORE GODFREY (110TH):
Proceed.
REP. PETIT (22ND):
Perhaps, along the -- the same lines as my -my colleague from Commerce, I’m just having trouble
understanding concretely the proposal, so if I can - if I could give you a concrete example of a
cooperative setup and it requires $10 dollars and
they’re able to get $5 dollars from employees and
they need $5 dollars from a nonprofit.

Does the

nonprofit then hold 50 percent of the votes or 50
percent of the shares of access to 50 percent of the
profit?
Through you, Mr. Speaker.
DEPUTY SPEAKER PRO TEMPORE GODFREY (110TH):
Representative Lemar.
REP. LEMAR (90TH):
Thank you very much, Mr. Speaker, and Mr.
Speaker, the incorporation documents would cover the
direct manner in which the corporation documents and
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the bylaws as defined would cover who shares and how
they share based upon the percentage of -- of
resources they provide and those resources could be
defined as legal resources, financial resources,
technical resources, so it would depend upon the
exact articles and bylaws as drafted by that co-op
before I could begin to answer that question.

Under

a simple construct that you outlined, I think that’s
probably an accurate depiction of how it might play
out.
DEPUTY SPEAKER PRO TEMPORE GODFREY (110TH):
Representative Petit.
REP. PETIT (22ND):
Thank you and I guess to follow up with what
the proponent suggested, so the same process would
be in place for a gift in kind so to speak if the
nonprofit provided legal support or expertise in the
dry-cleaning business or the restaurant business.
That would then be valued at a certain amount to
make a determinant in the corporation documents what
percentage they would be -- have access to in terms
of profits?
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Through you, Mr. Speaker.
DEPUTY SPEAKER PRO TEMPORE GODFREY (110TH):
Representative Lemar.
REP. LEMAR (96TH):
Yes, Mr. Speaker.

Mr. Speaker, section -- if

the good representative wanted to check out section
2, section 33.418?

It outlines the protections in

place for each individual member and the process by
which the bylaws can be adopted and the types of
shares that can be offered based upon the amount of
investment each partner makes, but on a baseline
answer to the question, is yes.

The answer is yes.

DEPUTY SPEAKER PRO TEMPORE GODFREY (110TH):
Representative Petit.
REP. PETIT (22ND):
Thank you, Mr. Speaker, and one final question.
So, if in this type of relationship if the nonprofit
had a -- made a monetary investment donation or gift
in kind that was an excessive 50 percent and they
were the majority owner, majority partner so to
speak, could they then close or change the direction
of the cooperative business if they held greater
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than 50 percent interest in the business.
Through you, Mr. Speaker.
DEPUTY SPEAKER PRO TEMPORE GODFREY (110TH):
Representative Lemar.
REP. LEMAR (96TH):
Thank you, Mr. Speaker.

Mr. Speaker, I believe

the answer to that is no based upon my understanding
and guidance from our attorneys.
Through you.
DEPUTY SPEAKER PRO TEMPORE GODFREY (110TH):
Representative Petit.
REP. PETIT (22ND):
That’s all.
Speaker.

Thank you very much, Mr.

Thanks to the proponent.

DEPUTY SPEAKER PRO TEMPORE GODFREY (110TH):
For the second time, Representative Yaccarino.
If I could see you -- no net yet.

Now.

REP. YACCARINO (87TH):
Thank you for the second time.

I just want for

legislative intent to clarify something, just so I
feel comfortable and I think we all feel
comfortable.

I’m going to use an example of a New
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Haven business since this bill is basically based on
New Haven.

Say Elm City Social -- it’s a nice place

in New Haven.

It’s a privately-owned company.

If

I’m the owner of that company, now we have 5 people
that are hired at this company and they want to
start a co-op.
allowed.

See, I don’t think that should be

I just want to make sure that’s not

allowed, that’s all.

Because, I think it will

clarify a lot of confusion.

Is that allowed?

DEPUTY SPEAKER PRO TEMPORE GODFREY (110TH):
Representative Lemar.
REP. LEMAR (96TH):
Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
understand the concern now.

Mr. Speaker, I think I
No, this does not

authorize any group of workers to fundamentally turn
a private, for-profit business into a cooperative.
Workers cannot organize and take over the business.
That is not envisioned or even I think possible
under a series of state and federal laws, so I -- I
hope to address that concern strongly with no.

No

group of individual workers can collectively
organize and take over the business in that manner.
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REP. YACCARINO (87TH):
Yeah, that’s all.

I just wanted to clarify and

thank you for your answers and thank you, Mr.
Speaker.
DEPUTY SPEAKER PRO TEMPORE GODFREY (110TH):
Thank you, sir.
bill?

Will you remark further on the

Will you remark further on the bill?

If not,

staff and guests please come to the well of the
House, members take their seats, and the machine
will be open.
CLERK:
[Bell] The House of Representatives is voting
by roll.

Members to the Chamber.

Representatives is voting by roll.

The House of
Members to the

Chamber.
DEPUTY SPEAKER PRO TEMPORE GODFREY (110TH):
Have all the members voted?
members voted?

Have all the

If all the members have voted, the

machine will be locked, clerk will take a tally, and
the clerk will announce the tally.
CLERK:
House Bill 5442
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Total number Voting

149

Necessary for Passage

75

Those voting Yea

149

Those voting Nay

0

Absent not Voting

1

DEPUTY SPEAKER PRO TEMPORE GODFREY (110TH):
Bill is passed (Gavel).

Mr. Clerk, Calendar

59.
CLERK:
On page 8, Calendar 59, Substitute House Bill
No. 5230, AN ACT HONORING CONNECTICUT NATIONAL GUARD
MEDAL OF HONOR RECIPIENTS.

Favorable report of the

Joint Standing Committee on Veterans’ Affairs.
DEPUTY SPEAKER PRO TEMPORE GODFREY (110TH):
The distinguished chair of the Veterans’
Affairs Committee, Representative Hennessy.
REP. HENNESSY (127TH):
Thank you, Mr. Speaker.

Mr. Speaker, I move

adoption of the Joint Committee’s favorable report
and passage of the bill.
DEPUTY SPEAKER PRO TEMPORE GODFREY (110TH):
Question is on acceptance and passage.

Will
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you explain the bill please, sir?
REP. HENNESSY (127TH):
Thank you, Mr. Speaker.

Mr. Speaker what this

bill does is official recognize the heroic deeds of
the two National Guard Medal of Honor recipients.
The Medal of Honor is the highest award, valor, in
action against an enemy force, which can be bestowed
upon an individual.

Mr. Speaker, the National Guard

has two major training facilities, one is in Windsor
Locks and the other one’s in Niantic.

Mr. Speaker,

the National Guard also has two Medal of Honor
recipients and they are Lee Hartell and Robert
Burton Nett.

What this bill will do is officially

name these two training facilities Hartell Camp -Camp Hartell is already named but this will -- that
was through executive order and this will set it in
statute, and we will change the name to Camp Nett at
Niantic.

This is a military agency bill supported

by Veterans throughout the state.

I move adoption.

DEPUTY SPEAKER PRO TEMPORE GODFREY (110TH):
Thank you, sir.
this bill?

Will you remark further on

Representative Cheeseman.
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REP. CHEESEMAN (37TH):
Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
amendment.

The clerk has an

It’s LCO No. 3750.

Would you please ask

the clerk to call it and I’d be allowed to
summarize?
DEPUTY SPEAKER PRO TEMPORE GODFREY (110TH):
Clerk is in possession of LCO No. 3750, which
will be designated House Amendment Schedule “A”, Mr.
Clerk.
CLERK:
House “A”, LCO No. 3750 offered by
Representative Cheeseman.
DEPUTY SPEAKER PRO TEMPORE GODFREY (110TH):
The gentlewoman asked to leave the Chamber to
summarize.

Is there objection?

I’m hearing none.

Representative Cheeseman.
REP. CHEESEMAN (37TH):
Thank you, Mr. Speaker.

The change with the

existing legislation would strike Nett at Niantic
and replace it with Camp Niantic.Nett -- hyphen
Nett.
DEPUTY SPEAKER PRO TEMPORE GODFREY (110TH):
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[Laughing] Dot Nett that would be -REP. CHEESEMAN (37TH):
Dot Nett -- I know.
DEPUTY SPEAKER PRO TEMPORE GODFREY (110TH):
That would be a URL.

Okay.

REP. CHEESEMAN (37TH):
Exactly.

DEPUTY SPEAKER PRO TEMPORE GODFREY (110TH):
[Laughing]
REP. CHEESEMAN (37TH):
Camp Niantic-Nett, and I move adoption of the
amendment.
DEPUTY SPEAKER PRO TEMPORE GODFREY (110TH):
Question is on adoption.

Will you remark,

ma’am?
REP. CHEESEMAN (37TH):
Yes, please.

In 2010, the legislature and

Governor Rell signed into law Public Act 10-69.

To

refresh the memories of some who may not know, prior
to that date, the camp in Niantic changed its name
each time there was a new governor, so we had Camp
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Dempsey, Camp Rowland, Camp Rell.

It was decided

that this was both expensive and confusing as
National Guard members would train there and then
meet after -- Oh, where did you train?
Rowland, Camp Rell, Camp O’Neill.

Camp

There was no

continuity, so to provide that continuity and to
save dollars, Public Act 10-69 indicated that the
camp -- National Guard Camp in Niantic would be
renamed Camp Niantic in perpetuity.

Flashforward to

last year and this year when the proposal was made
to rename it Camp-Nett.

My constituents in East

Lyme, my members of the VFW, the American Legion
were taken back by this.

As far as they were

concerned, the camp had been named in 2010 in
perpetuity, and I can explain to them as long as I
may that this legislature says things and does
things and laws are passed but nothing is forever
and certainly, not the name of the camp.

It is as

you enter the camp the first building you see is in
fact Camp-Nett.

It’s very prominent and my

constituents felt this provided enough honor for the
very, very esteemed Colonel, and I go back to what
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the legislation said that this was in fact names in
perpetuity.
Surely, one of the issues the citizens of our
state have with us and with what goes on that we
make a commitment to them and then we do not live up
to that commitment, so I understand their
misgivings.

On the other hand, I know the value and

the honor of Colonel Nett.

I know that throughout

the rest of the state and the National Guard members
there would very much like to see him honored.

For

that reason, I am going to bow to their request.
am going to explain to my constituents.

I

I thank you

for letting me make the case, and Mr. Speaker, I’d
like to withdraw my amendment.
DEPUTY SPEAKER PRO TEMPORE GODFREY (110TH):
The gentlewoman has asked to leave the Chamber
to withdraw her amendment.
hearing none.

Is there objection?

The amendment is withdrawn.

remark further on the bill?

I’m

Will you

Representative Storms.

REP. STORMS (60TH):
Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
bill.

I rise to support this

Camp Hartell has been a significant base in
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I think it’s fitting and

appropriate that we honor our two Medal of Honor
winners by naming our military installations after
these very distinguished Army National Guard people,
and I would ask the Chamber to support this bill.
Thank you.
DEPUTY SPEAKER PRO TEMPORE GODFREY (110TH):
Thank you, sir.
bill?

Will you remark further on the

Will you remark further on the bill?

If not,

staff and guests please come to the well of the
House, members take your seats, and the machine will
be open.
CLERK:
[Bell] The House of Representatives is voting
by roll.

Members to the Chamber.

Representatives is voting by roll.

The House of
Members to the

Chamber.
DEPUTY SPEAKER PRO TEMPORE GODFREY (110TH):
Have all the members voted?

If all the members

have voted, so the machine will be locked, and the
clerk will take a tally, and the clerk will announce
the tally.
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CLERK:
House Bill 5230
Total number Voting

149

Necessary for Passage

75

Those voting Yea

121

Those voting Nay

28

Absent not Voting

1

DEPUTY SPEAKER PRO TEMPORE GODFREY (110TH):
The bill is passed (Gavel).

For an

announcement, Representative McCarthy Vahey from
Fairfield.
REP. MCCARTHY VAHEY (133RD):
Thank you, Mr. Speaker.

For the purposes of an

introduction.
DEPUTY SPEAKER PRO TEMPORE GODFREY (110TH):
For an introduction, ma’am, please proceed.
REP. MCCARTHY VAHEY (133RD):
Thank you, Mr. Speaker, so with me today from
Fairfield, constituents of mine who are wonderful
advocates are Tom Griffin and his dog, Sterling, and
Steve Kennedy who is here today on behalf of our
Veterans and working very hard on Senate Bill 284,
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along with my intern from Sacred Heart University,
Nicki Bettonelli.

So, I would ask the Chamber to

give them all a warm welcome.

[Applause]

DEPUTY SPEAKER PRO TEMPORE GODFREY (110TH):
We’re delighted to have you as our guests here
today.

I’m Navy -- 7 years before you were born.

I

joined the Navy to see the world and wound up in
Newport, Rhode Island, but anyway, thank you for
being here and thank you for all your work you have
done on behalf of all of our Veterans.
appreciate it.

I really

The House will stand at ease.

(Gavel) House will come back to order.
return to the call of the Calendar.

We will

Mr. Clerk,

please call Calendar 374.
CLERK:
On page 39, House Calendar 374, Substitute
House Bill No. 5252, AN ACT CONCERNING REVISIONS TO
THE CONNECTICUT ANTITRUST ACT AND DISCOVERY
CONDUCTED BY THE ATTORNEY GENERAL IN WHISTLE-BLOWER
AND FALSE CLAIMS ACTIONS.

Favorable report of the

Joint Standing Committee on Judiciary.
DEPUTY SPEAKER PRO TEMPORE GODFREY (110TH):
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The distinguished chairman of the Judiciary
Committee, Representative Tong.
REP. TONG (147TH):
Thank you, Mr. Speaker.

I move acceptance of

the Joint Committee’s favorable report and passage
of the bill.
DEPUTY SPEAKER PRO TEMPORE GODFREY (110TH):
Question is on acceptance and passage.

Will

you explain the bill please, sir?
REP. TONG (147TH):
Thank you, Mr. Speaker.

I want to thank the

attorney general for bringing this bill to our
attention.

Last year, we did part of this bill.

It’s a so-called Illinois brick repealer.

Other

states have repealed what is essentially the law as
set forth by the U.S. Supreme Court in the Illinois
Brick Decision that says in antitrust cases,
particularly price-fixing cases, that indirect
purchasers, meaning ultimately consumers, cannot
receive recovery unless state statute says
otherwise, so a variety of other states have made
those changes by passing so-called Illinois Brick
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Last year, we did it for medical

devices and for pharmaceuticals.

This year’s bill

expands it to all markets in which there may be
antitrust violations and price fixing.

This bill

passed unanimously, I believe, in the Judiciary
Committee, and I urge support.

Thank you, Mr.

Speaker.
DEPUTY SPEAKER PRO TEMPORE GODFREY (110TH):
Thank you, sir.

The distinguished ranking

member of the Judiciary Committee, Representative
Rebimbas.
REP. REBIMBAS (70TH):
Thank you, Mr. Speaker.

Mr. Speaker I rise in

favor of the bill that’s before us.

Certainly, we

did hear the testimony and also the good chairman
indicated that this is an expansion of what had
previously been done and in fact, there is a
possibility that this may also be a positive fiscal
impact because depending on the type of cases that
are pursued it could have a positive fiscal impact,
but just for clarification purposes, through you Mr.
Speaker, a question to the good chairman.
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DEPUTY SPEAKER PRO TEMPORE GODFREY (110TH):
Proceed, ma’am.
REP. REBIMBAS (70TH):
Thank you.

Through you Mr. Speaker, does this

legislation also make a slight clarification change
regarding the service on subpoenas for whistleblowers?
Through you.
DEPUTY SPEAKER PRO TEMPORE GODFREY (110TH):
Representative Tong, do you care to respond?
REP. TONG (147TH):
Through you, it does.
DEPUTY SPEAKER PRO TEMPORE GODFREY (110TH):
Representative Rebimbas.
REP. REBIMBAS (70TH):
Thank you, Mr. Speaker, and that change is
consistent with service that we have in other
matters.

Is that correct?

Through you, Mr. Speaker.
DEPUTY SPEAKER PRO TEMPORE GODFREY (110TH):
Representative Tong.
REP. TONG (147TH):
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Through you Mr. Speaker, I’m sorry, I couldn’t
hear the ranking member.
DEPUTY SPEAKER PRO TEMPORE GODFREY (110TH):
Well, let me try and fix that.

(Gavel) The

chair and ranking member can’t hear each other, so
if you’d please take your conversations outside and
be a little quieter in the Chamber, we’d all
appreciate it.

Representative Rebimbas, could you

kindly repeat your question?
REP. REBIMBAS (70TH):
Certainly, thank you, Mr. Speaker.

Mr.

Speaker, the change regarding the service when it
comes to the whistle-blowers for subpoenas is
consistent with the practice in other similar types
of matters.

Is that correct?

Through you.
DEPUTY SPEAKER PRO TEMPORE GODFREY (110TH):
Representative Tong.
REP. TONG (147TH):
Through you, I would say it’s generally
consistent.

I can’t say that it matches every

procedure for service in our state, but from lines
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25 through 31 of the Substitute file No. 562, yes.
It provides for service by in-hand service or by
registered or certified mail.
Through you.
DEPUTY SPEAKER PRO TEMPORE GODFREY (110TH):
Representative Rebimbas.
REP. REBIMBAS (70TH):
Thank you, Mr. Speaker.

I want to thank the

good chairman for his response and certainly, I saw
a representative for the Attorney General’s Office
also nodding his head in affirmative, so I do rise
in support of the legislation before us.

It’s a

good one.
DEPUTY SPEAKER PRO TEMPORE GODFREY (110TH):
Thank you, madam.

Representative Fishbein.

REP. FISHBEIN (90TH):
Thank you, Mr. Speaker.

If I may, some

questions for the proponent?
DEPUTY SPEAKER PRO TEMPORE GODFREY (110TH):
Certainly, sir.
REP. FISHBEIN (90TH):
Thank you, sir.

Sir, not having a background
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in antitrust litigation, can I just learn more about
how this changes -- it appears to have something to
do with maybe product liability or something like
that?
Through you, Mr. Speaker.
DEPUTY SPEAKER PRO TEMPORE GODFREY (110TH):
Representative Tong.
REP. TONG (147TH):
Through you Mr. Speaker, with due respect, I’m
not sure I understand the question as posed, through
you.
DEPUTY SPEAKER PRO TEMPORE GODFREY (110TH):
Representative Fishbein, could you please
restate your question?
REP. FISHBEIN (90TH):
Thank you, Mr. Speaker.

I’m looking at the

language that appears to expand the utilization or
the lack of utilization of the defense that one
cannot assert -- that they do not deal directly with
the individual who purchased the product or
something like that, which I recognize from product
reliability litigation.

Is that how this is to be
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You know, I don’t understand how this

expansion is to be applied.
Through you, Mr. Speaker.
DEPUTY SPEAKER PRO TEMPORE GODFREY (110TH):
Representative Tong.
REP. TONG (147TH):
Through you, Mr. Speaker.

If the question is

how this applies to our antitrust laws and how it
applies to indirect purchasers, this legislation is
an expansion of what we did last year where we did a
partial repeal -- so-called repeal of the Illinois
Brick Decision by the U.S. Supreme Court that
provides that under federal antitrust law that
indirect purchasers cannot recover directly but
states through their state antitrust laws can
determine otherwise, and so we did that with respect
to medical devices and pharmaceuticals last year.
This simply removes the limitation as to medical
devices or drugs, basically.
Through you.
DEPUTY SPEAKER PRO TEMPORE GODFREY (110TH):
Representative Fishbein.
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REP. FISHBEIN (90TH):
Thank you, Mr. Speaker, so am I to understand,
does this have anything to do with product liability
law?
Through you, Mr. Speaker.
DEPUTY SPEAKER PRO TEMPORE GODFREY (110TH):
Representative Tong.
REP. TONG (147TH):
Through you, yes, broadly speaking.

Price

fixing and antitrust violations with respect to
products and to the extent that results in
liability, yes.
Through you.
DEPUTY SPEAKER PRO TEMPORE GODFREY (110TH):
Representative Fishbein.
REP. FISHBEIN (90TH):
Thank you, Mr. Speaker.

Just to clarify, you

know, I look at product liability -- if let’s say
someone buys an iron directly from the manufacturer
and then sells that iron as a tag sale and is
damaged by that, usually on a product liability
claim one can claim that they didn’t purchase it
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Does this in any

way affect that sort of relationship?
Through you, Mr. Speaker.
DEPUTY SPEAKER PRO TEMPORE GODFREY (110TH):
Representative. Tong.
REP. TONG (147TH):
So, through you, the general concept of
products liability generally relates to actions that
sound untoward or negligence actions that result in
personal injury.

I don’t want to say that antitrust

violations and price fixing don’t result in personal
injury, but this is a different nature than I think
what Representative Fishbein commonly -- or refers
to what is commonly known as products lability.
Through you.
DEPUTY SPEAKER PRO TEMPORE GODFREY (110TH):
Representative Fishbein.
REP. FISHBEIN (90TH):
Thank you.

That just answered my question.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
DEPUTY SPEAKER PRO TEMPORE GODFREY (110TH):
Thank you, sir.

Will you remark further on
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Will you remark further on this bill?

If not, staff and guests please come to the well of
the House, members take your seats, the machine will
be open.
CLERK:
[Bell] The House of Representatives is voting
by roll.

Members to the Chamber.

Representatives is voting by roll.

The House of
Members to the

Chamber.
DEPUTY SPEAKER PRO TEMPORE GODFREY (110TH):
Have all the members voted?
members voted?

Have all the

If all the members have voted, the

machine will be locked, the clerk will take a tally,
and the clerk will announce the tally.
CLERK:
House Bill 5252
Total number Voting
Necessary for Passage

148
75

Those voting Yea

148

Those voting Nay

0

Absent not Voting

2

DEPUTY SPEAKER PRO TEMPORE GODFREY (110TH):
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The bill is passed (Gavel).

Mr. Clerk, kindly

call Calendar 334.
CLERK:
On page 33, House Calendar 334, Substitute
House Bill No. 5211, AN ACT CONCERNING JUDICIAL
PROCEDURES RELATING TO INITIATION OF AN ACTION FOR
DISSOLUTION OF MARRIAGE, DISSOLUTION OF CIVIL UNION,
OR LEGAL SEPARATION.

Favorable report of the Joint

Standing Committee on Judiciary.
DEPUTY SPEAKER PRO TEMPORE GODFREY (110TH):
Distinguished chair of the Judiciary -- no.
the distinguished vice-chair of the Judiciary
Committee, Representative Stafstrom.
REP. STAFSTROM (129TH):
Thank you, Mr. Speaker.

Mr. Speaker, I move

for acceptance of the Joint Committee’s favorable
report and passage of the bill.
DEPUTY SPEAKER PRO TEMPORE GODFREY (110TH):
Question is on acceptance and passage.

Will

you explain the bill please, sir?
REP. STAFSTROM (129TH):
Thank you, Mr. Speaker.

Mr. Speaker, the bill
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before us comes to us from the Judicial Branch and
makes two related changes to our civil dissolution
statutes.

Section 1 of the bill would require that

when a plaintiff in an action for annulment,
dissolution of marriage, or dissolution of a civil
union or legal separation files the action, they
need to include a blank appearance form to make it
easier for the defendant to file their appearance in
the action.

The second section of the bill provides

a process by which the normal 90-day waiting period
in dissolution and legal separation cases can be
shortened by a judge after 30 days when an
appearance has not been filed by the defendant in
the action.
a motion.

The judge would have to hold a hearing,
An affidavit would have to be submitted

and the statute sets forth the criteria under which
the judge could limit the 90-day -- waive the 90-day
waiting period.

I urge support of the Chamber.

DEPUTY SPEAKER PRO TEMPORE GODFREY (110TH):
Thank you, sir.

Distinguished ranking member

of the Judiciary Committee, Representative Rebimbas.
REP. REBIMBAS (90TH):
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Mr. Speaker, I rise in

support of the legislation -- proposed legislation
before us.

I think the judicial branch has done an

excellent job in the past few years in expediting
services and certainly, where parties agree, then
there’s the option to waive the 90-day waiting
period for a dissolution action or the other
actions, as the good vice-chairman just indicated on
the record.

This is just one more step in the right

direction in regards to a position where the
individual has been abandoned or that the other
party truly is not participating in the process.

I

think the requirement and I’ve certainly consulted
with many other different practitioners in the
family court of including an appearance form with
the original package of service is a very good one
and a positive one.

Again, it’s informative to the

individual that’s receiving it in order to expedite
the process of entering an appearance if they were
to choose to file an appearance in the case.

So,

Mr. Speaker, I do rise in support of the legislation
before us.

There was no opposition submitted to
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this, and I did also consult with my very good
colleague, Attorney Fishbein, who also supports this
[Shout] so I ask support for this legislation.
DEPUTY SPEAKER PRO TEMPORE GODFREY (110TH):
[Laughing] Well, that got a reaction
[Laughing].

Will you remark further on this bill?

Will you remark further on this bill?

If not, staff

and guests please come to the well of the House,
members take your seats, the machine will be open.
CLERK:
[Bell] The House of Representatives is voting
by roll.

Members to the Chamber.

Representatives is voting by roll.

The House of
Members to the

Chamber.
DEPUTY SPEAKER PRO TEMPORE GODFREY (110TH):
Have all the members voted?
members voted?

Have all the

If all the members have voted, the

machine will be locked, the clerk will take the
tally, and the clerk will announce the tally.
CLERK:
House Bill 5211
Total number Voting

149
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Necessary for Passage

75

Those voting Yea

149

Those voting Nay

0

Absent not Voting

1

DEPUTY SPEAKER PRO TEMPORE GODFREY (110TH):
The bill is passed (Gavel).
stand at ease.
order.

The House will

(Gavel) The House will come back to

We will return to the call of the Calendar.

Calendar 251, Mr. Clerk.
CLERK:
On page 28, House Calendar 251, House Bill No.
5487, AN ACT CONCERNING THE CONTINUANCE OF A
NONCONFORMING USE, BUILDING OR STRUCTURE.

Favorable

report of the Joint Standing Committee on Planning
and Development.
DEPUTY SPEAKER PRO TEMPORE GODFREY (110TH):
The distinguished vice-chairman of the
committee on Planning and Development,
Representative Conley.
REP. CONLEY (40TH):
I move acceptance of the Joint Committee’s
favorable report and passage of the bill.
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DEPUTY SPEAKER PRO TEMPORE GODFREY (110TH):
Question is on acceptance and passage.

Will

you explain the bill please, madam?
REP. CONLEY (40TH):
Through you Mr. Speaker, this is a bill that
passed out of P&D, and it’s a good bill.
to pass.

It ought

I move for adoption.

DEPUTY SPEAKER PRO TEMPORE GODFREY (110TH):
Can’t get anymore succinct than that
[Laughter].

Will you remark further on this bill

that passed P&D unanimously and is a good bill and
ought to pass?

If not, staff and guests please come

to the well of the House, members take your seats,
we’re gonna give Representative Conley a gold star,
and the machine will be open.
CLERK:
[Bell] The House of Representatives is voting
by roll.

Members to the Chamber.

Representatives is voting by roll.

The House of
Members to the

Chamber.
DEPUTY SPEAKER PRO TEMPORE GODFREY (110TH):
Have all the members voted?

Have all the
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Is your vote properly recorded?

If

so, the machine will be locked, and the clerk will
take a tally, and the clerk will announce the tally.
CLERK:
House Bill 5487
Total number Voting

149

Necessary for Passage

75

Those voting Yea

148

Those voting Nay

1

Absent not Voting

1

DEPUTY SPEAKER PRO TEMPORE GODFREY (110TH):
The bill is passed (Gavel).

Mr. Clerk, would

you be so kind as to call Calendar 221?
CLERK:
On page 24, Calendar 221, House Bill 5045, AN
ACT ESTABLISHING ACCOUNTABILITY FOR FAIR AND
AFFORDABLE HOUSING THROUGH ZONING REGULATIONS.
Favorable report of the Joint Standing Committee on
Planning and Development.
DEPUTY SPEAKER PRO TEMPORE GODFREY (110TH):
The distinguished chair of the Planning and
Development Committee, Representative Lemar.
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REP. LEMAR (96TH):
Thank you, Mr. Speaker.

Mr. Speaker, I move

the Joint Committee’s favorable report and passage
of the bill.
DEPUTY SPEAKER PRO TEMPORE GODFREY (110TH):
Question is on acceptance and passage.

Will

you explain the bill please, sir?
REP. LEMAR (96TH):
Thank you, Mr. Speaker.

Mr. Speaker, the bill

before us is the work of multiple months and
multiple partners across multiple different
backgrounds.

We brought together a Fair Housing

workgroup with members of multiple committees from
both Chambers from both sides of the aisle.

We met

with Fair Housing advocates, members of local
municipalities, and experts in the field, and we
came up with a series of recommendations voted
through the Fair Housing workgroup.

This bill is

actually one of those recommendations.
the Enabling Zoning Act.

It amends

It allows for -- under

current state statute passed in 1993, all
municipalities are required to have standing zoning
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ordinances in place for multifamily, which means two
or more family homes in mixed income housing.
As of 2018, several municipalities remain not
in compliance with this statute, so this bill
incentivizes the passing of multifamily housing
ordinances in the state.

It also makes needed

technical and clarifying changes and updates zoning
and enabling statute.

What we do is we require the

regulations to provide for rather than encourage a
variety of housing development opportunities to meet
local and regional needs.

The requirements need to

be designed to firmly further fair housing and it
eliminates a requirement that the regulations be
made with reasonable consideration as to the
character of a district, which was undefined in
statute.

It prohibits regulations from imposing any

mobile manufactured homes and associated law
conditions that are substantially different from
those imposed on other residential developments.
This bill has tremendous support, both from the Home
Building community, Fair Housing community, and
enjoy terrific support out of the Fair Housing
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workgroup, and I urge adoption.
DEPUTY SPEAKER PRO TEMPORE GODFREY (110TH):
Thank you, sir.

The distinguished ranking

member of the Planning and Development Committee,
Representative Zawistowski.
REP. ZAWISTOWSKI (61ST):
Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
main things.

This bill does three

It does reorganize existing zoning

statutes and does clean them up quite a bit.

It

also requires towns to report every 5 years on their
compliance with the state’s fair housing laws, and
number 3 it imposes penalties on those towns that do
not comply.

It is important for a state to have

affordable housing for our residents, for our
existing residents, and those which you may care to
attract here.

Expensive, inaccessible housing only

adds to the cost of living here in Connecticut.
We’re a high state of -- we have a high cost of
living overall between high taxes, high utility
costs, and high housing costs, whether you own or
rent your home, and it’s something that impacts all
ages.

And, I absolutely get it that we need to have
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affordable housing, and in many areas that we do
have it, we have towns that have very affordable
single-family homes, but they just don’t happen to
be deed restricted, so some of these communities are
-- are very affordable but just don’t meet those
criteria.

Mr. Speaker, a few questions for the

proponent of the bill, if I may?
DEPUTY SPEAKER PRO TEMPORE GODFREY (110TH):
Please proceed, madam.
REP. ZAWISTOWSKI (61ST):
Through you Mr. Speaker, how many towns are
currently not in compliance with Connecticut’s fair
housing laws?
DEPUTY SPEAKER PRO TEMPORE GODFREY (110TH):
Representative Lemar, do you care to respond?
REP. LEMAR (96TH):
Thank you, Mr. Speaker.

Mr. Speaker, for point

of clarification on that answer, there’s not a -- it
does not apply to the numerous issues that have been
brought up before us in past years regarding
conformance with 8-30g.

This has nothing to do with

any -- it does not require the production of any
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units, nor does it put a community on the line for
any units.

All it does is say that somewhere within

a community you must make available the ability to
construct multifamily homes.

As of now, there are

maybe -- it’s hard to know for sure because we have
to evaluate every town’s zoning code -- but it
appears to be the case that only -- out of 169
towns, at least over 130 of them are compliant,
maybe as many as 140 to 145 are already complaint.
Through you, Mr. Speaker.
DEPUTY SPEAKER PRO TEMPORE GODFREY (110TH):
Representative Zawistowski, would you be so
kind just to yield the floor to Representative
Ritter?
REP. ZAWISTOWSKI (61ST):
Absolutely, Mr. Speaker.
DEPUTY SPEAKER PRO TEMPORE GODFREY (110TH):
Thank you.

Representative Ritter.

REP. RITTER (1ST):
Thank you, Mr. Speaker, and I appreciate the
representative yielding the floor.
pass this item temporarily.

I move that we

Thank you.
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DEPUTY SPEAKER PRO TEMPORE GODFREY (110TH):
Question is on passing this item temporarily.
Is there objection?

I’m hearing none.

The item is

passed temporarily, and the House will stand at ease
(Gavel).

House will come back to order (Gavel).

Mr. Clerk, Calendar 300, please.
CLERK:
On page 29, House Calendar 300, Substitute
House Bill No. 5262, AN ACT CONCERNING THE REPORTING
OF THE TRIENNIAL AUDIT OF STATE CONTRACTING AGENCIES
BY THE STATE CONTRACTING STANDARDS BOARD.

Favorable

report of the Joint Standing Committee on Government
and Administration and Elections.
DEPUTY SPEAKER PRO TEMPORE GODFREY (110TH):
The distinguished vice-chairman of the
committee on Government and -- on Government
Administration, and Elections, Representative
Winkler.
REP. WINKLER (56TH):
Yes, Mr. Chair.

I move for acceptance of the

Joint Committee’s favorable report and passage of
the bill.
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DEPUTY SPEAKER PRO TEMPORE GODFREY (110TH):
Question is on acceptance and passage.

Will

you explain the bill please, sir?
REP. WINKLER (56TH):
This bill explicitly sets timeframes for the
issuance of compliance reports.

It says in 30 days

after completing the audit the state Contracting
Standards Board will issue the report.
will go to the agency.

The report

They have 60 days to reply.

Then, the report and the response, if any, will go
the Appropriations and Governmental Administration
and Elections Committee, the Appropriations
Committee, and the Committee of Cognizant over the
contracting agency.

And, those are the only changes

to existing statutes, and I move adoption.
DEPUTY SPEAKER PRO TEMPORE GODFREY (110TH):
Thank you, sir.

The distinguished ranking

member of the Government Administration and
Elections Committee, Representative Devlin.
REP. DEVLIN (134TH):
Thank you, Mr. Speaker.

Just a couple of

questions for the proponent of the bill?
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DEPUTY SPEAKER PRO TEMPORE GODFREY (110TH):
Proceed, ma’am.
REP. DEVLIN (134TH):
Thank you very much.
the good representative.

So, just to clarify to
Nothing in this bill

changes the provisions enacted in the budget that
would allow the Committee of Cognizant to hold a
public hearing on the auditor’s findings.

Is that

correct?
Through you, Mr. Speaker.
DEPUTY SPEAKER PRO TEMPORE GODFREY (110TH):
Representative Winkler, do you care to respond?
REP. WINKLER (56TH):
Through you, Mr. Speaker, that is correct.
DEPUTY SPEAKER PRO TEMPORE GODFREY (110TH):
Representative Devlin.
REP. DEVLIN (134TH):
Excellent.

Thank you.

And, just to affirm, as

well, there’s no fiscal impact with this bill?
Through you, Mr. Speaker.
DEPUTY SPEAKER PRO TEMPORE GODFREY (110TH):
Representative Winkler.
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REP. WINKLER (56TH):
Yes.

There is no fiscal impact.

Through you, Mr. Speaker.
DEPUTY SPEAKER PRO TEMPORE GODFREY (110TH):
Representative Devlin.
REP. DEVLIN (134TH):
Excellent.

Thank you.

further questions.

Mr. Speaker, I have no

I encourage my colleagues to

support this legislation.
DEPUTY SPEAKER PRO TEMPORE GODFREY (110TH):
Thank you, ma’am.

Representative Ziobron.

REP. ZIOBRON (34TH):
Thank you, Mr. Speaker, and good afternoon to
you.

I just have a few questions please to the

proponent.
DEPUTY SPEAKER PRO TEMPORE GODFREY (110TH):
Proceed.
REP. ZIOBRON (34TH):
Thank you so much.

Mr. Speaker, I am currently

looking at the agenda and the minutes from the last
meeting of the Contracting Standards Board, and it’s
my recollection in previous years when we’ve had
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them come before us on the Appropriations Committee
that they were not able to make their quorum.
Through you Mr. Speaker, does the proponent know if
they’re gonna be able to take action within a
reasonable time period given the adjustments in this
bill if they are not able to make quorum and if they
aren’t, how is the bill then going to move forward
within those time limits?
Through you.
DEPUTY SPEAKER PRO TEMPORE GODFREY (110TH):
Perhaps, representative you would rephrase that
question.

You seem to be -- to me to be asking his

opinion, which is not allowed.

If you can perhaps

re -- re -- restate it as an actual -- as a question
of fact, please?
REP. ZIOBRON (34TH):
Sure, so the factual -DEPUTY SPEAKER PRO TEMPORE GODFREY (110TH):
Thanks.
REP. ZIOBRON (34TH):
-- Question that I asked originally was in the
case of a not -- in the case of a lack of a quorum,
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given that the bill has the kind of exacting
parameters 30 days and 60 days, how are they going
to in fact be able to act upon those recommendations
if the quorum is not met?
Through you.
DEPUTY SPEAKER PRO TEMPORE GODFREY (110TH):
Much better.

Thank you, ma’am.

Representative

Winkler.
REP. WINKLER (56TH):
Yes.

The existing legislation omits that given

the small staff of the commission, which I believe
is one person -- State Contracting Standards Board,
which I believe is one person, and they’re a
volunteer board, that they can only get to each
agency once every 3 years.

We believe that once

they have this structure and once they know what the
time limits are, that they will address those issues
and be able to obtain a quorum.
Through you, Mr. Speaker.
DEPUTY SPEAKER PRO TEMPORE GODFREY (110TH):
Representative Ziobron.
REP. ZIOBRON (34TH):
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Thank you, Mr. Speaker, and will this
Contracting Standards Board be utilizing the good
work already completed by our public auditors of
accounts?
Through you.
DEPUTY SPEAKER PRO TEMPORE GODFREY (110TH):
Representative Winkler.
REP. WINKLER (56TH):
That, Mr. Speaker, I do not know.
Through you, Mr. Speaker.
DEPUTY SPEAKER PRO TEMPORE GODFREY (110TH):
Representative Ziobron.
REP. ZIOBRON (34TH):
Thank you, Mr. Speaker, and if they aren’t
going to be using the work of the public auditors,
would they be engaging the public auditors to in
fact meet the -- the deadlines set forth in this
legislation?
Through you.
DEPUTY SPEAKER PRO TEMPORE GODFREY (110TH):
Representative Winkler.
REP. WINKLER (56TH):
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That would be up to the State Contracting
Standards Board.
Through you, Mr. Chair.
DEPUTY SPEAKER PRO TEMPORE GODFREY (110TH):
Representative Ziobron.
REP. ZIOBRON (34TH):
Thank you very much, Mr. Speaker.

Mr. Speaker,

I am a little concerned just about the ability to
get the job done based on the testimony from this
board specifically over the last few years.

I’m

going to continue to read it, continue to listen.
It’s very important that we make sure that when
we’re passing legislation that it’s not just based
on good intentions but also the results of that
work, and that’s why I’m raising my concerns today.
Thank you very much.
DEPUTY SPEAKER PRO TEMPORE GODFREY (110TH):
Thank you, madam.
this bill?

Will you remark further on

Will you remark further on this bill?

REP. WINKLER (56TH):
Mr. Speaker.
DEPUTY SPEAKER PRO TEMPORE GODFREY (110TH):
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Representative Winkler.
REP. WINKLER (56TH):
Just two things.

One this passed 17:0 in

committee and also, this bill came about as a result
of a conversation with Representative Delnicki, and
I wanted to express a debt of gratitude to him.
Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
DEPUTY SPEAKER PRO TEMPORE GODFREY (110TH):
Thank you, sir.
bill?

Will you remark further on the

Will you remark further on the bill?

Representative Delnicki.

Your name was just

mentioned.
REP. DELNICKI (14TH):
Good afternoon, Mr. Speaker.
DEPUTY SPEAKER PRO TEMPORE GODFREY (110TH):
Good afternoon, sir.
REP. DELNICKI (14TH):
I couldn’t help but my ears started to burn
there for a second.
DEPUTY SPEAKER PRO TEMPORE GODFREY (110TH):
It happens.
REP. DELNICKI (14TH):
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This did come out of a conversation, not just
with Representative Winkler but with the sole member
of the board, discussing the fact that there are so
many contracts that are basically given out as no
bid.

Think about that.

government.

No bid contracts in

That it’s certainly an opportunity for

monetary savings and at least, we can get some
information, so we know whether there’s an
opportunity for savings there, and that’s why I’m
supporting it.

Thank you, Mr. Speaker.

DEPUTY SPEAKER PRO TEMPORE GODFREY (110TH):
Thank you, sir.
question?

Are you ready for the

I’m seeing none.

Staff and guests please

come to the well of the House, members take your
seats, the machine will be open.
CLERK:
[Bell] The House of Representatives is voting
by roll.

Members to the Chamber.

Representatives is voting by roll.

The House of
Members to the

Chamber.
DEPUTY SPEAKER PRO TEMPORE GODFREY (110TH):
Have all the members voted?

Have all the
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If so, the machine will be locked,

and the clerk will take a tally, and the clerk will
announce the tally.
CLERK:
House Bill 5262
Total number Voting

148

Necessary for Passage

75

Those voting Yea

148

Those voting Nay

0

Absent not Voting

2

DEPUTY SPEAKER PRO TEMPORE GODFREY (110TH):
The bill is passed (Gavel).

Mr. Clerk, kindly

call Calendar 221.
CLERK:
On page 24, Calendar 221, House Bill 5045, AN
ACT ESTABLISHING ACCOUNTABILITY FOR FAIR AND
AFFORDABLE HOUSING THROUGH ZONING REGULATIONS.
Favorable report of the Joint Standing Committee on
Planning and Development.
DEPUTY SPEAKER PRO TEMPORE GODFREY (110TH):
The distinguished chair of Planning and
Development, Representative Lemar.
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REP. LEMAR (96TH):
Thank you, Mr. Speaker.

I shall return again.

Mr. Speaker, as we mentioned early, this bill is the
product of tremendous work -DEPUTY SPEAKER PRO TEMPORE GODFREY (110TH):
Representative Lemar, how about moving
acceptance and passage?
REP. LEMAR (96TH):
I’m sorry.

I shall -- I once again move

acceptance of the Joint Committee’s favorable report
and passage of the bill.
DEPUTY SPEAKER PRO TEMPORE GODFREY (110TH):
Question is on acceptance and passage.

Now,

please explain the bill, Representative Lemar.
REP. LEMAR (96TH):
Thank you, Mr. Speaker.

Mr. Speaker, this bill

is the biproduct of tremendous work of the preceding
9 months by administration officials, agency
officials, Fair Housing advocates, legislatures from
both sides of the aisle in both Chambers, Home
Builders Community, representatives of local
planning and zoning commissions across the state of
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Connecticut, and affiliated interest groups.

What

we have here today represents comprehensive work and
one of the recommendations of this Fair Housing
workgroup.

It amends the Enabling Zoning Act that

regards town zoning, an undercurrent statute that
was passed in 1993.

All municipalities are required

to have standing zoning ordinances in place for
multifamily and mixed-income housing.
As of 2018, several municipalities remain not
in compliance with the statute.

Again, this has

nothing to do with other housing bills we’ve seen in
this Chamber regarding the production of units or
other sections of code.

All this is relating to is

the Zoning Enabling Act in which we say communities
must allow for multifamily zoning somewhere in their
community, either by right or by special permit.
Similarly, the bill also makes needed technical and
clarifying changes and updates 8-2 in its entirety.
Through that, I move adoption.
DEPUTY SPEAKER PRO TEMPORE GODFREY (110TH):
Thank you, sir.

The distinguished ranking

member, Representative Zawistowski, I believe you
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were asking some questions last time we were
visiting this bill.
REP. ZAWISTOWSKI (61ST):
Yes, Mr. Speaker.
questions.

Where I left off, I had some

I also was emphasizing that yes, we do

need to have affordable housing in our state, but I
think this may not be the way to go about it.

First

question that I have, through you Mr. Speaker to the
proponent of the bill, is how many towns currently
do not have multifamily or mixed-use housing?
DEPUTY SPEAKER PRO TEMPORE GODFREY (110TH):
Representative Lemar, do you care to respond?
REP. LEMAR (96TH):
Thank you, Mr. Speaker.

Mr. Speaker, yes,

through you, as of 2015, the last time we did a
comprehensive review of municipality zoning
regulations, it appears as if about out of 169 towns
in the state of Connecticut, about 25 of them do not
allow by right or special permit anywhere in their
municipalities multifamily zoning.
Through you.
DEPUTY SPEAKER PRO TEMPORE GODFREY (110TH):
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Representative Zawistowski.
REP. ZAWISTOWSKI (61ST):
And, I appreciate that answer.

It squares

pretty much with a list that I’ve received as well.
A follow-up question on the bill itself.

Through

you Mr. Speaker, this bill requires that towns
report to the Department of Housing every 5 years
whether or not they meet their requirements of -- of
what this would be if this bill becomes law.

Is

that the case?
Through you, Mr. Speaker.
DEPUTY SPEAKER PRO TEMPORE GODFREY (110TH):
Representative Lemar.
REP. LEMAR (96TH):
Thank you, Mr. Speaker.

Through you, yes.

That is the requirement and it’s a simple
requirement in which they can just forward their
local zoning code.
Through you.
DEPUTY SPEAKER PRO TEMPORE GODFREY (110TH):
Representative Zawistowski.
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REP. ZAWISTOWSKI (61ST):
Thank you, Mr. Speaker and conforming the local
zoning code means what exactly?
Through you.
DEPUTY SPEAKER PRO TEMPORE GODFREY (110TH):
Representative Lemar.
REP. LEMAR (96TH):
Through you, it’s just evidencing that local
community has adopted at least one zoning district
in that town that allows for multifamily housing or
3+ units by right or special permit or showing that
they’ve adopted at least one zoning district that
allows for mixed-use development by right or special
permit or that they’ve adopted at lease one zoning
district that allows for accessory dwelling units by
right.

We expect that all municipalities -- the

145ish municipalities in the state of Connecticut
are already fully compliant and it is only those few
dozen communities that we feel might not be
compliant.

In fact, it may be even fewer than 25

because we just haven’t updated our information to
correspond with any local zoning changes they may
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have made.
Through you.
DEPUTY SPEAKER PRO TEMPORE GODFREY (110TH):
Representative Zawistowski.
REP. ZAWISTOWSKI (61ST):
Thank you, Mr. Speaker.

Several of the towns

on the list, especially those in the Eastern part of
the state have what you would probably consider
fairly affordable housing right now.

This would be

single-family residences that -- that are -- are,
you know, fairly low median home price.
Unfortunately, they do not meet the qualifications
of being multifamily housing as -- as put in this
bill and they don’t necessarily -- they are not deed
restricted under 8-30g or anything like that.

Some

of these towns are in locations that do not have a
lot of local employment, they are not anywhere near
any public transportation, and may not be terribly
suitable for workforce housing, so some of these
towns it may not make a whole lot of sense for them
to further change their zoning laws for -- for
multifamily or mixed-income housing.
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Through you, Mr. -- Mr. Speaker, what are the
options for the Department of Housing when a town is
not compliant?
DEPUTY SPEAKER PRO TEMPORE GODFREY (110TH):
Representative Lemar.
REP. LEMAR (96TH):
Thank you, Mr. Speaker.

Mr. Speaker, through

you, again, this bill has nothing to do with 8-30g
or affordable housing regulations.

All it has to do

is with local zoning regulations allowing for the
development of multifamily units or mixed-use zoning
or accessory dwelling units.

And, in fact, all

we’re asking these communities to do is become
complaint with what already is the law.

These

communities have already been required for over 25
years to find somewhere in their municipality, not
their entire municipality, not the bulk of their
municipality, just somewhere in their community that
they can allow as of right multifamily zoning.
Through you, Mr. Speaker, I think the answer to
this question is if these communities are not likely
to see multifamily zoning, it won’t matter that it’s
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allowed by right or not and so they should just
allow the market to determine that rather than
government constraint that we’ve already said at the
state level is unacceptable.
Through you.
DEPUTY SPEAKER PRO TEMPORE GODFREY (110TH):
Representative Zawistowski.
REP. ZAWISTOWSKI (61ST):
Thank you, Mr. Speaker, and I just want to
repeat my question.

What are the Department of

Housing options when a town reports -- they’re
supposed to report every 5 years -- that they have
not decided to include multifamily housing in their
zoning?
Through you.
DEPUTY SPEAKER PRO TEMPORE GODFREY (110TH):
Representative Lemar.
REP. LEMAR (96TH):
The options are that the commissioner can
determine that they’re -- through OPM -- sorry -can determine that they’re ineligible for some
discretionary state fundings.
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Through you.
DEPUTY SPEAKER PRO TEMPORE GODFREY (110TH):
Representative Zawistowski.
REP. ZAWISTOWSKI (61ST):
Thank you, Mr. Speaker, and what exactly are
those penalties.
funding.

You mentioned discretionary state

Could you please elaborate on what

discretionary state funding may be used to punish
these towns?
Through you, Mr. Speaker.
DEPUTY SPEAKER PRO TEMPORE GODFREY (110TH):
Representative Lemar.
REP. LEMAR (96TH):
Through you, Mr. Speaker.

Mr. Speaker, if

towns have still after 25 years -- and again, this
is a very few number of towns.
their town is not compliant.

People presume that
I encourage you to

come by and I’ll show you and I’ll make available to
you a list -- a map.

Almost every town in this

state is already compliant and if a town is not
compliant, the discretionary funds, which are
defined in statute, are things not limited to like
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Urban Action Program or some historic preservation,
brownfield remediation, farmland preservation
programs, but again, the overwhelming majority of
communities in this state would remain eligible for
these funds.

It also should be highlighted that

this would not apply to statutory formula grants
like ECS or Pilot or things like that.

Again, no

town would actually be punished if they complied
with the state law that’s been on the books for over
25 years.
DEPUTY SPEAKER PRO TEMPORE GODFREY (110TH):
Representative Zawistowski.
REP. ZAWISTOWSKI (61ST):
Thank you, Mr. Speaker.

I do have the

list of -- of what is actually discretionary state
funding here in front of me.
read the examples.

I’m going ahead and

These examples include but are

not limited to the Urban Action Grant Program; the
Small Town Economic Assistance Program, which is
STEAP grants; the Clean Water Fund; Drinking Water
State Revolving Fund; as well as various housing,
historic preservation, brownfield remediation, open
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space and farmland preservation.

These are all

discretionary state funding that a town could lose
if they decide -- if they decide not to -- not to
put in multifamily zoning.

I also have with me here

the list of towns that are currently in
noncompliance, and I would like to read those.
may?

If I

The list of towns: Andover, Bethany, Bozrah,

Canaan, Canterbury, Clinton, Columbia, Easton,
Franklin, Goshen, Hampton, Killingworth, Lisbon,
Lyme, Middlebury, Pomfret, Prospect, Putnam,
Roxbury, Sherman, Sterling, Warren, Washington,
Weston, and Woodbridge.

And, I’d like to add that

one of the reasons the town of Goshen does not have
any multifamily zoning is because they have no
zoning regulations to begin with.
Mr. Speaker, does this bill, through you, allow
for an appeal to the decision of the Department of
Housing or OPM?
DEPUTY SPEAKER PRO TEMPORE GODFREY (110TH):
Representative Lemar.
REP. LEMAR (96TH):
Thank you very much, Mr. Speaker.

Through you,
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I would also recognize that I will not for the sake
of time and expediency read the 144 towns in the
state of Connecticut that are already compliant, nor
will I go through the very simple procedures in
which towns that are not currently compliant can
easily become compliant.

And, to answer directly

the question that my good ranking member asked, yes.
A town can apply for a waiver based on this finding
and it can be granted by OPM.
Through you.
DEPUTY SPEAKER PRO TEMPORE GODFREY (110TH):
Representative Zawistowski.
REP. ZAWISTOWSKI (61ST):
Thank you, Mr. Speaker.

This bill really

assumes a cookie-cutter approach to the state of
Connecticut.

Our municipalities differ quite a bit

from item -- from piece-to-piece.

Many of these

towns that are -- are being asked to add multifamily
housing are not affluent, they do not necessarily
have local employment opportunities, and they don’t
have access to public transportation, and a lot of
them do have affordable housing; and these are towns
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that could actually be heavily penalized through
STEAP grants -- through withholding of STEAP grants
and other funds from the state.

Mr. Speaker, I have

-- I have -- the clerk has an amendment.
No. 3758.

It’s LCO

Would you please ask the clerk to call it

and I’d be allowed to summarize?
DEPUTY SPEAKER PRO TEMPORE GODFREY (110TH):
Clerk [Clearing Throat] -- Clerk is in
possession of LCO 3758, which will be designated
House Amendment Schedule “A”, Mr. Clerk.
CLERK:
House Amendment Schedule “A”, LCO No. 3758
offered by Representative Candelora.
DEPUTY SPEAKER PRO TEMPORE GODFREY (110TH):
The gentlewoman has asked to leave the Chamber
to summarize.
none.

Is there objection?

I’m hearing

Representative Zawistowski, kindly summarize.

REP. ZAWISTOWSKI (61ST):
Mr. Speaker, thank you.
this amendment.
have just filed.
a minute.

I’d like to withdraw

We have another amendment that we
If you would just bear with me for

Thank you.
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DEPUTY SPEAKER PRO TEMPORE GODFREY (110TH):
Not a problem.

This amendment is withdrawn.

REP. ZAWISTOWSKI (61ST):
Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
new amendment.

I have -- I have the

It’s LCO No. 4089.

Would you please

ask the clerk to call it and I’d be allowed to
summarize?
DEPUTY SPEAKER PRO TEMPORE GODFREY (110TH):
Clerk is in possession of LCO No. 4089, which
will be designated House Amendment Schedule “B”, Mr.
Clerk [Offline Discussion] -- Mr. Clerk.
CLERK:
House Amendment Schedule “B”, LCO No. 4089
offered by Representative Candelora, Representative
Zawistowski, et al.
DEPUTY SPEAKER PRO TEMPORE GODFREY (110TH):
Representative Zawistowski has asked to leave
the Chamber to summarize?
hearing none.

Is there objection?

I’m

Representative Zawistowski.

REP. ZAWISTOWSKI (61ST):
Thank you, Mr. Speaker.

This is essentially

the same amendment that I just withdrew just with
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This -- this

amendment basically removes the penalty and leaves
the rest of the bill intact.

I would like to ask

the -- I move adoption of the amendment and would
like to -DEPUTY SPEAKER PRO TEMPORE GODFREY (110TH):
The question is on adoption of House Amendment
Schedule “B”.

Representative Zawistowski.

REP. ZAWISTOWSKI (61ST):
Yes, I would like to move adoption and I would
like to ask that the vote be taken by roll.
DEPUTY SPEAKER PRO TEMPORE GODFREY (110TH):
Question is on a roll call vote.

All who is in

favor signify by saying aye.
[Members Yell] Aye.
In the opinion of the chair, the 20 percent has
been met and the vote will be taken by roll call.
Representative Zawistowski, you have the floor,
ma’am.
REP. ZAWISTOWSKI (61ST):
Thank you, Mr. Speaker.

This -- this amendment

takes the -- I mentioned earlier when we -- when the
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bill was first discussed before it was PTd -- that
the bill actually has three parts.

1) It

reorganizes the existing zoning statutes. 2)
Requires towns to report every 5 years about their
compliance with the Fair Housing laws.
unchanged.

Those are

What it does change, it removes the

penalties for towns that do not comply.
SPEAKER ARESIMOWICZ (30TH):
Thank you, ma’am.
ma’am?

Are you yielding the floor,

Or, do you have further remarks?

REP. ZAWISTOWSKI (61ST):
I do not really have further remarks on the
amendment.

It’s pretty straightforward.

It takes

care of the penalties and it -- it takes care of a
lot of the smaller towns that may not have
affordable housing and really cannot afford to lose
state grants or other -- other discretionary
funding.

Thank you, Mr. Speaker.

SPEAKER ARESIMOWICZ (30TH):
Thank you, ma’am.

Representative Lemar.

REP. LEMAR (96TH):
Thank you, Mr. Speaker.

Mr. Speaker, I would
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encourage my colleagues to vote against this
amendment, and I understand that there are numerous
reasons we would want to protect our communities and
give them the time they need to adopt their local
ordinances to comply with state law, but the reality
is communities have had multiple decades to bring
into line their local zoning ordinances, to
recognize the 1993 law that we have as a state,
incumbent upon our Zoning Enabling Act, which
suggest that communities must allow for multifamily
zoning somewhere in their communities, and what this
does is exempt just a handful of towns -- just a
handful of a few small towns from their local zoning
requirements, and I would encourage those
communities to recognize that there is great
opportunity and evaluating the opportunities that
multifamily housing, mixed-income zoning, accessory
dwelling unit construction would actually have, and
I do appreciate that many towns have not embraced
that opportunity, but it is a state law that
somewhere within a local jurisdiction they must
allow by right or special permit the ability for
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multifamily housing to be constructed.
It does not require any community to produce
said units.

It does not require those units to be

affordable.

It has nothing to do with the home

prices or economic activity.

It just says your

local zoning code cannot prohibit the construction
of multifamily homes in all of its community.
Again, Mr. Speaker, I encourage my colleagues to
vote no on this amendment, not because this is seen
as a punishment, but only because this is seen as
our opportunity to ensure that towns are compliant
with the state law that says that all of our 169
towns are open for everybody.
Through you, Mr. Speaker.
SPEAKER ARESIMOWICZ (30TH):
Thank you, sir.

Gentleman from North Haven,

Representative Yaccarino on House Amendment Schedule
“B”.
REP. YACCARINO (87TH):
Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
this amendment.

I rise in support of

When I read the bill, to me, it’s

an indirect mandate with the penalty or lack of
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No all municipalities are

cities.

I come from a town with about 24,000

people.

Some folks have 12,000, 3000, 8000.

it’s an indirect mandate on municipalities.

To me,

don’t follow state law and state rule.

If you

Every town

is different and -- so I rise in strong support of
this amendment because it strikes out the really bad
parts of the bill that mandates indirectly -- and
you can correct me if I’m wrong -- on municipalities
if they don’t -- if you don’t do it our way, you’re
not gonna get the money, and to me, that’s strong
arming, so I rise in support of this amendment.
Thank you.
SPEAKER ARESIMOWICZ (30TH):
Thank you, sir.

Gentleman from New Fairfield,

Representative Smith.
REP. SMITH (108TH):
Thank you, Mr. Speaker.

I was actually going

to speak on the underlying bill, but the amendment
gives me an opportunity to talk about the town of
Sherman.

For those folks who haven’t been to

Sherman, you might want to take a little ride
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through the country one day and find out what a
beautiful bucolic town Sherman is, and what this
amendment would do would relieve the onerous
punishment of losing its farmland grants and
preservation funds, which is primarily Sherman.
There are farms throughout the town of Sherman.
They’d love to have it that way.
character.

It’s beautiful

Without this amendment, they would then

lose the ability to have the funds from the state of
Connecticut to maintain its character, so I support
the amendment and I appreciate the fact that it’s
before us today.
your town.

I would ask you to think about

If you have one of those little small

towns as well and whether they will be harmed by it,
whether they have multifamily zoning regulations or
not.

I think we all wish to have our towns remain

the way they wish to remain and not have the hand of
the state come down upon them and say no you must do
this or you must do that, and if you fail to do this
or that, we will penalize you.
like to you?

What does that sound

It sounds like an onerous and

burdensome government and that’s what we’re talking
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about, so thank you for bringing out the amendment
and I ask my colleagues to support it.
SPEAKER ARESIMOWICZ (30TH):
Thank you.

The distinguished deputy minority

leader, Representative Candelora.
REP. CANDELORA (86TH):
Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
of this amendment.

I also rise in support

I understand what the underlying

bill is attempting to do and in the underlying bill,
the reason why I’m supporting this amendment is the
construct here is saying that every 5 years each
municipality must adopt the provisions and submit a
form to the Department of Housing that’s in
compliance with what the Department of Housing
seeks, and so this is a rolling requirement every 5
years, and I think it is a bit draconian to say that
if this form isn’t filed every 5 years that
municipalities therefore if they fail to demonstrate
the compliance shall be ineligible for discretionary
state funding.

It’s not a may but it is a shall,

and I just think it’s a bit -- it’s a bit too
draconian for our communities.
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When I think about the underlying bill and what
it’s seeking to do, I think there should be cause
and effect, and the punishment should sort of fit
the crime, and this provision as it stands is a
punishment that doesn’t fit the crime because if a
town for some reason doesn’t submit a form every 5
years, and it could be, you know, you have a new
town committee or a new first selectman that gets
selected and there might be something that’s more
imperative that needs to be completed, they may have
been compliant with these regulations and they may
be in compliance with the spirit of the rags but
because that form didn’t get submitted, the
municipality would then be subject to losing all of
its discretionary spending and that could be
relating to other things that -- that don’t
necessarily -- isn’t associated with what we’re
trying to get to in the underlying bill.
So, I just believe that this provision is -- is
too strong for what we’re trying to accomplish and I
would suspect if this bill passes without this
amendment, there are gonna be many of us in the
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Chamber that are going to be dealing with the issues
of towns missing this deadline and then we’re
getting a phone call from our first selectmen, our
town council, or our mayor saying that OPM has
withheld a certain grant or a fund because the for
wasn’t submitted, and so therefore, I would urge
people to support the amendment.

Thank you.

SPEAKER ARESIMOWICZ (30TH):
Thank you, sir.

The gentleman from Chaplin,

Representative Dubitsky.
REP. DUBITSKY (47TH):
Thank you, Mr. Speaker.

Mr. Speaker, the

purpose of affordable housing is of course to have
houses that people can afford.

Well, if you go to

some of the towns that are on the list that chairman
-- Chairwoman Zawistowski read, many of those towns
are struggling greatly.
in those towns.

They have very few people

Some of those towns, including

towns in my district, have under 2000 people, and
they are struggling to maintain a budget partially
because of what we do in this building and in this
Chamber.

They are struggling to ensure in some
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instances that they can even remain as independent
towns, and there’s plenty of for sale signs in those
towns.

You drive around in my district and there’s

people trying to get out desperately and believe me,
there’s houses there that are affordable.

Compared

to most of this state, there’s an awful lot of
affordable housing in my district.

Now, it may not

be multifamily, but it is certainly affordable, and
if any of you from the Western and Southwestern part
of the state would like to come up and purchase some
of our affordable housing, we would love to have
you.

Our towns are really struggling and what this

bill would do would be impose yet another massive
mandate on those towns.
Now, we talk about zoning as if it’s some sort
of a ethereal governmental function.

Well, zoning

in a town with 1700 people is generally an exercise
in trying desperately to find enough people to sit
on a zoning commission, trying to find enough people
to staff a zoning commission so they’ll be a quorum,
and when you say they have to change their
regulations otherwise they’re gonna lose all of
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their discretionary funding from the state.

Well,

for one thing, any of my towns that lost all their
discretionary funding in any given year would likely
fold.

They would -- the town would literally

dissolve.

You probably remember that last year

there was a very strong possibility that the town of
Scotland would simply seize to be and would have to
be absorbed by some other municipality because of
budget problems.

So, what we’re saying is that a

zoning commission with -- that struggles just to
find enough people to sit on it is going to be
mandated to change the zoning regulations lest they
be penalized with the loss of all discretionary
funding from the state.
So, how does a zoning commission do that in a
town with 1700 people?

Well, they have to get

enough people to show up at the meetings to have a
quorum.

They have to go through the regulations and

figure out which ones might need to be changed.
They need to try to come up with language that would
change them, send that language to the town counsel
who charges them money to review them, then they
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have to send those proposed regulations to the cogs
and all of the adjoining towns.

Then they have to

send them to a public hearing and they have to hear
back from the constituents at the public hearing and
be accountable to them.

It -- it can take literally

a year or more to change a simple zoning regulation
in a small town like that, and what we’re doing here
is we’re demanding that they do it just about
immediately lest they lose all of their
discretionary funding.

This amendment would still

allow for the encouragement of the towns to move in
that direction but without the iron fist and the
threat that if they didn’t do it they would be at
risk of literally dissolving and being wiped off of
the map.

So, I strongly support this amendment and

I encourage all of my colleagues to do so.

Thank

you.
SPEAKER ARESIMOWICZ (30TH):
Thank you, sir.

The gentleman from Killingly,

Representative Rovero.
REP. ROVERO (51ST):
Good evening, Mr. Speaker.

I recommend to all
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my colleagues that they vote yes on this amendment,
and I would like to explain to you why.

One of the

towns I represent does not meet the criteria
required.

The town is Putnam.

was mayor of for 14 years.

It’s a town that I

This town of Putnam is

one of the 15 lowest income towns in the state of
Connecticut.

It has 5 senior housing developments

sponsored by the government.

It has one low-income

housing project, and I know families in it that pay
$130 dollars a month heat and all.

If this town

does not meet the requirements, I’d like to know
which town does.

To say this town is gonna lose

funding because they don’t meet the requirements is
probably as ridiculous as anything as I have ever
heard, so folks, this is not a high-income area.
This is a low-income town that has a lot of lowincome property -- a low rental property and to
think that we would penalize this town by taking
away their funding because you not meet the
standards that the state is setting I think is
ridiculous.

Thank you, Mr. Speaker.

SPEAKER ARESIMOWICZ (30TH):
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Gentleman from Easton,

Representative Dunsby.
REP. DUNSBY (135TH):
Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
this amendment.

I also urge support of

The town of Easton established its

zoning regulations in the 40s, mostly 3-acre lots
and there’s a reason for that.

Ninety percent of

the town of Easton is public water supply watershed.
Much of the rain that lands on Easton -- and Redding
is similar too -- much of the land that lands in
Easton comes out of the faucets in Bridgeport, comes
out of the faucets in Fairfield, comes out of the
faucets all the way down 95 toward the New York
border.

As a matter of fact, the town of Easton --

the zoning commission recently did deny a highdensity housing development on the basis of
protection of the public drinking supply watershed.
That went to court and the rejection was -- was
upheld.
It strikes me, Mr. Speaker, that just last week
we were discussing a Newsday water plan, which talks
about how important it is to preserve drinking water
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in the state of Connecticut and yet, here we are
making a proposal, which says zoning commissions
can’t do that.

They can’t look out for public

drinking water.

Now, there is some provision here

about -- there is some provision here about the
water supply, but the town of Easton is on that
list, so whosever making up that list isn’t
bothering to look at what percentage of watershed
towns are.

So, this is a bill I support the

amendment but the underlying bill, which that would
amend, will be very deleterious to the drinking
water in -- in Connecticut.
environmental bill.
amendment.

It’s a bad

I do support adoption of the

Thank you, Mr. Speaker.

SPEAKER ARESIMOWICZ (30TH):
Thank you, sir.

The gentleman from Pomfret,

Representative Boyd.
REP. BOYD (50TH):
Thank you, Mr. Speaker.

I rise with some

caution and some concerns where we are.
a largely rural agricultural region.

I represent

One town, the

town of Eastford, which has soundly defeated zoning
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regulations by referendum a dozen times in the last
35 years.

The smallest town in the state, the town

of Union, with just under 800 residents, and I also
look at the struggle that the Planning and Zoning
has on a regular basis trying to find the balance to
make sure that commercial area is available, knowing
that at the end of the day Windham County is the
poorest county in the state with the lowest per
capita income, and -- and that’s kind of a concern
being that a lot of residences, which are for sale,
and there are more houses for sale in Windham County
than had been in the last two decades.

We rely

strongly upon this “discretionary funding” and in a
time where we’re struggling for nondiscretionary
funding, funding that the state provides and has not
in the last budget cycle, it brings me great pause
to think what we would do if we were to suddenly
take away discretionary funding in areas that are
designed to support small towns.
You know, this discussion comes up.

You know,

the number of people who live in my district is the
same as my -- my good friend -- my neighbor here
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from Bridgeport, but obviously, the demographics of
the district, the structure of the district, the
area of the districts are very, very different, and
if I were to take a holistic approach and I look at
the town of Pomfret where I live, which is one of
the towns that are currently in violation, and then
I look just to the town to our south, Brooklyn,
which as quite a bit of affordable housing that’s
available, does the region as a whole have
affordable housing?
every single town?

Absolutely, it does, but does
It doesn’t, so are the -- the

residents -- the constituents being served properly?
You know, it’s -- it’s there, and I just worry that
the old saying that if you’re a hammer everything
you see is a nail, that this may not be a good onesize-fits-all, and I do think strongly that the
background behind this bill, which is to have
affordable housing in the state, is a noble goal and
it’s an important one.

It’s not one that I’m

shuttering from, but I’m not quite sure that this
does it.

Thank you, Mr. Speaker.

SPEAKER ARESIMOWICZ (30TH):
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For the second time, Representative Lemar.
REP. LEMAR (96TH):
Mr. Speaker, thank you very much.

Mr. Speaker,

I will accept the offer to amendment as a friendly
amendment.
SPEAKER ARESIMOWICZ (30TH):
Will you remark further on this friendly
amendment?

Gentlewoman from Windham, Representative

Johnson.
REP. JOHNSON (49TH):
Thank you, Mr. Speaker.

I was going to rise

and speak against the amendment, but since the
amendment now [Laughter] has been accepted, I will
just speak to the intent of the bill because I do
think that there’s a huge problem that we are -that we are not facing and that is the fact that we
have a situation in the state of Connecticut.

If

anybody read the Hartford Courant on Sunday, they
compared the size of Connecticut to Seattle, which
I’ve done numerous times when talking about some of
the circumstances that we’re in.

in Seattle, they

have one town government, they have one board of
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education, and they have a town -- a city that’s the
same size as Connecticut both geographically and
with respect to population.

Yet, in Connecticut, we

complain bitterly about the fact that we don’t have
the money to pay for all the things that we have to
pay for because we have 169 towns, 169 town
administrations, 180 school districts, and hundreds
and hundreds of taxing districts.

We have lots to

pay for here in administrative costs and we don’t do
anything to regionalize our expenses by working
together.

We put on the table federal funds through

our councils of government that could be coming to
us and in fact, that money doesn’t come to us
because we don’t work together in the state of
Connecticut.

Each town -- each town has separate

governments, they have separate forms of government,
they have separate access to different types of
funding, and they also are incredibly segregated by
economics and race.

So, we are not in compliance

with the Fair Housing Act because we have not been
working together as a state, and we will continue to
suffer financially until we do work together.

Thank
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you, Mr. Speaker.
SPEAKER ARESIMOWICZ (30TH):
Thank you, ma’am.

Gentleman from Southbury,

Representative O’Neill.
REP. O’NEILL (69TH):
Thank you, Mr. Speaker.

I would -- I was going

to get off the board until the last speaker spoke.
Two of the towns that are referenced in the list of
towns that are noncompliant are in my district.
They happen to also be part of one single regional
school district that was created to try to achieve
the kinds of efficiencies that I believe the last
speaker may have been eluding to.

Those two towns

are part of a 3-town school district and my hometown
is part of a 2-town school district -- regional
school districts, which basically account for about
70 to 80 percent of all of the local spending that
goes on.

Really?

Our towns have been -- at least

the ones in my area -- have been working very hard
to try to achieve regional efficiencies and to
provide the services that our communities need.
My doing regionalization of the most important
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functions of local government.

In fact, one of the

towns is also part of -- I think the only experiment
we have in this state -- whereby they share,
Bridgewater and Roxbury, one single resident state
trooper.

These are very small towns that are trying

to achieve the efficiencies that we are being told
have the keys to some sort of salvation financially
of the state of Connecticut.

The problem with the

state of Connecticut, the problems of Bridgeport,
Hartford, New Haven, and so many other communities
are not caused -- are not caused -- are not caused
by the people in Bridgewater, Roxbury, Washington,
or Southbury.

Thank you, Mr. Speaker.

SPEAKER ARESIMOWICZ (30TH):
Thank you, sir.

Representative Albis.

REP. ALBIS (99TH):
Thank you, Mr. Speaker.

Seeing as how this

amendment is now being accepted as a friendly
amendment, I’d like to move to suspend the rules to
do a voice vote rather than a roll call vote.
SPEAKER ARESIMOWICZ (30TH):
Is there objection?

Seeing unanimous consent.
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The vote will be by roll call.

Will you remark

further on House Amendment “B”?
wake up here in a minute.
something.

By voice.

I need more coffee or

It will be a voice vote.

remark further on House “B”?
your minds.

I’ll

Will you

If not, let me try

All those in favor, signify by saying

aye.
[Members] Aye.
Opposed.

Nay.

[Member] Nay.
The aye’s have it.

The amendment is adopted

(Gavel).

Will you remark further on the bill as

amended?

Will you remark further on the bill as

amended?

If not, Representative Zawistowski, would

you like to sum?
REP. ZAWISTOWKSI (61ST):
Thank you, Mr. Speaker.

I would like to thank

the proponent of the bill for accepting the
amendment as a friendly amendment, and thank you
too, Mr. Speaker.
SPEAKER ARESIMOWICZ (30TH):
Thank you.

Representative Smith.
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REP. SMITH (108TH):
Just a couple questions, through you Mr.
Speaker to the proponent of the bill.
SPEAKER ARESIMOWICZ (30TH):
Proceed.
REP. SMITH (108TH):
Thank you.

If a town does not have a zoning or

-- any zoning regulations, are they still then
required under this bill as amended to have
multifamily zoning regulations?
Through you, Mr. Speaker.
SPEAKER ARESIMOWICZ (30TH):
Representative Lemar.
REP. LEMAR (96TH):
Thank you, Mr. Speaker.

Mr. Speaker, it is

understood that a town that does not have any zoning
regulations, but you know, would apply -- not apply
but the OPMs can grant a waiver in that
circumstance.
Through you.
SPEAKER ARESIMOWICZ (30TH):
Representative Smith.
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REP. SMITH (108TH):
I thank you, Mr. Speaker, and through you, I
believe the waiver language was just deleted from
the amendment, so I guess reiterate my question.

If

a town does not have zoning regulations, are they
still required to have multifamily zoning
regulations with this bill as amended?
REP. LEMAR (96TH):
[Laughing] Through you Mr. Speaker, that is -that is fair.

The waiver language that we

envisioned has now been deleted.

Yes, they would be

required to allow as of right or by special permit
the development of multifamily housing in their
district.

Again, zoning is not perceived in the way

that -- it’s not making much sense how we think of
like local zoning is in fact granted to our
communities by the state Enabling Act.

That is not

true for states across the country generally.
Generally, there are a series of processes or local
county governments that we have that we don’t have
here, so in fact, when we empower or local
communities to enact their own zoning regulations,
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sometimes it is difficult to monitor or administer
exactly what is allowed in each individual town,
which is why we develop this way of ensuring that
each community is compliant with a requirement
that’s already enshrined in state statute.

That has

already been enshrined for over 25 years, which you
must allow for in some manner multifamily zoning
either by right or special permit.

If a community

that has no local zoning can evidence that it does
in fact allow by right or special permit multifamily
zoning, they are in fact compliant with state
statue, or they can -- like multiple towns across
the state of Connecticut for the last 25 years,
continue to remain noncompliant, but you know, the
underlying bill has many positive adjustments to 8-2
that I think are worthy of consideration at this
point even though we will not have the teeth that I
would have otherwise envisions.
Through you, Mr. Speaker.
SPEAKER ARESIMOWICZ (30TH):
Representative Smith.
REP. SMITH (108TH):
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I thank the gentleman for his answer, Mr.
Speaker.

I understand in looking at general

statutes section 8-1 that towns are permitted but
not required to have zoning regulations, so we’ll
take the town of Goshen -- because I think that was
one of the towns that has been mentioned and it is a
town that does not have zoning and there may be a
few others it sounds like from some of the
conversation we had as part of the discussion of
this bill -- as I read 8-1, it says a town may have
zoning regulations and a zoning commission if they
require -- if they decide to do that, but if they
fail to do that, it seems to me under this bill even
if they’re not required to have zoning regulations,
they are required to have multifamily zoning
regulations and that’s where I’m getting hung up,
and I hate to be a stickler, but it seems to me that
it doesn’t really now work with our current
regulations, and I’m wondering if the gentleman can
address that?
Through you, Mr. Speaker.
SPEAKER ARESIMOWICZ (30TH):
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Representative Lemar.
REP. LEMAR (96TH):
Yes, Mr. Speaker.

Through you, in that case,

it does not appear as if the community is
prohibiting multifamily zoning; so therefore, I
believe that that town would be compliant, if I’m
understanding correctly.
SPEAKER ARESIMOWICZ (30TH):
Representative Smith.
REP. SMITH (108TH):
Well, I would agree with the gentleman that not
having zoning regulations would not be a prohibition
in and of itself, and I guess those towns that do
have zoning regulations under this bill -- if I
understand your correctly -- would not require -- be
required to have multifamily zoning regulation if
this bill passes through the House and Senate.
that correct?
Through you, Mr. Speaker.
SPEAKER ARESIMOWICZ (30TH):
Representative Lemar.
REP. LEMAR (96TH):

Is
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Through you, no.

I do

not have that reading and I would like to establish
that I don’t think 8-2 applies to any towns that
don’t have zoning, so if they don’t have zoning, 8-2
does not apply to them because they have not adopted
a local zoning ordinance.
Through you, Mr. Speaker.
SPEAKER ARESIMOWICZ (30TH):
Representative Smith.
REP. SMITH (108TH):
And, if they do have zoning, then this bill
will require that multifamily be part of the zoning
regulations?
Through you, Mr. Speaker.
SPEAKER ARESIMOWICZ (30TH):
Representative Lemar.
REP. LEMAR (96TH):
Thank you, Mr. Speaker.

Yes, if a town has

adopted a local zoning code, they would in some
portion of their town be required to allow by right
or special permit multifamily housing or -- and/or
accessory dwelling units, or mixed-use developments,
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through you.
SPEAKER ARESIMOWICZ (30TH):
[Clearing Throat] Representative Smith.
[Laughing]
REP. SMITH (108TH):
Thank you, Mr. -SPEAKER ARESIMOWICZ (30TH):
I’m getting a little dry up here, sorry.
REP. SMITH (108TH):
I understand Mr. Speaker. It’s that time of
year and late in the day and I apologize to going
back and forth.
may, through you?

Just a few more questions, if I
I just lost my train of thought

while you were trying to get some water in your
mouth [Laughing].

Oh, I found my question.

you, Mr. Speaker, for the time.

Thank

I assume

multifamily housing is defined somewhere in our
statutes.

If the gentleman maybe could describe

what that actually means?
Through you, Mr. Speaker.
SPEAKER ARESIMOWICZ (30TH):
Representative Lemar.
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REP. LEMAR (96TH):
Yes, thank you, Mr. Speaker.

Mr. Speaker, it

would have adopted at least one zoning district.
Again, excuse me -- it would have -- the definitions
that the bill envisions they would be -- a
municipality would be in compliance if they have
adopted two of the three following: Have adopted at
least one zoning district that allows for
multifamily housing of 3+ units by right or special
permit, have adopted at least one zoning district
that allows for a mixed-use development by right or
special permit, or have adopted at least one zoning
district that allows for accessory dwelling units by
right.
Through you.
SPEAKER ARESIMOWICZ (30TH):
Representative Smith.
REP. SMITH (108TH):
I thank the gentleman for the response.
think I understand what’s required now.
more question.

I

Just one

A three -- a 3-unit multifamily

housing would be what we used to call a triple-
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decker, so it’s three -- three units of one house or
does it require more than that?
Through you, Mr. Speaker.
SPEAKER ARESIMOWICZ (30TH):
Representative Lemar.
REP. LEMAR (96TH):
Thank you, Mr. Speaker.

Mr. Speaker, I think

the good representative has it right.

Three units

per -- in a dwelling unit -- I’m sorry.

Three units

in one structure is defined as multifamily for these
purposes, yes.
SPEAKER ARESIMOWICZ (30TH):
Representative Smith.
REP. SMITH (108TH):
All right.

Thank you, Mr. Speaker.

SPEAKER ARESIMOWICZ (30TH):
Thank you, sir.
bill as amended?

Will you remark further on the

Representative Zawistowski.

REP. ZAWISTOWSKI (61ST):
Thank you, Mr. Speaker, for a second time.

I

would just like to say that as amended this bill
does reorganize the existing zoning regs, which is
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something the building trades like and a lot of
other -- other organizations do like because it does
make the zoning regs a lot clearer.

It also does

require that towns that do have zoning to have -- to
meet the criteria that is still in the bill.

What

it -- what it does change from the original bill is
that the penalties are no longer in place.

I would

recommend to my colleagues to vote your district.
It’s really going to be up to you to see if it
impacts your district, so I’m not making any
particular recommendation up or down on this bill
and just to live through your discretion.

Thank

you, Mr. Speaker.
SPEAKER ARESIMOWICZ (30TH):
Thank you, madam.
the bill as amended?
bill as amended?

Will you remark further on

Will you remark further on the

If not, staff and guests please

come to the well of the House, members take your
seats, the machine will be open.
CLERK:
[Bell] The House of Representatives is voting
by roll.

Members to the Chamber.

The House of
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Representatives is voting by roll.

Members to the

Chamber.
DEPUTY SPEAKER PRO TEMPORE GODFREY (110TH):
Have all the members voted?
members voted?

Have all the

If all the members have voted, the

machine will be locked, and the clerk will take a
tally.

The clerk will take a tally -- I’m sorry.

the Clerk will announce the tally.
CLERK:
House Bill 5045 as amended by House “B”
Total number Voting

148

Necessary for Passage

75

Those voting Yea

76

Those voting Nay

72

Absent and Voting

2

DEPUTY SPEAKER PRO TEMPORE GODFREY (110TH):
The bill has passed (Gavel).
introductions?

Are there any

Representative Urban, you seem to

have a group of friends with you.

[Laughter]

REP. URBAN (43RD):
Thank you, Mr. Speaker.

I certainly do today,

and Mr. Speaker, for the purposes of an
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introduction.
DEPUTY SPEAKER PRO TEMPORE GODFREY (110TH):
Please proceed, ma’am.
REP. URBAN (43RD):
Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
members of Desmond’s Army.

These are girls that

helped us pass Desmond’s Law.
amazing job.

With me today, are

They have done an

They go to court representing animals

who are victims of egregious abuse and we know that
there is a connection between that and future
violent behavior, Mr. Speaker, and we do indeed know
that 80 percent of school shooters started with
animal cruelty, so I’d like our legislature and my
colleagues to give them a welcome for all the work
that they do voluntarily, Mr. Speaker.

[Applause]

DEPUTY SPEAKER PRO TEMPORE GODFREY (110TH):
Delighted to have you all here with
Representative Urban today.
coming to our Chamber.
of the Calendar.

Thank you so much for

We will return to the call

Mr. Clerk, 228, please.

CLERK:
On page 24, Calendar 228, Substitute House Bill
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No. 5265, AN ACT REQUIRING THE PROMPT PAYMENT OF
CONTRACTORS.

Favorable report of the Joint Standing

Committee on Government Administration and
Elections.
DEPUTY SPEAKER PRO TEMPORE GODFREY (110TH):
The distinguished chair of the committee on
Government Administration and Elections,
Representative Fox.
REP. FOX (148TH):
Thank you, Mr. Speaker.

Mr. Speaker, move

acceptance of the Joint Committee’s favorable report
and passage of the bill.
DEPUTY SPEAKER PRO TEMPORE GODFREY (110TH):
Question is on acceptance and passage.

Will

you explain the bill please, sir?
REP. FOX (148TH):
Thank you, Mr. Speaker.

Mr. Speaker, the bill

exempts parties of certain commercial and state set
aside construction contracts with statutory prompt
payment provisions if they explicitly agree to
different payment terms and they’re awaiting
construction contract.

Section 1 of the bill
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addresses contract with state agencies.

Section 2

of the bill addressed commercial contracts.
Conditions of the bill reduce the deadline for
making prompt payments in certain cases from 30 days
to 25 days.

The bill has no fiscal note and passed

unanimously in committee.

I move adoption.

DEPUTY SPEAKER PRO TEMPORE GODFREY (110TH):
Thank you, sir.

The distinguished ranking

member of the Government Administration and Election
Committee, Representative Devlin.
REP. DEVLIN (134TH):
Thank you, Mr. Speaker.

Through you, just a

clarifying question for the good representative.
DEPUTY SPEAKER PRO TEMPORE GODFREY (110TH):
One moment.

(Gavel) (Gavel) Thank you.

Proceed.
REP. DEVLIN (134TH):
Thank you.

Just to clarify.

This relates

specifically to contractors and the single change is
to reduce the timeframe of payment from 30 to 25
days unless the parties agree.
Through you, Mr. Speaker.

Is that true?
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DEPUTY SPEAKER PRO TEMPORE GODFREY (110TH):
Representative Fox.
REP. FOX (148TH):
That’s correct.
Through you, Mr. Speaker.
DEPUTY SPEAKER PRO TEMPORE GODFREY (110TH):
Representative Devlin.
REP. DEVLIN (134TH):
Excellent.

Thank you very much.

Mr. Speaker,

I support this legislation and I encourage my
colleagues to do the same.
DEPUTY SPEAKER PRO TEMPORE GODFREY (110TH):
Thank you, ma’am.

Gentleman from Hartford,

Representative Hall.
REP. HALL (7TH):
Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
Thank you.

I rise for a comment.

So, prompt payment is one of the most

important issues for the construction especially
trades, contractors, and suppliers.

The issue of

prompt payment has grabbed the attention of
legislators throughout the United States.

As a

result, many jurisdictions across the country have
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This is a good bill and it

Thank you.

DEPUTY SPEAKER PRO TEMPORE GODFREY (110TH):
Thank you, sir.

Gentleman from New Fairfield,

Representative Smith.
REP. SMITH (108TH):
Just a few questions through you, Mr. Speaker.
Thank you.
DEPUTY SPEAKER PRO TEMPORE GODFREY (110TH):
Proceed.
REP. SMITH (108TH):
I just wonder if this provision applies to all
contracts public and private or just private
contracts?
Through you, Mr. Speaker.
DEPUTY SPEAKER PRO TEMPORE GODFREY (110TH):
Representative Fox, do you care to respond?
REP. FOX (148TH):
Thank you, Mr. Speaker.

Mr. Speaker, the --

the legislation provides to contract of state
agencies, as well as private commercial contracts.
Through you, Mr. Speaker.
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DEPUTY SPEAKER PRO TEMPORE GODFREY (110TH):
Representative Smith.
REP. SMITH (108TH):
And, I’m glad to hear that, Mr. Speaker, and
I’m also very happy to hear that contractors will
get paid quicker rather than later.

The language in

the bill that’s drafted talks about unless otherwise
agreed by the parties, so as I understand that,
parties can by themselves agree to a longer period
of payment if they so choose.

Is that correct?

Through you, Mr. Speaker.
DEPUTY SPEAKER PRO TEMPORE GODFREY (110TH):
Representative Fox.
REP. FOX (148TH):
That’s correct, yes.
Through you, Mr. Speaker.
DEPUTY SPEAKER PRO TEMPORE GODFREY (110TH):
Representative Smith.
REP. SMITH (108TH):
I thank the gentleman for his answers.
you, MR. Speaker.
DEPUTY SPEAKER PRO TEMPORE GODFREY (110TH):

Thank
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Gentleman from Coventry, Representative Ackert.
REP. ACKERT (8TH):
Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
Through you, a couple of questions to the
proponent?
DEPUTY SPEAKER PRO TEMPORE GODFREY (110TH):
Proceed.
REP. ACKERT (8TH):
Thank you, sir.

So, now is it -- they don’t

have a specified contract, which is normally we
think about 30 days that you can apply a late fee to
a percentage to a bill if they haven’t paid in that
timeframe, so if it’s not stated by contract, is
that when they can do the late charge if it’s at -at that 25 days?
Through you, Mr. Speaker.
DEPUTY SPEAKER PRO TEMPORE GODFREY (110TH):
Representative Fox.
REP. FOX (148TH):
Through you, Mr. Speaker, the bill as proposed
does not address matters where there’s no written
contract.

The bill as proposed addresses the matter
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just where there is a written contract.
Through you, Mr. Speaker.
DEPUTY SPEAKER PRO TEMPORE GODFREY (110TH):
Representative Ackert.
REP. ACKERT (8TH):
Thank you and it was hard hearing, but -- so it
doesn’t specify any type of late fee or later
charge.

It just says that the prompt payment should

be 25 days rather than 30.

Is that correct, and

that’s all it speaks to?
DEPUTY SPEAKER PRO TEMPORE GODFREY (110TH):
(Gavel) (Gavel) Thank you.

Representative Fox.

REP. FOX (148TH):
Through you, Mr. Speaker, that’s correct.
Through you, Mr. Speaker.
DEPUTY SPEAKER PRO TEMPORE GODFREY (110TH):
Representative Ackert.
REP. ACKERT (8TH):
So, if it’s not paid within 25 days and there
is no fee or percentage for late payment, what would
encourage anybody to pay it sooner?
Through you, Mr. Speaker.
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DEPUTY SPEAKER PRO TEMPORE GODFREY (110TH):
Representative Fox.
REP. FOX (148TH):
Thank you, Mr. Speaker.

Mr. Speaker, the

legislation as proposed addresses written contracts
and should be in agreement of the parties, the
contract will be paid in 25 days as opposed to 30
days.

Thank you, Mr. Speaker.

DEPUTY SPEAKER PRO TEMPORE GODFREY (110TH):
Representative Ackert.
REP. ACKERT (8TH):
And, it sounds wonderful.

It does.

Normally,

what happens is in the 30 days with a contract a
contractor could then impose a late fee, and
unfortunately, in our state, the state is one of the
bigger violators of the 30-day payment, which then
incurs a 1.5, typically, percent late charge and 18
percent for the 12 months, so that’s usually where
the 30 days comes into play with contracts.

It

designates a timeframe when an additional charge can
be applied to a legislation.

Just saying, well you

gotta pay it in 25 days without understanding that
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there is a late fee, as everybody knows typically a
late fee is 30 days, so I’m -- I’m striked at the
value of this legislation just saying well you
should pay it in 25 days.
I believe though that we will find out that the
-- it’s when the contractor can then typically
charge a late charge on the bill, so I don’t know if
there is going to be anymore discussion on this, but
I believe that if that’s the case and it’s not
stated anywhere that that’s the prompt payment
requirement, it’s gonna be in the contract that it’s
25 days, then there probably could be a fiscal note
on this legislation and if I’m -- if I’m stating
that incorrectly, please through the -- if the chair
would like to correct me on that -- but I know it
doesn’t state it in here, but 30 days is typically a
late time -- a time that you put a late -- late fee
on, so I guess I’ll ask again.

In no manner is that

the intent of the legislation?
Through you, Mr. Speaker.
DEPUTY SPEAKER PRO TEMPORE GODFREY (110TH):
Representative Fox.
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REP. FOX (148TH):
Thank you, Mr. Speaker, and I thank the
gentleman for this question.

The -- the intent of

the legislation is to reduce the payment time period
within a payment will be made from 30 days to 25
days unless other -- unless expressed otherwise by
the parties.

I’m not sure that answers the

question.
Through you, Mr. Speaker.
DEPUTY SPEAKER PRO TEMPORE GODFREY (110TH):
Representative Ackert.
REP. ACKERT (8TH):
Thank you, Mr. Speaker.

So, if someone says in

their contract -- like a standard contract says
that, you know, payment is -- is -- can be received
up until 30 days if it’s in contract and then a late
fee will be charged, then this does not -- then this
legislation does not speak to that contract?
Through you, Mr. Speaker.
DEPUTY SPEAKER PRO TEMPORE GODFREY (110TH):
Representative Fox.
REP. FOX (148TH):
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That’s correct, Mr. Speaker.
Through you.
DEPUTY SPEAKER PRO TEMPORE GODFREY (110TH):
Representative Ackert.
REP. ACKERT (8TH):
I’m not sure what contractors and -- and other
parties don’t have a contract, so in absence of a
contract, does this legislation apply?
Through you, Mr. Speaker.
DEPUTY SPEAKER PRO TEMPORE GODFREY (110TH):
Representative Fox.
REP. FOX (148TH):
Mr. Speaker, my understanding of the
legislation is that applies only in written
contracts.

Thank you, Mr. Speaker.

DEPUTY SPEAKER PRO TEMPORE GODFREY (110TH):
Representative Ackert.
REP. ACKERT (8TH):
Okay, Mr. Speaker.
confused.

Thank you.

I will stand

[Laughter]

DEPUTY SPEAKER PRO TEMPORE GODFREY (110TH):
This is a large club.

Thank you,
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Gentleman from Winchester,

Representative Chase.
REP. CASE (63RD):
Thank you, Mr. Speaker, and a few questions to
the proponent of the bill -DEPUTY SPEAKER PRO TEMPORE GODFREY (110TH):
Proceed.
REP. CASE (63RD):
-- Through you, Mr. Speaker.
DEPUTY SPEAKER PRO TEMPORE GODFREY (110TH):
Proceed.
REP. CASE (63RD):
Through you Mr. Speaker, as the last good
representative spoke about, the concerns are does
this require the state of Connecticut to pay within
25 days?
Through you, Mr. Speaker.
DEPUTY SPEAKER PRO TEMPORE GODFREY (110TH):
Representative Fox.
REP. FOX (148TH):
Thank you, Mr. Speaker.

Unless -- as indicated

in line 3 and 4 of the bill -- unless otherwise
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agreed by the parties in terms of to a written
contract.
Through you, Mr. Speaker.
DEPUTY SPEAKER PRO TEMPORE GODFREY (110TH):
Representative Chase -- Case, sorry.
REP. CASE (63RD):
It’s okay, Mr. Speaker.

Through you Mr.

Speaker, so when a requisition is turned into the
state, is the date of the 25 days from the date that
the requisition is approved or the date that the
requisition is received?
Through you, Mr. Speaker.
DEPUTY SPEAKER PRO TEMPORE GODFREY (110TH):
Representative Fox.
REP. FOX (148TH):
Through you Mr. Speaker, can the proponent
please clarify what he means by requisition?
Through you, Mr. Speaker.
DEPUTY SPEAKER PRO TEMPORE GODFREY (110TH):
Representative Case.
REP. CASE (63RD):
Through you Mr. Speaker, when there’s a state
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project going on, the contractor that’s on the job
doing it has subcontractors who submit for payment.
They take it, they submit their requisition to the
state, the state has to approve the requisitions,
usually 30 to 60 days the state will send a check
out.

Is that the procedure?
Through you, Mr. Speaker.

DEPUTY SPEAKER PRO TEMPORE GODFREY (110TH):
Representative Fox.
REP. FOX (8TH):
Through you Mr. Speaker, the -- as addressed in
lines 6 through 7 of the legislation, no later than
25 days from the due date of any such payment on any
such contract.
Through you, Mr. Speaker.
DEPUTY SPEAKER PRO TEMPORE GODFREY (110TH):
Representative Case.
REP. CASE (63RD):
Thank you, Mr. Speaker.

So, I do agree with my

previous colleague who spoke on this.
anticipated fiscal note?
Through you, Mr. Speaker.

Is there an
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DEPUTY SPEAKER PRO TEMPORE GODFREY (110TH):
Representative Fox.
REP. FOX (148TH):
Through you Mr. Speaker, there is no fiscal
note attached to this legislation.
Through you, Mr. Speaker.
DEPUTY SPEAKER PRO TEMPORE GODFREY (110TH):
Representative Case.
REP. CASE (63RD):
Through you Mr. Speaker, so we have the
confidence that the state of Connecticut is gonna
pay contractors within 25 days when it is in the
agreement?
Through you, Mr. Speaker.
DEPUTY SPEAKER PRO TEMPORE GODFREY (110TH):
Representative Case, I believe you’re asking a
question of Representative Fox’s opinion.

Could you

rephrase it, please?
REP. CASE (63RD):
Sure, Mr. Speaker.

So, if their -- we’re in a

contract and it’s to be paid within 25 days and the
state does not do that -- the money does not reach
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the contractor within those 25 days, where does that
money come from?
Through you, Mr. Speaker.
DEPUTY SPEAKER PRO TEMPORE GODFREY (110TH):
Representative Fox.
REP. FOX (148TH):
Through you Mr. Speaker, the change that’s
proposed in legislation is that unless otherwise
agreed to by the parties in terms of a written
contract, the 25 days down from the 30 days, the way
that is it currently written, so I’m not sure where
the money will come from but as drafted in the
legislation, it simply changes it to 30-day
requirement to 25 days.
Through you, Mr. Speaker.
DEPUTY SPEAKER PRO TEMPORE GODFREY (110TH):
Representative Case.
REP. CASE (8TH):
Thank you, Mr. Speaker.

So, when there’s

change orders on a project, through you Mr. Speaker,
those change orders have an approval process, so a
subcontractor does work on January 1, submits a
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The change order has to

go to the contractor, which the contractor submits
to the state.

The contractor got the change order

on January 1, so the contractor -- the subcontractor
should look -- be looking for a payment on January
25?
Through you, Mr. Speaker.
DEPUTY SPEAKER PRO TEMPORE GODFREY (110TH):
Representative Fox.
REP. FOX (148TH):
Unless otherwise agreed to by the parties in
the terms of the written contract, I presume the
proponent is correct.
Through you, Mr. Speaker.
DEPUTY SPEAKER PRO TEMPORE GODFREY (110TH):
Representative Case.
REP. CASE (8TH):
Thank you, Mr. Speaker, and I guess just a
point here, no other questions.

Majority of the

contracts out in the state of Connecticut are by the
state of Connecticut.

When there is a contract,

there’s multiple subcontractors.

The payment dates
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for those change variously depending on what work
gets done, whether it’s a contract issue or it’s an
extra work order and those takes time to process and
they sometimes take more than 25 days.

I understand

that there might be an agreement that it’d be 25
days or 30 days within the agreement, but I find it
hard to believe that we’re gonna be able to stay
within that.
Speaker.

One more question, through you Mr.

Have all the agencies, especially DAS,

signed off on signing a contract for 25 days?
Through you, Mr. Speaker.
DEPUTY SPEAKER PRO TEMPORE GODFREY (110TH):
Representative Fox.
REP. FOX (148TH):
Through you, Mr. Speaker.

DAS testified in

opposition to this bill at the committee level, but
it was a much different bill at the time, so I’m not
sure to what extent they’ve signed off on this
current legislation, but the testimony they provided
was in opposition to a much different bill.
Through you, Mr. Speaker.
DEPUTY SPEAKER PRO TEMPORE GODFREY (110TH):
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Representative Case.
REP. CASE (63RD):
Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
it is effective October 1.

Should this bill pass,

Is that for new projects

or is existing projects that are going on?
Through you, Mr. Speaker.
DEPUTY SPEAKER PRO TEMPORE GODFREY (110TH):
Representative Fox.
REP. FOX (148TH):
Thank you, Mr. Speaker.

My reading of the

legislation is that it will be applying to written
contracts entered into after the effective date.
Through you, Mr. Speaker.
DEPUTY SPEAKER PRO TEMPORE GODFREY (110TH):
Representative Case.
REP. CASE (63RD):
Thank you, Mr. Speaker, and I thank the good
representative for his answers.

Folks, I think

we’re going down a real slippery slope here.

I

understand -- I’m in favor of getting our
contractors paid in due time.

I just I have to have

a comfortable feeling that the state of Connecticut
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is gonna come up and we’re gonna pay our -- our
share within due time.

I’ll listen to what anybody

else has to speak on and then wait and see how we
vote for this, but please, you know, remember it’s - it’s us that are paying the bills and there could
be a fiscal note if it comes on later on.

Thank

you, Mr. Speaker.
DEPUTY SPEAKER PRO TEMPORE GODFREY (110TH):
Thank you, sir.

Gentleman from Wallingford,

Representative Fishbein.
REP. FISHBEIN (90TH):
Thank you, Mr. Speaker.

Good afternoon.

had some questions for the proponent.

I too

If I may?

DEPUTY SPEAKER PRO TEMPORE GODFREY (110TH):
Proceed, sir.
REP. FISHBEIN (90TH):
Thank you, sir.
to start to run?

When is the 25 days supposed

If I may, through you Mr. Speaker.

DEPUTY SPEAKER PRO TEMPORE GODFREY (110TH):
Representative Fox.
REP. FOX (148TH):
Thank you, Mr. Speaker.

Mr. Speaker, the 25
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days starts to run depending on our state agency or
commercial contract.

State agencies, as lines 4

through 7, shall receive payment on a contractor
awarded to him or her under the provisions of
section 4a60g to 4a69 inclusive no later than 25
days from the due date of any such payment on such
contract.
Through you, Mr. Speaker.
DEPUTY SPEAKER PRO TEMPORE GODFREY (110TH):
Representative Fishbein.
REP. FISHBEIN (90TH):
Thank you, Mr. Speaker.

So, am I to understand

that once the owner of the property pays the
contractor, he’s supposed to pay his subs within the
25 days.

Is that a correct interpretation?

Through you, Mr. Speaker.
DEPUTY SPEAKER PRO TEMPORE GODFREY (110TH):
Representative Fox.
REP. FOX (148TH):
Through you, Mr. Speaker, I believe so, yes.
Through you, Mr. Speaker.
DEPUTY SPEAKER PRO TEMPORE GODFREY (110TH):
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Representative Fishbein.
REP. FISHBEIN (90TH):
Thank you, Mr. Speaker.

So, how is the

subcontractor supposed to find out that the owner
has been -- has paid the contractor for the 25 days
to start?
Through you, Mr. Speaker.
DEPUTY SPEAKER PRO TEMPORE GODFREY (110TH):
Representative Fox.
REP. FOX (148TH):
Through you, Mr. Speaker, I presume it will be
somewhat different if it’s a commercial contract as
opposed to state agency contract.

If it’s state

agency contract, I assume you can look at the public
record -- public record.
Through you, Mr. Speaker.
DEPUTY SPEAKER PRO TEMPORE GODFREY (110TH):
Representative Fishbein.
REP. FISHBEIN (90TH):
Well, thank you, Mr. Speaker.

So, if I owned a

warehouse and I contracted for someone to build an
addition and they had subs and I paid the general
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contractor, what public record would the sub be able
to access to find out that I did pay my contractor,
so the 25 days could start to run?
Through you, Mr. Speaker.
DEPUTY SPEAKER PRO TEMPORE GODFREY (110TH):
Representative Fox.
REP. FOX (148TH):
Through you, Mr. Speaker, I -- in terms of
public records, I suppose one could FOI the items
that are requested but getting back to the 25 and 30
days period -- because I don’t understand the FOI
process in and of itself there.

The timeframes are

much larger than 25 or 30 days -- but in terms of
the due date, is the gentleman I presume getting the
due date of these payments?
Through you, Mr. Speaker.

Is that what he’s

getting at?
DEPUTY SPEAKER PRO TEMPORE GODFREY (110TH):
Representative Fishbein, do you care to
rephrase the question, please?
REP. FISHBEIN (90TH):
Sure, Mr. Speaker.

I’m merely starting with
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how does one know when the 25 days starts to run and
my previous answer the good representative gave to
me is that the subcontractor would have to go look
at some public record, and I’m trying to establish
what that is.

So, I guess to restate my question.

What public record would that subcontractor look at
to affirm that I as the owner have paid the general?
Through you, Mr. Speaker.
DEPUTY SPEAKER PRO TEMPORE GODFREY (110TH):
Representative Fox.
REP. FOX (148TH):
Through you, Mr. Speaker.

I presume they could

contact, if it’s a state agency, DAS for that
information.
Through you, Mr. Speaker.
DEPUTY SPEAKER PRO TEMPORE GODFREY (110TH):
Representative Fishbein.
REP. FISHBEIN (90TH):
Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
totally disagree.

I -- you know, I

I don’t think there’s any way for

a subcontractor to find out when that payment was
made by the owner to the general contractor.
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There’s no teeth in this.

I don’t even understand

why we’re changing this from 30 to 25.

Thank you,

Mr. Speaker.
DEPUTY SPEAKER PRO TEMPORE GODFREY (110TH):
Thank you, sir.

Gentleman from New Fairfield,

Representative Smith.
REP. SMITH (108TH):
Thank you, Mr. Speaker, for the second time.
You know, the more I look at this bill the more
confused. I join Representative Ackert in my
confusion about this bill, so it’s good to be a
member of his club.

If I recall, I think we had

this bill last year.

It came out of General Law,

and we were trying to do a -- something for our
subcontractors to make sure they were getting paid
on a timely basis, and I think that was the impetus
of the bill last year.

I think this bill takes a

step back and goes in the wrong direction because
the current language of the statute requires payment
within 30 days.
days.

It says shall be paid within 30

This bill says unless otherwise provided by

contract payment shall be made in 25 days, so
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basically, it gives the parties the ability to opt
out of the requirement that payment be made on a
timely basis.

So, I’m wondering, through you Mr.

Speaker to the good chair and my friend over there,
Representative Fox, what was the impetus behind this
bill to change it from not only 30 to 25 but also to
do away with the mandatory language that it be paid
on a timely basis?
Through you, Mr. Speaker.
DEPUTY SPEAKER PRO TEMPORE GODFREY (110TH):
Representative Fox.
REP. FOX (148TH):
Thank you, Mr. Speaker.

Mr. Speaker, and I

thank the representative for the question.

The

impetus was that this matter’s been before us before
as the gentleman indicated.

There’s been many bills

before our committee addressing timely payments and
prompt payments of contracts, particularly in state
contracts.

The idea was just to at the very least

make a small change realizing that a much larger
change may require much -- much more of a deep dive.
Through you, Mr. Speaker.
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DEPUTY SPEAKER PRO TEMPORE GODFREY (110TH):
Representative Smith.
REP. SMITH (108TH):
I thank the gentleman for his answer.
the bill is going in the wrong direction.

I think
I think

if we’re really trying to help our contractors, we
should keep the language that’s currently in
statute.

I don’t think the change of 5 days really

helps them.

I think it ultimately at the end of the

day hurts them by the amendatory language that’s in
here now that gives the parties the option to agree
to a longer-term payment, so I would oppose the bill
at this time.

Thank you, Mr. Speaker.

DEPUTY SPEAKER PRO TEMPORE GODFREY (110TH):
Thank you, sir.
bill?

Will you remark further on the

Will you remark further on the bill?

If not,

staff and guests please come to the well of the
House, members take your seats, the machine will be
open.
CLERK:
[Bell] The House of Representatives is voting
by roll.

Members to the Chamber.

The House of
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Representatives is voting by roll.

Members to the

Chamber.
DEPUTY SPEAKER PRO TEMPORE GODFREY (110TH):
While the members are coming in, I have been
asked to request that you stay very nearby cause we
want to run a few bills before we leave, so please
stay close by.
voted?

Thank you.

Have all the members

If all the members have voted, please check

the board to ensure the vote has been properly cast.
If all the members have voted, the machine will be
locked, the clerk will take a tally.

The clerk will

announce the tally.
CLERK:
House Bill 5265
Total number Voting

147

Necessary for Passage

74

Those voting Yea

104

Those voting Nay

43

Absent not Voting

3

DEPUTY SPEAKER PRO TEMPORE GODFREY (110TH):
The bill passes (Gavel).
call House Calendar 359?

Will the clerk please
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CLERK:
On page 38, Calendar 359, Substitute House Bill
No. 5414, AN ACT CONCERNING THE ESTABLISHMENT OF A
TASK FORCE TO STUDY THE JUROR SELECTION PROCESS.
Favorable report of the Joint Standing Committee on
Judiciary.
SPEAKER ARESIMOWICZ (30TH):
Representative Stafstrom of the 129th.
REP. STAFSTROM (129TH):
Thank you, Mr. Speaker.

Mr. Speaker, I move

for acceptance of the Joint Committee’s favorable
report and adoption of the bill.
SPEAKER ARESIMOWICZ (30TH):
Question before the Chamber is adoption of the
Joint Committee’s favorable report and passage of
the bill.

Will you remark?

Please proceed,

representative.
REP. STAFSTROM (129TH):
Thank you, Mr. Speaker, and Mr. Speaker, I
appreciate the opportunity to revisit this bill,
which we originally took up earlier today.

As the

chairman had indicated, the 6th Amendment of the
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United State Constitution guarantees criminal
defendants the right to an impartial jury of their
peers.

Connecticut statutes attempt to carry out

that constitutional mandate; however, it’s been
sometime since those statutes have been looked at
and whether those statutes on our books in fact are
allowing individuals an opportunity of a jury of
their peers in criminal cases based on race and
ethnicity.

The task force, which we seek to empanel

here would be made up of various agencies and
departments within the judicial branch, as well as
the deans or their designees of our major law
schools, and the presidents of various bar
associations including affinity bar associations.
Mr. Speaker, the clerk is in possession of an
amendment, LCO 4065.

I ask that the amendment be

called, and I be granted leave of the Chamber to
summarize.
SPEAKER ARESIMOWICZ (30TH):
Will the clerk please call LCO No. 4065, which
will be designated House Amendment Schedule “A”?
CLERK:
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LCO No. 4065, designated House Amendment
Schedule “A” an introduced by Representatives Tong,
Rebimbas, and Stafstrom.
SPEAKER ARESIMOWICZ (30TH):
Representative seeks leave of the Chamber to
summarize the amendment.
summarization?

Is there objection to

Is there objection to summarization?

I’m hearing none.

Representative Stafstrom.

REP. STAFSTROM (129TH):
Thank you, Mr. Speaker.

Mr. Speaker, as the

good ranking member had pointed out earlier in the
day, there were two affinity bar associations that
were not originally included in the list of members
of the task force.

This amendment adds those two

bar associations, namely the Portuguese Bar
Association and the Italian American Bar Association
to the list of representatives on the task force.
urge adoption.

I

SPEAKER ARESIMOWICZ (30TH):
Thank you very much, sir.

Will you remark

further on the amendment before us?
Rebimbas, you have the floor, madam.

Representative
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REP. REBIMBAS (70TH):
Good afternoon, Mr. Speaker.

I’d like to thank

the vice-chairman, as well as the Connecticut Bar
Association for including the two bar associations
that were left off this list, and I wanted to thank
them for this amendment and I ask -- urge support
for the amendment.

Thank you, Mr. Speaker.

SPEAKER ARESIMOWICZ (30TH):
Question before the Chamber is on adoption of
the amendment.

Will you remark?

If not, I will try your minds.

Will you remark?
All those in favor

please signify by saying aye.
[Ayes heard].
Those opposed.

Nay.

The aye’s have it.

(Gavel) The amendment’s adopted.

Will you remark

further on the bill as amended?

Will you remark

further on the bill as amended?

If not, staff and

guests to the well of the House, members take our
seats, the machine will be open.
CLERK:
[Bell] The House of Representatives is voting
by roll.

Members to the Chamber.

The House of
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Representatives is voting by roll.

Members to the

Chamber.
SPEAKER ARESIMOWICZ (30TH):
Have all the members voted?

If all the members

have voted, please check the board to ensure your
vote’s been properly cast.

If all the members have

voted, the machine will be locked, clerk will take a
tally.

The clerk will announce the tally.

CLERK:
House Bill 5414 as amended by House “A”
Total number Voting

146

Necessary for Passage

74

Those voting Yea

124

Those voting Nay

22

Absent not Voting

4

SPEAKER ARESIMOWICZ (30TH):
The bill passes as amended (Gavel).
Representative Ritter of the 1st district.
REP. RITTER (1ST):
Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
an announcement.

Just for purposes of

We have two quick bills left and

we’ll be done for the day, 10:30 start time
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tomorrow, and also, for democrats, we’re gonna have
a caucus after the two bills.

Thank you, Mr.

Speaker.

SPEAKER ARESIMOWICZ (30TH):
Thank you very much, sir.

Will the clerk

please call House Calendar 339?
CLERK:
On page 34, Calendar 339, House Bill No. 5407,
AN ACT ESTABLISHING A TASK FORCE TO PROMOTE
EFFICIENCIES IN THE FILING OF HABEAS CORPUS MATTERS.
Favorable report of the Joint Standing Committee on
Judiciary.
SPEAKER ARESIMOWICZ (30TH):
Representative Stafstrom.
REP. STAFSTROM (129TH):
Thank you, Mr. Speaker.

Mr. Speaker, I move

for acceptance of the Joint Committee’s favorable
report and passage of the bill.
SPEAKER ARESIMOWICZ (30TH):
The question before the Chamber is on
acceptance of the Joint Committee’s favorable report
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Please proceed, sir.

REP. STAFSTROM (129TH):
Thank you, Mr. Speaker.

Mr. Speaker, again,

this is a task force that would be empaneled to take
a look at another complicated and sometimes
controversial area of our law and that is when folks
file writs of habeas corpus claims and how we
evaluate those.

I urge support of the Chamber.

SPEAKER ARESIMOWICZ (30TH):
Thank you very much, sir.

Will you remark

further on the bill before us?

Representative

Rebimbas.
REP. REBIMBAS (70TH):
Thank you, Mr. Speaker.

The good vice-chairman

did a good job in enumerating what this task force
does.

It’s certainly one that would be appropriate

and efficient, and I support it.
SPEAKER ARESIMOWICZ (30TH):
Thank you very much, madam.

Will you remark

further on the bill before us?

Will you remark

further on the bill before us?

If not, staff and

guests to the well of the House, members take your
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seats, the machine will be open.
CLERK:
[Bell] The House of Representatives is voting
by roll.

Members to the Chamber.

Representatives is voting by roll.

The House of
Members to the

Chamber.
SPEAKER ARESIMOWICZ (30TH):
Have all the members voted?

If all the members

have voted, please check the board to ensure your
vote’s been properly cast.

If all the members have

voted, the machine will be locked, the clerk will
take a tally.

The clerk will announce the tally.

CLERK:
House Bill 5407
Total number Voting
Necessary for Passage

146
74

Those voting Yea

146

Those voting Nay

0

Absent not Voting

4

SPEAKER ARESIMOWICZ (30TH):
The bill is passed (Gavel).
please call House Calendar 128?

Will the clerk
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CLERK:
On page 14, Calendar 128, House Bill No. 5181,
AN ACT EXTENDING THE MUNICIPAL REEVALUATION DEADLINE
FOR THE TOWN OF WILTON BY ONE YEAR.

Favorable

report of the Joint Standing Committee on Planning
and Development.
SPEAKER ARESIMOWICZ (30TH):
Representative Lemar of the 96th.
REP. LEMAR (96TH):
Good evening, Mr. Speaker.

Mr. Speaker, I move

the Joint Committee’s favorable report and passage
of the bill.
SPEAKER ARESIMOWICZ (30TH):
The question before the Chamber is on
acceptance of the Joint Committee’s favorable report
and passage of the bill.

Please remark?

REP. LEMAR (96TH):
Yes, Mr. Speaker.

Mr. Speaker, the bill allows

the town of Wilton to delay reevaluation schedule
for October 1, 2018.

It allows the town to defer

the cost or evaluation estimated to be $54,000
dollars.

It also defers any changes in assessments
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of Wilton as a result of this reevaluation.

I move

adoption.
SPEAKER ARESIMOWICZ (30TH):
Will you remark further on the bill before us?
Representative Zawistowski.
REP. ZAWISTOWSKI (61ST):
Thank you, Mr. Speaker.

Every once in a while,

we’ll have a situation where a town is -- is stuck
with a problem that has to be solved by the
legislature and can’t be solved by themselves, and
this is one of such instances having to deal with
the town of Wilton.

We have a situation where there

was the -- an assessor that had left and they have a
problem with trying to get everything done on time.
If you just excuse me for a second, Mr. Speaker?
SPEAKER ARESIMOWICZ (30TH):
The House will stand at ease.
come back to order (Gavel).

The House will

Representative

Zawistowski, you have the floor, madam.
REP. ZAWISTOWSKI (61ST):
Thank you, Mr. Speaker for the indulgence.
Speaker, the clerk has an amendment.

It is LCO

Mr.
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Would you please ask the clerk to call it and

am I allowed to summarize?
SPEAKER ARESIMOWICZ (30TH):
Will the clerk please call LCO No. 4116?
CLERK:
LCO No. 4116, designated House Amendment
Schedule “A” and introduced by Representative
Sredzinski.
SPEAKER ARESIMOWICZ (30TH):
The representative seeks leave of the Chamber
to summarize the amendment.
summarization?

Is there objection to

I’m seeing none.

Please proceed,

madam.
REP. ZAWISTOWSKI (61ST):
Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
amendment.

I move adoption of the

Mr. Speaker, this is another situation

in which we’re dealing with a municipal technical
issue where it’s something that the town cannot
solve by themselves and needs a little bit of assist
from -- from the legislature.
the town of Monroe.
SPEAKER ARESIMOWICZ (30TH):

This has to do with
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Will you remark further on the amendment before
us?
REP. LEMAR (96TH):
Mr. Speaker.
SPEAKER ARESIMOWICZ (30TH):
Representative Lemar.
REP. LEMAR (96TH):
Mr. Speaker, we do accept this as a friendly
amendment.
SPEAKER ARESIMOWICZ (30TH):
Thank you very much, sir.
further on the amendment?
on the amendment?

Will you remark

Will you remark further

If not, let me try your minds.

All those in favor please signify by saying aye.
[Ayes heard].
Those opposed.
(Gavel).

Nay.

The aye’s have it

The amendment’s adopted.

further on the bill as amended?
O’Dea.

Nope.

Will you remark

Representative

Representative Lavielle.

REP. LAVIELLE (143RD):
Thank you very much, Mr. Speaker.

I just rise

in very strong support of the bill, and I want to
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thank Representative Lemar and Representative
Zawistowski for being of -- and all the members of
the Planning and Development Committee of being of
help to Wilton, which is in this situation really
just due to the occurrence of an unanticipated
circumstance which the town decided -- tried to deal
with in as timely a manner as possible.

So, I

certainly urge everyone to join me in supporting it,
and I -- with all of my thanks.
SPEAKER ARESIMOWICZ (30TH):
Thank you very much.
on the bill as amended?

Will you remark further

Representative O’Dea.

REP. O’DEA (125TH):
Thank you very much, Mr. Speaker.
you.

Good to see

A few questions to the proponent if I may?

Just kidding.

It’s a good bill. It ought to pass.

SPEAKER ARESIMOWICZ (30TH):
Thank you very much, sir.

Will you remark

further on the bill as amended?

Will you remark

further on the bill as amended?

If not, staff and

guests to the well of the House, members take your
seats, the machine will be open.
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CLERK:
[Bell] The House of Representatives is voting
by roll.

Members to the Chamber.

Representatives is voting by roll.

The House of
Members to the

Chamber.
SPEAKER ARESIMOWICZ (30TH):
Have all the members voted?

If all the members

have voted, please check the board to ensure your
vote’s been properly cast.
voted?

Have all the members

If all the members have voted, the machine

will be locked, and the clerk will take a tally.
The clerk will announce the tally.
CLERK:
House Bill 5181 as amended by House “A”
Total number Voting
Necessary for Passage

144
73

Those voting Yea

139

Those voting Nay

5

Absent not Voting

6

SPEAKER ARESIMOWICZ (30TH):
Representative Lesser, for what purposes do you
rise, sir?
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REP. LESSER (100TH):
Thank you, Mr. Speaker.

Mr. Speaker on the

last vote, I ask that my vote be counted in the
affirmative.
SPEAKER ARESIMOWICZ (30TH):
Journal will so note.
announcements?

Are there any

Representative Albis.

Is there any

business on the clerk’s desk?
CLERK:
Yes, Mr. Speaker.

Favorable Reports and House

Joint Resolutions to the table for the Calendar.
SPEAKER ARESIMOWICZ (30TH):
Representative Albis.
REP. ALBIS (99TH):
Thank you, Mr. Speaker.

I move that we waive

the reading of the list of resolutions and the
resolutions be tabled for the Calendar.
SPEAKER ARESIMOWICZ (30TH):
So ordered (Gavel).

Representative Betts of

the 78th.
REP. BETTS (78TH):
Thank you, Mr. Speaker.

Before everybody walks
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out, I just wanted to welcome back a member who just
had a baby and she’s over there in the blonde hair.
She has bags under her eyes, but I just wanted to
congratulate Representative Pavalock-D’Amato.
[Awing]
SPEAKER ARESIMOWICZ (30TH):
Representative Betts, while I would agree she
may be tired, but I don’t see any bags under her
eyes.

I think she looks great [Applause] [Cheering]

but please proceed, sir.
REP. BETTS (78TH):
That was the worst effort I’ve ever seen to
cover for me [Laughter].
[Laughing].

Maybe it was makeup

Anyway, welcome back and

congratulations to -- congratulations to her baby
son, and can I now talk about for the Journal
notations?
SPEAKER ARESIMOWICZ (30TH):
Yeah, let’s try that, representative.
[Laughter]
REP. BETTS (78TH):
I’ll hand this over to Representative Piscopo
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Missed Votes: Representative Kokoruda

was in district on legislative business, same for
Representative Labriola, and the same for
Representative D’Amelio, and I’m pleased to report
Representative LeGeyt was away on medical
appointments, but he had some very good news today,
so [Applause] congratulations to Representative
LeGeyt.

We’re all very happy [Applause].

Thank you

so much.
SPEAKER ARESIMOWICZ (30TH):
Thank you very much, sir.

Will you remark?

Representative O’Dea of the 125th.
REP. O’DEA (125TH):
Thank you very much, Mr. Speaker.

I just want

to announce the republicans are going to be
caucusing in room 110, and I also want to distance
myself from the remarks of Representative Whit’s and
associate my remarks with the Speaker.

It’s

wonderful to have you back, Representative Pavalock.
Thank you very much, Mr. Speaker.
SPEAKER ARESIMOWICZ (30TH):
Thank you very much, sir.

Any other
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Representative Santiago of the 84th.

REP. SANTIAGO (84TH):
Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
notations.

Representative Pat Dillon business

outside the Chamber.
in the district.
the district.
district.

Representative Hall business

Representative Lesser business in

Representative Elliot business in the

Representative Verrengia business outside

the Chamber.
district.

I have Journal

Representative Berger business in the

Representative Ezequiel Santiago business

outside the Chamber.

Representative Kim Rose

business outside the Chamber.

Representative Lonnie

Reed business in the district.

Representative Tong

business in the district, and finally,
Representative Genga business in the district.
Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
SPEAKER ARESIMOWICZ (30TH):
Thank you very much, madam.

Representative

Lemar of the 96th, you have the floor.
REP. LEMAR (96TH):
Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
announcement.

For purpose of
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SPEAKER ARESIMOWICZ (30TH):
Please proceed.
REP. LEMAR (96TH):
Mr. Speaker, the Planning and Development
Committee will meet tomorrow morning at 9:45 a.m. in
room 2b to take on the numerous bill referrals that
we’re getting from the Screening Committee.

They

are very numerous and a lot of them, so thank you,
Mr. Speaker.

9:45 a.m., 2b, Planning and

Development.
SPEAKER ARESIMOWICZ (30TH):
Representative Lemar, isn’t it your good friend
is like the chair of the Screening Committee. How is
that working out for ya?
REP. LEMAR (96TH):
I don’t know why it’s happening this way.
SPEAKER ARESIMOWICZ (30TH):
[Laughing]
REP. LEMAR (96TH):
I do believe that I need to reevaluate my
friendships.
SPEAKER ARESIMOWICZ (30TH):
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[Laughing] Thank you very much, sir.
Representative Fleischmann of the 18th.
REP. FLEISCHMANN (18TH):
Thank you, Mr. Speaker.

For the purposes of an

announcement.
SPEAKER ARESIMOWICZ (30TH):
Please proceed, sir.
REP. FLEISCHMANN (18TH):
Thank you, Mr. Speaker.

The Education

Committee will meet tomorrow at 10 a.m. outside the
hall of the House to deal with bills referred to the
committee.

I encourage all members to join us and

those who want to watch to come watch.

Thank you,

Mr. Speaker.
SPEAKER ARESIMOWICZ (30TH):
Just please finish on time, representative.
Representative Demicco of the 21st, you have the
floor.
REP. DEMICCO (21ST):
Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
please.
SPEAKER ARESIMOWICZ (30TH):

For an announcement,
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Please proceed.
REP. DEMICCO (21ST):
Thank you, Mr. Speaker.

I just wanted to

announce the Environment Committee will be meeting
tomorrow morning at 10:15 a.m. outside the hall of
the House to deal with referred bills.
SPEAKER ARESIMOWICZ (30TH):
Thank you very much.
REP. DEMICCO (21ST):
And, we will -SPEAKER ARESIMOWICZ (30TH):
Go ahead.
REP. DEMICCO (21ST):
We will attempt to be speed, Mr. Speaker.
SPEAKER ARESIMOWICZ (30TH):
I appreciate that, representative.
REP. DEMICCO (21ST):
Thank you, sir.
SPEAKER ARESIMOWICZ (30TH):
Thank you, sir.

Representative Albis of the

99th, it seems like you get the last word.
REP. ALBIS (99TH):
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Thank you very much, Mr. Speaker.
quite the honor.

That is

I move that we refer the bills as

indicated on today’s go list.
SPEAKER ARESIMOWICZ (30TH):
So ordered.
REP. ALBIS (99TH):
Thank you, Mr. Speaker.

And, there being no

further business on the clerk’s desk, I move that we
adjourn subject to the Call of the Chair.
SPEAKER ARESIMOWICZ (30TH):
The question before the Chamber is adjournment
subject to the Call of Chair.
ordered.

Without objection, so

(Gavel)

(On motion of Representative Albis of the 99th
District, the House adjourned at 5:43 o'clock p.m.,
sine die.)
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